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THE PRESENCE OF MYTH INTHE PYRAMID TEXTS
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The Pyramid Texts, written on the waUs of the entrance corridors, antechambers, and
funerary chambers of the royal pyramids of the late Fiifth and entire Skth Dynasties, are
filied with mythic statements and allusions, without using prose or poetic narrative. They
hctioned as a holistic group, each distinct from the other, yet each working within the
group to create a situation paraHehg the mythic, celestial worid of the afterlife. By this
means, the king (and later, queen) were caused to enter and assume theY nghtful place in

the afterlife as deities. The language of the texts provides evidence for the process by
which this takes place: aiigning the royal with the deities by means of family t e m . and
using various literary methods of inserthg the king into the world of the myth. The
placement of the texts has proved to be of interest because, while certain spells of
protection or offering were placed around entrantes or around the Stone sarcophagus, the
majority of the spelis show by their content that no q x d i c placement was intended. Many

speils are found on different waiis in dierent pyramids., in fact, &y

are the same spek

found in the same place in two pyramids- UltimateIy, the Pyramid Texts functioned as a
passageway into the afterlife, d

g a mythic existence for the king (and queen), with the

rooms of the pytamids used as the vehicle for this mation.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The Pyramid Texts are a corpus of religious literature i n s d e d on the

walIs of the pyrarnid tomb chambers of the last king of the Vth Dytastyf Unas,

and a l l the kings of the VIth Dynastyf Teti, Pepi I, Merenre, and Pepi II, and on
the walls of the funerary chambers of Pepi II's queens, Apouit, Oudjebten, and
Neith. They were divided, by the anaent Egyptians, into separate portions which

are distinguishable by the words dd m h , or "words to be spoken," and modem
Egyptologists have, therefore, called each portion an Utterance. In total, there are
over 759 Utterances, dthough the complete number are present in no single
pyramid, and new Utterances or variants of those alteady known have been
discovered during the excavations of Jean Leclant in the pyramids of Pepi 1 and

II. These new discoveries have yet to be published in one single monograph;
however, Ledant has, admirably, published the discovery of new Utterances in a
series of articles and lectures1. The Texts in the kings' p p m i d s are found in the
entrance comdors, the antechambers, the passages between the antechambers

and the funer~llychambers, and in the funerary chamber itself. In one pyramidf
Teti's, the passage between the serdab2and the antechamber was &O inscribed.

2

For these, see bibIiographyY

A serdab is a room meant to contain statues of the king and, perhaps, his relatives. In the
pyramid of Djoser, the &ab is accessibk to the public to bring offerings to the ka, m the fonn of a
statue, of the k
i
n
sand in mastabasof the OId Kingdom, the s d a b s were often no more t h
mciosed niches, with s m d h01e~,at the statues' eyelevel, m the w d facing the outside The

In none of the pyramids, including those of the queens, were

the serdabs

inscribed.
A study such as this pursues one goal from the outset, that of elucidating

the use of myth in the Pymmid Texts and examining that use from as many
aspects as are practical. The aspects chosen for this partidar study are placement

and overall content. It was deemed necessary to begin with an understanding of
myth, which was done with the express intention of providing an understanding
for use in the +amid

Texts alone. Given the extreme length of Egyptian

history, as compared with our own, such a restriction was necessary. Myth i n
the Old Kingdom, and specifically the end of the Vth and all of the VIth

Dynasties, would likely not be exadly comparable to myth in the Middle
Kingdom, the New Kingdom, or any of the Intermediate Periods, and would
certainly not be applicable in the Late Period with cultural intrusions having
made their mark from the XXVIth Dynasty on.

Even within the various

pyrarnid corpora, some differences in the use of mythology and the extent to
which it was employed can be glimpsed, aIthough it is rardy more than a

glimpse and the ice is thin out there.

The easiest answer to the impiiat question proposed by this study, "Ts
myth present in the Pyramid Texts?",is "Yes." Of course, if the question's logical
corollary, "If so, how and in what form?", is also proposed, the anmer becomes
considerably more diffidt and cornplex. As with many studies of this kind, one
-

-

serdabs ofthe pyramids of the iate Old Kmgdom h g s , the mes dixiosedhere, were fotmd empty,
pyramids, with the exceptions of the queens',
witttout statutes, although each serdab m
contained large fioor-to-ceiling niches which might have once contained üfesued statues. These,

begins with an intuition, necessarily subjective, and the consequent research is
an effort to hunt down evidence for that intuition and pin it, buttedy-like, to
reason.

On first reading, the Pyramid Texts seem confused and without

continuity, almost worthy of damning statements made by Gardiner, who
regarded much Egyptian religious literature as being "unrnitigated rubbish" with
a "deplorable poverty of invention," ladcing in any literary or aesthetic rneritf,

nothing more than "vast accumulations of mythological rubbisW4. Further
readings indicate that an application of Gardiner's assessrnent is rash and even
wrong-headed, that the E'yrarnid Texts are, in fact, lucid and contained.

The research for such a study begins, as it mut, with the Texts themselves,
reading and rereading them with an eye to myth. Many Egyptologists, Jan
Assmann, John Baines, and Seigfried Schott tomame but a few, understand the

only acceptable f o m of myth to be prose narrative, and have judged, therefore,
the Pyramid Texts to be without myth. The kind or type of myth in the Pyramid
Texts rernains hidden, however, and one eventually cornes to the understanding

that it is a miçtake to look for such evidence using modem and foreign

definitions. According to relative tirne-lines, even the ancient Greek sense of

'myth' as 'a story' is modem to the ancient Egyptim of the Old Kingdom. It is
likely that the word had yet to be coined, making the use of it towards an
Egyptian understanding of the term anachronistic, not to mention foreign. The
sense of the word has changed in the mtervening centuries as weU, and 'myth'

together with the rest of the tombs' chambers,were robbed long before discovery and/or excavation,
Gardiner, 1957,5546,

'Gardiner, 1961,227.

no longer means simply 'a story,' but a compendium of precepts, religious and
linguistic. Applying these precepts to the Textç yields a meaning that is perhaps,
although by no means assuredly, doser to the Egyptian meaning of the term.

When conduding the research it must be adcnowledged that, even with the
caution that should be inherent in studying anaent concepts using modem
terms, the complete elimination of modem inclinations or experiences in the
application is impossible.
Armed with such a proviso, research into the use of myth throughout the
world and using that research in an investigation of the Pyramid Texts shows

that myth as poetic or prose narrative had no place in theh composition. The
Texts were created

with a specific end in mind and every allusion, every

statement within them goes toward achieving that end. The allusions show a
familiarity with the habits, experiences and actions of the deities in the Egyptian
pantheon, not to mention th&

atkiiutes and alliances with one another. To a

lesser extent, they also show a familiarity with stories behind those habits,
experïences and actions.

This kind of f d a r i t y with the deities is one

indication that myth hdd a proIIunent.place in the religious activities and beliefs

of the Old Kingdom Egyptians, myth as an intrinsic, working part of the world
that surrounded them. How, then, is myth to be understood in the context of
thiç Iiterature, and more pertinently to

this study, how do we delineate the

presence of myth in the Texts?

The use of both- mythic allusion and the

alliance of deity and nature

within the Texts betrays the sense that, for the ancient Egyptians, myth was an

.

everyday occurrence, one as famüiar, and unconsaous, as breathing. Not only
did mythic events have mundane consequences, but they also were repeated day

after day in the actions of the Egyptians themselves.

In the world of the

mundane, the king would ad a s a deity acted 'on that day of

...' whatever

the

mythic event rnight be, and the consequences of his action would mimic the
consequences of the mythic action. In a funerary context, however, the dead king

did not 'mimic' the actions of omniscient, omnipresent deities, but rather,
having crossed over into the otherworld where the deities were the inhabitants,
the king was making myih himself, as a newly minted deity in his own right.

Within the Texts, the king was partiapating in the myth, and, as the Texts were
intended for the use of the king in achieving the passage frorn death to rebirth in
the otherworld, the corpus of Pyramid Text Utterances were myth.
There are three foundational, unspedfied myths intfinsic to the insertion
of the king into the T m : the myths of the sky, the sun's journey through the
sky, and the king's ascension into the sky. In terms of relative importance, the

myths begin with the sky, the necessary scene in which everything else occurs.
Next is the sun's journey through the sky. The joumey c m o t function

independently of the sky itself. Without the myth of the sky and its landscape,

the sun would have nowhere to joumey and, arguably, would have no reason
for existence. Finally, the king's ascension to the sky depends on both the
previous foundationa.1myths. It is dear that without the landscape and the sun

in the sun-barque travelling through that landscape, the king wodd not reach
the desired ultimate goal of accompanying the sun in that barque. It foUows,

then, in a & d a r argument, that the existence of the myth of the Pymnid Texts

depends on the existence of the three foundational myths. The king's place in
the Texts, his ascension to the sky, his divine famiiy in the afterlife, his final
status therein all depend on the way in which he is porttayed in the Texts, and
on the way in which the Iiterary character of the Texts depends upon his
involvement. This h d of specific examination of the literary nature of the

q.ramid Texts is necessarily holistic, and aims to look at the Texts as a complete
corpus, while at the same t h e dissecting them to discover the exact nature of the
foundational myths? the king's presence therein, and the way they contribute to

the realization of the Pyramid Texts as myth.
FinaUy, extending the holistic nature of this study to the physical,

mundane realm, the use of the Texts within the pyramids must be examined.
The placement of Texts within the chambers of the pyramids was deliberate and
to a large extent, similar from one pyramid's chambers to the next. There are
some exceptions, most notably the pyramidç of Unas and Teti, whkh share the

'Canm3al Hymn,' and the pyramids of Teti and Pepi 1, which share exact
Utterance placement and textual-content to a certain exteni?but in the main, the

pyramids' walls all maintain a.fair1y regdar pattern of texhial placement. This
regulariv of pattern throughout indicates that it was important for the use of the

Tex&, for the foundational rnyths, and the ovdying mythic allusions, to work as
they were intended. Arguments have been

nui

back and foah across scholars'

desks concerning the way in whkh the Texts were meant to be read, whether
from the sarcophagus chamber out or from the entrance comdor in, dl with an

eye to religious ritual and the final putting-to-rest of the dead king's body. One
finds, however, not only that it is possiile to read them either way, in or out, but
&O

that the majority of the Texts provide very iittle in the way of continuity of

mythic allusion throughout the chambers. There are exceptions, again, with

Utterances providing rnagical protection against evil incursions, either
supernaturd or mundane, around entrances and in some corridors; however,
even these exceptions are not consistent in their placement. In a holistic sense,
the Texts surround the king with aIl types of Text on all sides. On some level,

this ensures beyond doubt the continued existence of the king in the afterlife.

There is no place within the chambers of the pyramid, and hence the entire
afterlife, that the king is not protected by a l l the types of Text ascension,
protective, reed-float, etc.. While the modem imagination might prefer some
kind of effective mythic continuity throughout the textual corpus and the
chambers, the anaent faith saw the need for ensuring the rebirth and renewed
Me of the king by means of preparing for any eventuality.

The Pyramid Texts provided Unas, Teti, Pepi 1, Merenre, and Pepi II,
together with Pepi II's wives, the means by which they might not only be rebom

into the afterlife, but more importandy in some respects, the means by which
they might attain a status therein akin to their status on earth. In the attempt to

do so, they created a myth, grounded on three foundatiortal myths that

accounted for the sky, the Sun, and the royal ascension thereto. The Pyramid
Texts themselves are the form of that myth, a form unfamiüar to modem eyes,
but

one

that

was

used

throughout

Egyptian funerary

literature.

CHAPTER TWO
An 'Egyptian' Definition of Myth?

A PROBLEM OF DEFINITION

''It

is impossible to define a myth, but it iç cowardly not to try."
- Wendy D.O'Fiaherty, Other People's Mvths: The Cave of Echoes

The search for the meaning of rnyth for the Egyptians is not new.
Seigfried Schott wrote one of the earlier treatises on this subject in 1945', and

other Egyptologists have contributeci to the topic with numerous important

papes6, but the number of theories regarding myth and its definition in Egyptian
religious literature

nuis

apace with the number of hypotheses.

Some

Egyptologists, JanAssmann in the main, believe that the Egyptians did not have
myths until the New Kingdom. This argument is based primarily on the fact

that until the Middle Kingdom, and A s s m m believes the New Kingdom, no
written trace is left of anything resembiing our narrative idea of a myih. The
evidence fkom the Middle Kingdom is a scrap of papyrus with an apotropaic
fundon from Lahtm, recounting the homosemial episode from 'The

Contendings of Horus and Seth", and the rest of the myths in prose narrative
corne from the New Kingdom. and later, leaving large temporal gaps between

Schoff, 1945.

Jtmw1978,

AsSmannt 1977?743;AsSmannt 1982,1341; Bainest 1991,81-r05;Bainest 1996,361-377;

87-108; M d t 1996; Z&dk, 1993,85409.

'Griffith, 1898,4.

sources.

Other Egyptologists believe that hidden behind the mythological

allusions are unwritten, likely oral myths, at least until the New Kingdom. This
group indudes John Baines8,Seigfkied Schott!', Friedrich Jungelo,and J. Zeidler?
Not a l l of these scholars e s p o w the same rhetoric; however, one of the basic
tenets common to all is the presence of mythic prose narrative, in one fonn or

another.

MYTH ELUCIDATED? - DEFINITION AND RECOGNITION

To begin with, myth c m be studied according to its philological nature,
that is,according to its semantic content, as "myth means

...". Myths are saaed

stories12, which are understood to be true for those who believe them to be

myths, the believers, the faithfd3. For those mythologies and religions having
a myth concerning the sun aossing the sky, whatever explanation is given for

that event is true

- the very existence of the sun, of day and night, of the passage

of the sun through the sky proves its t ~ t h .The sun rises, crosses the sky and

disappears at night, only to repeat the process at night.

Without fail, this

h a p p a ; therefore, whatever explanation the myth presents must be m e . The
existence of the sun proves it.

Baines, 1991, %id.
Schott, 1945, ibid.
Jmge,1978, ibid
" ZeidlerD2993, ibid.
* Asmam, 1977, passim; Baines, 1991.94; Bascom, 1984,7-9; Day, 1984,13,16; made, 1963, 1-5;
Hatab, 1990,19; Honko, 1984,49.
* EranWort, 1946 8; G e , 1984,132-134; Pettazzoni, 1984,98409-

"

A necessary adjund to the idea that myths are tnie is the larger context of

the myths is religious - myths are true and sacred. They can be used in religious
rituals", and they deal with supernaturd explanations of various phenomena
social, climatic, astronomical, geographical, and sornetimes political. The main
characters are lesser and greater deities, and their actions and reactions are
earthforming and earthshattering. Broadly, the purpose of myth is to provide
reasons, explanations and justifications for human behaviour and natural
occurrences that might o t h e h e be inexplicable. The myths explain the world
as it was and as it came to be; thus, in a very real and concrete sense, myths tell
history.

The next levei of the study of myth is attempting to understand myth as
an existential concept, "myth is 2. This is more complex than simply defining

the term semanticdy. The idea of an existentid meaning for myth is filled with

the desire to resolve pestions, the answers to which go far beyond the empllicd.
Myths set out to "explain the w~rld"'~,in an existential sense. They not o d y
explain how but, more importantly for our purposes, they attempt to resolve
why, the m e r i n g of which question is much more involved than providing a
straightforward definition of myth. Myths explicate and justify the reasons for

human presence in the world, and they have a profound effeci on the ways in
whi& humans view every action and relationship in their world. The divine

"This is a hotly debated subject, that Les outside the scope of Mis thesis. The bibliography for
myth and ritual as simdtaneous or amamnt phenomena is wide. Se, for exampie, Blackman,
1918-1919,26-53; Eliade, 1959; Fairman, 1954,165-203; Frankfort, 1952,f-Iî; Gaster, 1975; Hooke,
1958, and also edited by Hooke, 1933; Reymond, 1969. For a bibliography devoted solely to myth
and ritual, see Dtmdes' mtroduction to Caster, 1984,110-111.
Detienne, 1986,16.

begiMings of things, shown through rnyths, give everything reason for

- and

vaüdity in - existence. They create a natural, human world that, for believers, is
tully integrated with the divine world. The 'human' world functions at the
same time and in the same space as the divine world. As everything is imbued

with mythological importance, random encounters and accidents are explained
through myth16. One of the results of this is to make the world a slightly more
comprehensible and ordered place1'* It does not become more prediaable or less
dangerous, but it becomes somewhat more reasonab1etB.
While those examining myth from outside the experience may see the
reasons for the original creation of, or retitation of, myth arising from a human
need for order and stability on a l l levels in p d 9 , believers, or people inside the

myth, perceive it as an experience greater than themselves, and at the same time,
as intrinsic to their own existence. Through myth, humans touch the divine; w e

live surrounded by evidence of the workings of deities, and we are a part of the
myth20. Myth itself defines the world in which we live; it divides that world into

two levels, the saaed and the profane* The sacred, the 'myth,' makes the
profane, 'the world,' a reaiity", and reality is reveded through the gestalt of the

mythu. The two interact and coexist in an ïnümate symbiotic relationship so
dosely aligned that often the h e of distinction between the two is blurred?

Frankfort, 1948,4-5;O'FIaherty, 1988,142.
1983,2-6Kolakowski, 1989,Z-4.
Ausband, 1983,ix.
Cook,1980,38.
" Davis, 1990,319;Hatab, 1990,22
O'FIaherty, 1988,142.
" Griffithsr 1975,13.

I6

17Ausband,

"

Hand in hand with the idea that believers are surrounded by myth is the
concept that, for the believers, myths had no beginnings in human history?

Myths were not first told specificdy to account for, say, the kingship or the

geography of the heavens. They do not give hurnan reasons for events and
phenomena; they are the exphnations that i ~ t i a t e d these events and
phenomena. Because the kingship existed, the Osinan cycle of rnyths concerning
the kingship had always existed. The myth without the office of kingship in the

human world was merely a story; the office of kingship without the myth was
merely a struggle for power. In Egyptian terms, the battle for sole kingship of the
two lands was of earthshaking sigdicance, aeating one land out of two and
setting the path of Egypt's poolics for d e n n i a .

Leaving it in the hands of

humans would considerably weaken that significance.

As O'Flaherty has

suggested, the beginning of a tradition, such as the origins of Egyptian kingship,
cannot be shownP, and in a very real sense, myth is tradition. To assign an

origin to either myth or tradition destroys their crediility. They are no longer
predicated of the sacred, but become purely human constructs, the validiiy of

which can be questioned, and perhaps dtimately rejecied.

The lack of a prose narrative form has been a stumbling block for
EgyptoIogists studying myth in the eady religious literature. O n the basis of the

lack of mythic prose narrative, Egyptologists have argued that the early Egyptians

had no myths. JanAssmann believes that a narrower use of the tems 'myth'
and 'mythical' is necessary; he considers the use of these to have led to a
distortion of our understanding of the presence of myth in Egyptian literature as
a wh01e'~. He sees attempts by Schott and others to reconde the mythic

allusions in the Pyramid Texts, and other religious texts, with the assumed
necessity of mythic presence as mecessarily complicated2'. He would prefer to
separate the gods and goddesses into "constellationsff of deities. By this, he
means that deities having some relationship with one another should be
considered to be 'orbitingf around each other; in the literature, they consistently
appear in the near vicinity of each other, and share symbolism and image$'.
As constellations of deities, rather than individual deities reacting to one

another in the guise of myth, the deities are dowed freedom of rnovement and

association. Although they might appear in a consistent vicinity, they are not
restricted to that vicinity by myth. According to Assmann, these 'constellations'
are present in the eariier Egyptian Iiterature only as mythische Aussage or

mythicai statements. "Die mythische Aussage "~ergegenwartigt'~den Mythos

îs O'FIatierty, 1988,29-30.
25

Assmarin, 1977,lO.

"Assmann, 1977,1415.

Asanam, 1977,14; see also Baines, 1991, 96, and Baines, 19%, 366+ The concept of ideas and
theories as consteI.iations can a h be formd m other writings ai religion, m partidar modem
Christiarüty and Judaism. Walter Benjamin used the tecm to explain ideas m terms other than
concepts m restricted systems, a notion that Muenced Theodor Adomo and later, Marsha Hewitt.
See Hewitt, 1995,4,152,153.

..Y;they 'imagine'mor stand in for the myth, but they do not imply the presence
of myth outside the literature in which they appear.

John Baines believes that while it may be that truly narrative mythic texts
do not exist until the New Kingdom, this does not necessarily admit a complete
la& of narrative myths outside the literature3'. He believes the reason for the
la& of narrative mythic texts rnay be the low level of importance held by rnyths

in the religion3*;the myths themselves might not be as important as the events
to which they allude, making the myths unnecessarf3.

He

sees the Pyramid

.

Texts as "performative," and hence, the mythic statements in them are meant to
"enact rather than evoke an identification between a ritual action and a divine
occurrence.""

Baines maintains, in "Myth and titerature," that "myths did exist,

but that they were not the principal high-cultural vehide for transmitting
fundamental beliefs and values, and were Iess important than such types of
record as l i s t ~ " ~ .

This position seems to be at odds with Baines' own concept of 'decoru~n'~~,
which holds that much of the reiîgious know1edge of the Egyptians was resancted
to a d&ed

hierârchy of pries&'. This knowledge is and will remain unknown

to us because the language used in the religious literature

P9

is deceptive and, in a

Assmann, 1977,28.

" For this definition of v e r g e g e n w ~ g tsee
, the Collins German-English dictionary, 528.
" Baines, 1991,94,104; Baines, 1996,360-365.
Baines, 1991,100; Baines, 1996,362
"This view isalso heid by Junge and Zeider. See Junge, 1978,99-102and Zeidier, 1993.
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Baines, 1991,85.
Baines, 1996,365.
% This is a concept discuJsed fully m his article, Bahes, 1990,l-23.
Baines discuJseJ di types ofrestrïed knowledge, not h p I y religious; however, for the pinpases
of this argument, 1have reStnded m m to religious howledge

"

sense, code-like, available in measured fashion only to those whose position in
the temple or soaety permitted such knowledge. In "Myth and Literature,"
Baines reiterates his position regarding d e c o r n , staüng, ''Deconun and the
restriction of esoteric knowledge affect deeply the presentation of the solar cult
and are likely also to have idluenced the very reticent treatment of the death of

Osiris and associated rn0ti.f~"~~.
These two positions, the unimportance, and
resulting la& of presence, of myth and the sense of 'decorum,' are, thus,
maintained simultaneously. It seems highly likely to me, however, that myth

came under the umbrella of 'decorum,' as one type of 'esoteric knowledge,' and
the prevalent use of myth in the q.ramid Texts is a strong indication of the
presence of deconim. The Twts were ultimately meant for the eyes of the dead

king alone; they were recorded in an o s t ~ s i b l yinviolate space that was intended
never to be seen again, making ihat space safe hom unintentional viewing by
those outside of the 'decorum' loop, as it ~ e r e ~ ~ .
The fact of the Texts' placement in the pyramids is the indication of
'decorum'; the content of the Texts is not. The allusory nature of the Texts

themsdves is not part and parcel of 'decorum,' despite the fact that the use of
allusions seems to point to some sort of restricted knowledge. The restrictions of
various types of howledge lessen as one goes up the Egyptian ladder. The fewer
people who are in a position to be given certain pieces of restnaed knowledge,
3a Bainest

1996,375-376.

"ThisI of course, is ignoring the certaÎnty that people other oian the king iwcribed the texts mto
the w a k from hieratic copies tmdoubtedly written by yet another han& Bafnes makes the point
that any cmpIetely exclusive knowledge of the king was impossible. The knowledge must have
been shared between the king ami his upper e c h h of courtiersI making the knowledge the same
but the significance diffkrent (I99ûtI3).

the lower those restrictions become; in other words, fewer and fewer people

know more and more4'. The king was at the top of the 'decorum' pyrarnid, the
only person in the country - and hence, the world - allowed access to every and
all types of knowledge without restriction4'.

With this in mind, then, the

allusions in the Pyramid Texts become free of 'decorum' and, instead, become
articles of the most highly restricted knowledge, the explmations of which were
Vrelevant to the omnisaent kingq2.The information was already his. The Texts
were lodced in the 'inviolate' spaces of the pyramid and were, thus, inaccessible
to anyone for whom that knowledge was restricted, a group that did not include

the king.
It is fundamentally important, in the study of myth in the Pyramid Texts,
to view the Texts both as a homogeneous group and as individual mythic
allusions that provide cohesive structure for that homogeneity. The corpus of

Texts was to be used as a whole with every allusion within every Utterance
contributing to the desired net result - the king's, and later, queen's, ascent into
the sky. It was not necessary to recount myths fully when allusions would do,

when the Egyptians felt themselves to be as immediately present in the mythic
world as the r e a a l of that allusion would grant.
Allusory continuity and structure, then, took the place of narrative

continuity and structure in Egyptian myth. Without a prose, oral, or poetic
narrative structure, allusions were the means by whîch myttis were used in the

a See BainesCdiscussion of the solar cult in Baines, 1990,13, îi, from Assnann, 1972,111-116.
%eeh37.
For a discussion of this, see Barta, 1981,50-53.

"

Texts. This indicates that what the Texts could do was considerably more
important than what they said. C.J.Bleekerd3,J. van Dijku, and John Bainese

have noted this, van Dijk going on t6 postulate that one of the major reasons for

myth in Egyptian religion was in "its use in ritual or magic conte~ts"~~.
The
Pyramid Texts were without doubt ritualistic. The Utterances were placed in the
pyramids with the intention of providing a service for the dead king, and there
was no need for narrative text.

It was the broader contexts of the mythic

allusions themselves that firmly placed the king in that mythological time and
place inhabited by the gods.

The earthly world of the Egyptians existed simultaneousIy and in
comrnwiity with the mythological world in a way unknown in modern westem
culture4'. One of the dearest examples of

this is archaeological, the burial of

bodies on the west bank of the Nue. The Egyptians saw the sun ostensibly die

every evening in the westem part of the sky. It was naturd for them to view the
West as the place of the ascended deceased, induding both the sky and earth. In
the q.ramid Texts, the inhabitants of the West, and thus the dead pyramidowners, are called the Westemers.

Throughout the Texts, the king is c d e d

'Foremost of the Westemers,' an epithet of both Anubis, god of the necropoiis,

and Osiris, god of the dead4! By the use of this epithet, the king is not only
paralleled with two of the most important chthonic deities, he is Osiris or

*

BIeeker, 1967, passim
an Dijk,1979-1980,10-25.

"Baines, 1991,99400.
a ~n Dîjk, 1979-1980,25.
"Rue,î9û9.
'Hart, 1986 152-153. See, for example, Utts. 3S7 0 592,371 5 650,44l§ 818,and 510 5 1146,amaig

Anubis, as the text warrants. The western bank of the Nile, in a similar marner,
not only symbolized the West for the Egyptians, it was the West, the geographical
region of the ascended dead. The voyage across the Nile in order to get to the
places of burial was the voyage of the deceased aaoss the sky; the sky was the
heavenly river Nile reflecting endlessly in the earthly river Nüe. Locating the
tombs on the western bank gave the deceased an added advantage in the afterlife:
they were already one step dong the road to ascendancy, having aossed the river
and built th& 'homes' on the side of the setting Sun.
The hieroglyphs themselves were understood to be alive on a
supernatural level in much the sarne way the geographic west was magicd on
the same supernaturd plane. The gIyphs, accorded such supernatural existence,
could possibly be dangerous to the dead Egyptian they were meant to protect
hguistically. It was necessary, therefore, to ensure that these mgns did not use
that ability to harrn the king. As a result, some signs, those understood to be

more dangerous than others - g e n d y human figures or carnivorous animals

and reptiles - were shown mutilated in some way, either by weapons or with
missing body parts, to render hem harmless to the helpless corpsee.

For

example, in the Pyramid Texts specificdy, a few determinatives depict a man
with a club and a man with his arms raised in U t t 478 5 957 and Utt. 482 5 1004,

showing only the upper halves of the men, the head and anns. Stephen Quirke
states that this mutilation of signs only began to occur at the end of the Twelfth

many others.

* See Lacau, 1914,144.

Dynasty? during a period of considerable political unrest in EgyptSD. However,
Ledant notes that certain signs in the texts from the pyramid of Pepi 1 either
show evidence of mutilation, are simply omitted, or are substituted with
another, less dangerous sige.

The gods of the Egyptians appeared in concrete form on

earth in tomb

and

temple reliefs, in painting and in their cult statues in much the same way as the
experiential, geographical west was concurrent with the West of the dead. This
brought the gods doser to the ernpkical world, into a form in which they could
be seen and touched. This is particularly true of the cult statues, which were

worshipped in the temples as the gods themselves. The rnyth conceming the
destruction of humankindS2,for example, provides a vivid account of Re getting
old; his bones have tumed to silver, his flesh to gold and his hair to hue lapis

lazuli - a wonderful description of a cult statue, the earthly manifestation of the
god. The myth has used to great advantage an empiricd piece of evidence
withui its own deadedly unempirical fonn.

The cult statues were the

counterpart in the human world of the dead king's body in the next one. Both

were Mirm and had to be awakened by means of the Opening of the Mouth
ceremony, and then dothed and fed. As with reading hieroglyphs, one was
partiapating in the mythological world in the attendance on the cult statue and
the dead h g ' s body.

'Fornian and Quirke, 1996,100-lû3.
1985,301-302
Focushg on the fomentingof rebenionby humankind, Dimitri Meek has pieced together a myth
of a secad &ellion h m fragmenteci sources and incidental allusions m other religious tex&
(Meeks and Meeks-Favard, 1996,24-25). h light of th& evidence, the destntction of humankmd

" Wmt,

In Egyptian religion, many explanations were routinely made to stand for
a single occurrence, a phenornenon for which Frankfort coined the term
"multipIitity of approaches"

".

The several Egyptian myths regarding the

passage of the sun through the sky, and its disappearance at night, made it
possible for them to see the truth in every myth, regardles of overlapping
explanations.

It meant seeing that tmth with different emphasis for each

separate narrative, without one emphasis being more tnie than another. The
factof an array of different explanations for what seems to be basicaily the same
occurrence should be understood to rnean that they were using a sort of religious
safety net. The 'approaches' to the go& and myths were quite speafic, and
although they may seem limitlessf they were, in fact, finite in number. This
indicaies a sense of solidity in Egyptian religious thought, a deliberation of choice
which the number of approaches seem to belie.

They were not choosing

explanations ad hoc oui of the aether. They used explanations that suited their
purposes, that unveiled their universe for them.

The la& of myth in the form of prose or poetic narrative in the Pyramid
Texts is answered by the depth and quantity of mythic allusion Despite the la&
of narrative continuity between Utterances, there are very dear instances within
single Tacts that show the allusions to have corne h o m complete conceptions
--- -

-

-

- -

----

wouid seem to be one of a cycle of myths, similar to the Osiris Seth - Horus cycle.

regarding the lives and actions of the deities. The most common examples of

this are those referring to a specific day of action. These are characterized by the
phrase "on that day (or night) of," which wodd seem to indicate a reference to a
day or night on which some mythological event occurreds. Frequently, these

phrases are not elaborated upon.

Rather, they provide mythical points of

reference that bring the event into the empincal world; the occurrences on "that
day" becarne applicable to events ongoing in the Egyptians' world. The specific
use of the phrase "that day" implies prior knowledge of a mythical event, one
which was famüiar to every Egyptian who came into contact with the text. This

f d a r i t y itself implies a larger context behind the allusory mention in the
Pyramid Te.. The events of the day are of primary importance for the
completion of the allusion. While we may not know the fuller context, the

Egyptians were undoubtedly aware of it for the allusion to have any impact at al1
on their perception of the heavenly ascendancy of the dead king.

The myth of the ascent of the king to the slqr is prevalent throughout the
-amid

Texts, providing the bulk of the imagery, and the reason for the divinity

of the king. As with other mythsf the details of this myth are subject to change.

This is something to be expected given Frankfort's 'mdtiplicity of approaches.'
For example, the king ascends to the sky ushg a number of different approaches a laddds, a stairway'", sunshine as a stairwity"', Horus' eyes? Isis' or Nephthys'
Frankfort, 1948,4.

5 399,362 5 606,485 5 1027,506 5 1096, JMI f 1107,515 11180,517 §
1189,519 5 uii,553 5 1362,581 5 1555-1556, 627 § 1785.
uttr 3a4 5 468; ms Q 4 ~474
; 9 941; 478 g 971-980;480 5 995.
Utts, 267 Q 365;505 5 Iû9û.
=utL508 5 1108.
UttSI 249 5 265,254 5 286,273

thighe, wings60, smoke6', a blast of

a part of a cult standard (fd~63) a n

unknown means of ascent (&-hp)". The final goal of the king is entrance into
the Company of the go& the realisation of which asserts the king's h a t e

divinity. As it fundioned in the Pyramid Texts, the myth did not justify the

nght for the 'Horusr to be on the throne ai any given üme, nor was it likely to
have provided valid evidence for the historical existence of the pharaonic
throne; it mereiy explained the fact of the royal office. In other contexts, it may
have worked as a preventive rneasure in justifying one king's presence over
another; however, in the context of the Pyramïd Texts, the myth simply showed
the dead king the way to divinity so he might live in the presence of his equals,
the gods6? It was meant as a sort of royal Baedeker's for the heavens.

M e r examples of the likely presence of complete mythic ideas lie in the
cornparison of later versions of the myths with the pertinent allusions in the
Pyramid Texts. This will be examined in full in a later chapter; however, for the
sake of the argument for an Old Kingdom existence of myth, the presence of the
relevant myths in the Texts will be reviewed here. Given that allusions were
used in the +amid

Texts as points of reference and thus, the more the better for

the sake of the point being made, it should corne as no surprise that most

uttç. 106-107 69-n.
Utt. 480 5 996.
* Utts. 245 5 250;267 5 366;302 462; 467 5 890; 491 5 iû56;5Zi 5 1225.
''Utl. 2675 365.
Utt. 332§ 541.
Faulkner caIls the idtd, "the boister-iike protuberance cn the front of the cuit-standard of
Wepwawet" in his translation of the Pyramid Texts (1969,106).
"L Utts. 330 5 539; 33Is 540,
65 W. 321 5 517.
64 Grïffïths, 1991,160-162
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allusions were used in the Company of many others.

They were grouped

according to sense; for example, the great mouming of Isis and Nephthys is
intimately comeded with the murder of Osiris, and both are intimately
connected to the trial of Seth for that crime.

The tendency to duster

complementary allusions together results in the situation in which complete
sentences containhg even simply one single allusion are rare. They are not
non-existent, however, and several examples can be found relating to the cyde of

myths surrounding Osiris, Seth and Horus, as weIl as the myth of the royal
ascendancy into the heavens and divinity.

Utterance 477 discusses the trial of Seth for the murder of Osiris in relative

Remember, Seth. Put to your heart these words that Geb spoke, this threat
that the gods made against you in the mansion of the magistraie in
Heliopolis, because you threw Osiris to the ground;
When you said, Seth, "Indeed, I have not done this against him," so that
you might have power therefrom, having been taken away, your power
being for Homs;
When you said, Seth, "Really, he attacked me," when this his name of
'Attacker of the Earth' came into being;
When you said, Seth, "Really, he kicked me," when this his name of
Orion long of leg, far of stride, came into king, who is pre-eminent of
Upper EgypP7

In this text there are a number of allusions that point to the 'extemal' presence of
a myth we h o w to have existed by virtue of Plutarch's r e t e h g of the myth of

Isis and Osirisb8.
The stniggle between Osiris and Seth for the throne of Egypt,
the need for Seth to 'prevail over Hom' who would have become the next d e r

-

on his hther's death, the throwing to the grormd i.e. the killùig

* utt

477

957-959.

- of

Osiris by

Seth, and the trial of Seth before a tribunal of deities - all these are echoed in
Plutarch, indicating that a myth surrounding the original kuigship of Egypt
existed from the Pymmid Texts through to the second century AD.

References to the myth of Osiris and Seth are gmerally quite dear. They
describe Osiris as being 'Iaid Iow,' or 'being thrown down, or having fallen, upon

his side,' a l l euphemisms for having died6'. Seth is most hequently, although by
no means always, an eviI-doer, with specïfïc reference to the murder of O~iris'~;
Isis and Nephthys, often as kites circling with loud cries of sorrow, look for the
body of their dead brothdl; when the body of Osiris is found, it is often in many
pieces and in need of reassembling? Despite the la& of a properly Egyptian text

for these parfidars, having only Plutarch upon whom to rely, the details are
obvious enough that we cm be in no doubt that they are part of a larger story.

The gods of Pe are induied, coming

to

Osiris on account of the voice of

crying of Isis and Nephthys?
You (fem.) have corne, seeking your brother Osiris, his brother Seth
having throm him d o m on his side in that side of ~hfty."
The second rnyth in the Osirian cyde is Hom' struggles with Seth7'.
These shuggles take the form of a fight for the throne, left empty by the death of

Osiris. We assume, only, that the throne has been vacated as a direct result of

V, 351-365,in Plutarch, 1936,7491.
Plutarch,
Ut&. 412 5 721;4425 819; 478 § 972; 485 5 1033; 5325 1256;576 5 1500; 6375 1799; 677 5 2018; 701 5
2188.
956-959 in particular, but passim.
'O Uttn 357 5 592; 477
U t h 4û2§ 1004; 532 125512%; 535 U80-1282;670 5 1973; 694 5 îî44.
Utts- 3575 584; 364 616- 617;3675 635; BSO 5 835;482 5 1008; 535 5 1284;6û6 5 1684;6iZ 5 1732;
6375 1801,

de

')

"

nutt482§1004.
UtL 478 5 972.

"See Quicice, 19925749 for a disassion of the cyde.

Seth's murderous actions; that information is not found in the text. The stniggle
k t goes to a tribunal of the gods, and then it is settled through a series of

contests of strengui and cunning, with various gods intervenuig dong the way.

This myth is one of the most completely recorded in Egyptian literature.
the Coffin Texts, and to a
Portions of it c m be found in the Pyramid Te~ts'~,
lesser extent, Book of the ~ead", as well as the aforementioned saap of
apotropaic papyrus of Middle Kingdom date from Lahun and the near-full
version of the myth in the New Kingdom Papyrus B e a q 1.

In human terms, it is possible to see a legitimization of the right to Egypt's
nile in this myth. The events dearly desaibe a struggle between Horus and Seth

for the throne. Eadi adversary must try and prove his case before the tribunal,
Horus on the bas& of his patemal lineage, Seth on the basis that Osiris was his
brother. A political origin for the myth has been seen by, e.g., Griffiths7' and, to a
lesser extent, Tobinm as the primary reason for its existenceB0. In an opinion
echoed by Tobin, Griffiths sees in the myth a story of the original human battle

between the worshippers of Horus and the Seth-worshippers for the nile of the

country, going so far as to c d the story a 'legend', as opposed to a 'myth"'. There

is some question of the actud location of the d i s of Horus and Seth, as Horus
76

Se,for example,note 2E.
BD Chapters 9; 17; 86; 134.

'8

Griffiths, 196û, 119-i24.

Tobin,1993,100.
See also Lesko, 1991,88122 Lesko discu~~es
the various cosmdogies m politicai temis, relating
the events of the cosmo1ogies and ac~companybgmyths to the contemporary political situations in
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historid order.

" Griffiths, 196û,13&14848 It might be argued that the human' story of the uniart of the two lands
mto Egypt codd be d e d a Iegend;however, the story of the quanels betweai Seth and Horus must
be d e d myth, due to the divinity of the charaders and the way m which the myth explains the

might originally have been a Lower Egyptian go*,

and Seth originally Upper

Egyptian. The difflculty is, of course, that the forces of Upper Egypt are
understood to have been victorious over Lower Egypp3. This conflicts with the

fact of Horus as the symbol of the living king. In order to counter this problem,
Griffiths shows that the archaeological record, in opposition to the written
record, places the origin H o m in Upper Egypt, around NekhenS4. Regardles of

the arguments or methods used to place the event in reai time and real place,
any atternpt to do so places the myth firmly on human soil by givùig it a purely
human origin. This is a position argued above as being untenable, because to

'humanize' the myth immediately lessens the impact and meaning inherent in a
story about the gods. The politics of the myth are, indeed, vitally important both
inside and outside the chambers of the pyramids, providing validation for the

d e of the new king and investing the klngship itself with divinity. A solely
political origin for the myth of the murder of Osiris, however, does not take into
account the fact that the story is a myth,and not simply human history. Neither
does it account for the presence of the Texts in a context that has littie to do with
politics and the mardi of human history.

The Pyramid Texts are unambiguously religious in nature, and are
concemed primanly with the ascent of the king to the sky. The indusion of the

myth in the mythologicaf dusions and imagery in the Texts must, then, have
-

-

hct of kingShip.
This is a much-debated questionfa good synopsis of which can be fand m Griffiths, Ïbid. W hile
the qestion of Seth's Upper Egyptian origins is reiatively secure, the probiems suaounding the
origins of Horus in the Delta provide most of the materid for the debate.
See, for exampIe, Spencerf 1993, 68-69, and Emery, 2961, 42, 100. For an aiternate view, see
Ho-,
1979,350-351-

been of some benefït to that end. This might have been as relativdy simple as an
affirmation of the royal prerogative, to assert the king's right to the mere attempt
ai a s c e f l , although it was undoubtedly much more complicated than a simple

assertion to the right of divinity. The myth not only gave the d e r the right to

divine d e ; it also, and perhaps more importantly, defined the state of the world
in terms of cosmological and cosmogonical significance. It provided a divine

origin for their d e r , and at the sarne tirne, it paralleled, and hence
intermingied, an empîrical Egypt with a divine Egypt inhabited by the gods. The
parallelism of the two Egypts was so dose that as the dead king began the ascent
into the sky, he entered the myths of Osiris and Seth, and of Seth and Homs; he
becarne a player in those myths. The king became Osiris, witnessed by the
association of the dead king's name with Osiris. He took on the identity of the

father of H o m and the consort of Isis, ready to take his rightful place in the sun

barque and in the Company of the go&.

The myth in the religion was

inextricably entangled with the legend in the history. The cosmoIogy within the

myth as it is found in the q.ramid Texts surpassed the importance of the
findion of the legend as the political legitimizatiod6.
The references to the myth of Horus and Seth are slightIy less plentifd
and more obscure than those datirtg to the myth of Osiris and Seth. There are
only a few references to the judgement by Geb and a tr.i%unal of the go&''.

The

individual instances of stnigg1es between Horus and Seth are scarcely
--

-

Griffiths, 196Q, 144.
wiII be dixrussed m a later chapter.
fi See Frankfort, 1948a, 19ff. for further discussion on this.

'5 This

representeda8 and never with the use of s p e a c citation.

Other details of

struggles known from later versions of the myth in prose narrative form are

scanty to the point of ambiguity. NevertheIess, the relationship of the allusions
to the Mer accounts is without doubt. The fict of later f d e r accounts is the
most important piece of evidence, though admittedly circumstantial, for the
presence of a fulIer account during the period of the Pyrarnid Texts. It might not
have been quite as detailed as the later versions; however, that might simply
point to a fleshing-out of the story over a period of years, or centuries, as the case
may be. The longevity of the myth, together with the relatively plentiful copies
preservedag,indicates that it was one of the more important myths in the

Egyptian religionqoand justifiably incorporated into the Pyramid Texts as well as
existing in proposed Old Kingdom copies outside the pyramids.

The Texts themselves are grouped in the pyramids by allusion - that is to
say, those Utterances containing references to the same types of ideas were dose
to one another. For example, the individual Texts containing references to
Fetket, the butler of Reg1,are generally confined to membership in the group
following the Texts comected with food. Ofken this meant that Texts with

simi1a.r allusions were placed in close proximity to one another on the pyramid

---

"Utts*US § 162;474 5 942; 477 @ 9-59,
BB

W.
68-73 5 41;260 31&329;393 5 679.
And th%, m spite of the siteer luck ùivolved m acadents of preservation and the avoidance of

hazardç m ieading to destruction.
It is impossible, of course, to

say whether ît was important because it was partidarly
e n t e s or because it was particuiar1y v i t d to reÿgious continuity. The reason for importance
is, perhaps, not a s relevant as the faaof importance, and for our prrrpoba, both mmpy a lower inrg
on the hierarchicai ladder"UtkU)5and206-
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walls. The Tex& know as the "reed-float" Texts are found in tkee groupsg2i n
three separate areas but these areas are aU located in the entrance passageway and
around the door into the antechambd3. This will be further addressed in a later
chapter; however, these examples are enough to show a concm with allusion

and content that required a physically pervasive sense of perception regarding

the allusions in each individual Utterance, yet another level of mythic
operation. The myths in the Pyramid Texts, thus, operated within the Texts as
allusion, and within the architecture of the pyramids as a physical presence on

the tomb walls. The hieroglyphs were magic in themselves and worked on yet

another mythic level, providing protection and assistance in their very forms.

CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING MYTH AND THE EGYPTIANS

The mythic allusions within the Pyramid Texts performed an essential
role.

They were spedically chosen, one must assume, to aid in aeating a

situation sirnilar enough to the one in the heavens that they were
indistinguishable. For the Texts to operate as they were intended, the position of
the king was necessanly the position of a god. His actions repeated the actions of
the gods, his words echoed those of the go&, his f d a r relationships were
identical to those of the gods. Everything about the king had to paraUeI precisely
that of the gods. The background of the myths, the complete context from which
the allusions were taken, was as irnpoaant as the allusions themsdves.
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Ut&. 263 to 266; 473 and 481;504; 507;519;609.

It

surrounded and imbued those allusions with an impliat sense of significance, of
substance and weight that the dusions could not capture alone. Without that
context, the allusions wodd have been meaningless, pieces of stories chosen for
random and inconsequential reasons with Little or no thought for intended use.

This was manifestly not the case.
On a very deep level, the Egyptians worked in a world permeated with

myth. Evidence of the divine was found everywhere and in everything. The
human world was indistinguishable from the mythological world, making the
presence of prose narrative inessential, needless. Allusion suppiied the literary
form and the supernahird context without recourse to the relative obviousness

of traditional story-telling reatation. Myth, then, for the Egyptians was a sense of
participation with the mythological world. It meant an awareness of another

levd of existence, something that could be felt but not tc~chcdor seen. Intimate

knowledge of that world is found in evidence throughout the qrl.amid Texts,
and in nearly every other piece of üterature, r&gious or not, in Egypfs hishiry,
through allusion to myths outside the Texts themsdves.

--

-

"See Oskg, 1986,13144,and Qirirke, 1992,153355.

CHAPTER THREE

The Mythic Foundations of the Pyramid Texts
INTRODUCTION

Much of the scholarship on myth in the Pyramid Texts has focused on the
presence of fragmented myths farniliar from Iater sources and those pieced
together from evidence within funerary and religious texts - the Osiris cyde and

the battle between Horus and Sethg4,and the various creation mythsgs,etc. - and
on the relationships between the deities themselves. This method of studying
rnyth is predicated on the idea of myth as prose narrative. The literature of
anaent Egypt, however, does not give evidence of this type of myth until the

New Kingdom and it would seem likdy that myth was preçent particularly in
early Egyptian literature in f o m other than prose narrative, an issue addressed
in an earlier chapter. In the study of later Egyptian myths in prose narrative

form, the dissection of texts such as the Pyramid Texts is the only avenue open to

the study of the early appearance of the later prose myths.

A miaoscopic

identification and study of that style, however, has the effixt of segregating the

q.ramid Texts into various mythic patterns, whüe leaving the question of their

function as a complete and holistic set of texts answered merely by their
definition as a guidebook to the next world. Second-guessing the intentions of
91 Gardiner 1931,826,

PL 1-16,and the Utterances of the Pyramid Texts, passrni.

the anaent Egyptians is always a chancy proposition, but w e may with some
certainfy state that the intention of the Te&

was not the ultimate isolation of

fragmented myths and mythic episodes. Those fragmented myths and mythic
episodes were used intentionally in the üturgy of the Pyramid Textç to a spedic

end, the ascension of the king into the heavens, and with an eye to
accomplishing this goal, the Texts were meant to be used as a set of funerary
literature, incorporated within the structure of the pyramids and maintainhg an
inner literary and imagistic filiation.

The

textual consolidation within the

corpus seems to have been of importance even given the likelüiood that the

Texts included in each pyramid were specifically chosen for the use of the
pyramid's owneP6.
The segregation and subsequent definition of the Pyramid Texts as a
guidebook has overshadowed the character of the Texts and in doing so has
disregarded to a large extent the richness of irnagery and the coherence of

individual Utterances with one another. By the term 'characier,' 1 mean the

literary sense in which the Texts display evidence of their purpose, through the

use of irnagery, both mythic and other, and the use of partidar linguistic styles.
Through an examination of lit-

character, it may be possible to discem how

the Egyptim viewed funemry texts m terms of the texts' aciual method of
operation. How was the ascent of the king perceived to occur? What images

were used, which mythic episodes were referred to, in order to accomplish this

* See, for exampIe, UR 527 @ 12484249 for the appearance of the HHelpoIitan aeation myth in
the Pyramid Tacts; and Breasted, 1901 (among many others) for the Memphite Thedogy.
%Thompsm,1990,17-25.

goal? The Texts, however, have become 'negative' entities, diaracterised as a
group of texts without mythic narrative integration, rather than as a set of tex&
to be studied as a complete and synthesized work of religious iiterature. It is the
presence, and recognition, of these characteristics of holistic cohesion and
synthesis that allows us broadly to fashion the guidebook definition; the Texts,
however, convey much more than simple instructions and it is that particular
recognition that is vital to the understanding of the mythic character of the Texts.

They convey religious archetypes, they communicate a certain Egyptian
sensibility toward the divine and the supematural, and they provide a
distinctive framework within which those archetypes and that sensibility
operate.

The character of the Texts is done a disservice by the segmentation and
culling, for in viewing the Texts solely as one of the earliest sources for myth in

anaent Egypt, and -acting

the evidence for individual myths therefrom, the

composite nature of the Texts is necessarily set aside. Sentences or irnagery
referring to mythic events known from later literature are cut out from the rest
of the Utterances and used as evidence for the early presence of those events.

The context w
w
i which those sentences and irnagery are f o n d is disregarded.
Although the examination of the myths as narrative texts has benefitted from
this isolation of imagery, the midy of the Pyramid Texts as a group of religious
texts intended to be used complete within themsdves and in context has been

Iimitedg7. More importantly, the signincance of the myths that comprise the

* See Barta? 1975 and 1980;Griffiths, 1960,passim and 1980.7 c psssia

basis from whidi the idea of the Texts was b 3 t has not yet been fully understood
as a result, although the myths themselves have long been recognized.

In an investigation of the Pyramid Tex& as holistic within themselves, it
becomes apparent that there are a number of avenues open for discussion. From

these numerous avenues, three have b e n selected as being representative. The
first is a study of the foundational myths. These have been defined as the myths
that provide the foundation for the group of qnamid Texts taken in their
entirety. They provide structure and form for the corpus of Texts and, in so

doing, provide a basis ftom whidi further points of discussion can be Iaunched.

The next study examines the role of the h g in the Texts from the perspective of
language. That the king is put into the geography and action of the Texts is quite
dear, but what is not as dear is the method for doing so, and it becornes a
question of how we are made to understand the position of the king in the Texts.

FinaUy, the king's divine M

y is investigated in the celestid context. This goes

toward an understanding of the role of the king in the Texts and the question of
the multipliaty of fathers, mothers, sisters, and sons of the king.

THE FOUNDATXONAL MYTHS

The basis of the Pyramid Texts comprises three mythic ideas, here called
the 'foundational' myths. They are the myth of the sky, the myth of the sun's
movement through the sky, and finaUyf the myth of the king's

ascent

and

progress through the sky. The term 'foundational' is used primady because

these ideas were not written down as narratives later on, nor were they referred

to by allusion in the Pyramid Texts. It is dear, however, throughout the Texts
that these three mythic ideas are intrinsic to the fundionhg of the Texts as an
indispensable aid to the king in his ascent. For exampie, the king functioned
within the mythic idea of the sky.

H e was manifest in the mythical world of the

deities, operaürtg as an entity within that world, not as an inhabitant of the
mundane world imposing himseIf onto the myth. The mythic world, however,

did not exist solely because of the king's manifestation therein; it existed
regardless of the king's presence or la& therein. The foundational myths, which
compose the idea of the afterlife, were complete within themselves, despite the

la& of a narrative framework, and needed no legitimization in the mundane
world. In terms of literature, the myths provided oxymoronic structure-without-

form as inherent myths within the Texts, and hence operated by giving a real
form in metaphoric terms to the otherworId in which the king was meant to
survive after death. In a very real, metaphoric sense, they were the myths

behind the Texts;they gave the king an arena of action.

.

Although couched in ciiffereni terminology, the myth of the sky has been
well-documented, as has the myth of the sun's journey through the sky. James
~ l l e n ~H-J.
' , Kli~nkeif'~,
W. ~ e l c kand
~ ~ Winfried
~,
Barta"' have addressed the
question of the geography, and inevitably the cosmology, of the sky. That the

area of the sky as a setting for the afterlife in the Pyramid Texts was accorded

certain concrete, or at the Ieast non-nebulous,

geogaphical and hence

cosmological features is commented on by scholars as bwig of importance to the
ultimate goal of twentieth-century understanding of the religious thought

processes of the ancient Egyptiansl".

The myth of the king's ascent into the sky has also been well-documented.
The most complete m e y is by Davislo3,but the myth has been 'recovered' from
various religious texts, Uicluding the Pyramid Texts, by nearly every scholar
writing on the religion of the Egyptians in general termslo4. Mer awakening

and having the Opening of the Mouth ceremony performed on him, the king
ascended to the sky and made his way through the Landscape (or skyscape?) to the
deities.

The methods of ascent were nurnerous induding wings, ladders,

sunlight and stairs, as documented in the previous chapter on the meaning of

myth'os. Seehg birds fly upward, seeuig the sun stream through a window in
the f o m of rays, and using ladders and staVs to dimb to the rooftops ail supplied

likely irnagery. From this plethora of images, it would seem that, for the ancient
Egyptians, an individual use of imagery was not as valuable as using imagery in
multitudinous and varied ways, something that in itself reveals an idiosyncrasy
of the logic of Egyptian t h o ~ g h t " ~namely
,
the weU-known (and for modern

scholars, somewhat confusing) idea that there is nothhg 'sacred' in any single

Barta, 1975,3948; Barta, 1980 1-4.
Ailen, 1989,l; Khkeit, 19741975, passirnt See also Jacq, i982,27-30.
lm Davis, ibid,
lDC
David, 1982,59,72; Frankfort,1948,134435 (Frankfort here alludes to the ascent of the king into
the itfteriife by means of the Pyramid Texts speufically); Morenz, 1973,205; Thomas, 1986,50,for
jist a fav examples of the ubiquity of the myth in the secondary litératcw.
'Of

lm

'O5See~.55-65*
'06 See Baines, 1984,25-54.

formulation of an idea. The method of ascent was not the point; rather, it was
the fact of ascent that was of consequence and that fact could be described a s
occUmng in ways that indicate its mythic origins.
While the mythic allusions grouped the king with the gods, thus aiding i n

the affirmation of his divinity, it was the foundational myths that situated the

king in the mythic world itself, in tenns of both imagery and religious
perception. The foundational rnyths aeated the environment through which
the king had to travel, piving the afterue a sense of multi-dimensional real

space. As the Egyptim lived in a world predicated on the saaed, hence o n
mythlo7,to have aeated a completdy dissimilar afterlife would have been to
negate the eaithly surroundings in which they lived, and vice versa. An utterly
different otherworld would not have agreed with what the Egyptians saw around
them, e.g. the river, the sky, the land, and so forth If the sacred surrounded

thern, then what surrounded them must conversely be saaed; if what
surrounded them was sacred, then it must logically follow that the afterlife,

being in itself sacred, would look and behave with at least some sense of

sernblance to the saaed surroundings on e h . The geography of the afterlife
was inescapably Egyptian; hence, the king having been alive and in recognizable

human form in the profane ~ o r i d ' ~he~ was
,
understood to take on the same
form Ki the sacred world. Such being the case, it was necessary to place that royal

form in a situation similar to the one on earth. This meant land to walk on,
See Chapter 2

water in various fonns to sail on and gand buildings to house the Residence, all

of which would be given an Egyptian flavour.

While the geography of the aftedife was necessarily sirnilar to the
geography of Egypt, with swamps, lakes, waterways and areas of dry land, it was
not completely identical. The afterlife of the Old Kingdom kings contained

elements understandable to those who would be traveling through it toward
divine Company; these elements, however, did not precisely parrot the
geography of the rnundane world. In fashioning places of the imagination, the

Egyptians assigned f d a r and cornfortable features to unfamiiiar ideas, which
are thereby made more palatable, more acceptable. This is very much the case
when deaIing with the afterîife and matters religious; however, due preQsely to

the necessity of retaining a seme of mystery and awe in the omniscience and
omnipresence of deities, the terrain could not be indistinguishable from that of
earth. The mystery lay in a dissimilarity strong enough to render the initially
f d a r , u n f d a r and thus, instilluig more terror than wonder in the minds

of the worshippers. The forms of the animals and other beings Living therein
can only be guessed ai, and while the assumption may be made that the gods
have human forms and the animals have recognizable avian, reptilian or

mammalian f o m , some of those forrns must

&O

diffa signincantly enough

that they cannot be found on earthlog. The best example of this is the form of

'OS Aithough the king was amtaiiy seen by a negligible nmiber of humans? due Iargeiy to the
sanctity of the royal office on earth and the divinity of the man holding that office, the ~uestionof
an alternate bodily form seemed never to have beai put forward.
For exampIe, Taweret, Bat, Bes, and Seth. ail of whose forms are rmlike any sirtgie animai but
are amaigunations of several different beasts or of hunian and beast,

Setht1', a composite animal unseen in nature with a long, straight tail that ends
in a brush or an arrow, a long pointed snout, a thin body, and large erect ears.

While manv different animals have been proposed as its last, the animal seems
J

to be a resdt, ratherI of artistic vivisection and grafting than the desire to portray

any single animal1".
In creating such an amalgarnation as the figure of Seth - familiar pieces
fitted into an unfamiliar whole - existing in an equally arnalgamated afterlife, the

Egyptians ensured that the afterlife was made as dangerous as h u man ly possible.

They induded fear-provoking images from the mundane natural world:
crocodiles, makes, scorpions, as well as the Seth-animal, and a topography they

knew to be dangerous, i.e. the river and the marshes. It is interestkg to note that

the afterlife was one of water and watery land, not one making use of the arid
horror of the desert. The Nile valley and its marshes provided life as well as
death, while the desert provided only death. It was the tenuous balance between
the lush fertility of the river vaIley's fields and the hazards of both the riverine

animals and the water of the Nile itself. The dangers of the afterlife had to be

"O The nature of the s d e d Seth-animal' has long been debated. With its long siout, thin body,
and long tail with either an arrow or bnish-shaped end, it seems to encompass a mrmber of different
animals m one ki one of the most comprehensive articles ai the s&ject, Newberry makes a gmd
case for the a
.as a pig (Newberry, 1928,211-225). Other anmials pmposed have induded the
aardvark, the jerboa, the okapi, and the fennec. AU of these are discussed m Newbeft~~
&id, 223.
Ahmed Eïssa undetstands the animal to be a donkey, baseci ai similarities Inmd m the temple of
Denderah with a figure of Seth in an Osiris ritual depicteci as a doaked human body with a
donkey head. H e notes that it was as a donkey that Seth fled from How. See Boessneck, et al,
1992, H O . Barbara Adams notes similarities between the Seth-animai and both the
hippopotamus and the wild pig, but believes that those associations were not made by the antient
Egyptians. See Adams, 1996,lû-11. 1am of the opinion that the animai neither resembIes nor was
meant to d i e any living creature. ( S e aIso Qttirke, 199254.) This conglomeration of an
animai accords well with the chaotic nature of Seth, as weIl as with the undesirabiüty of having
recognizabIe eiements that might be dangerous to the dead king's body.
See te Velde, 1967, pasSm See also QuKke, ibid.

"

-

manageabk on human te-

and to the human imagination. While it was a

certainty that the desert would kill, perhaps it was marginalIy less certain that the

river and marshes would kill, and it was Mly certain that the Nile valley
provided the only M e possible in Egypt, and so the lesser of the two evils was

chosen, alIowing the element of diance to enter into the equation, and therein
possible, indeed probable salvation.

THE KING WITHIN THE FOUNDATIONAL MYTHS

From the evidence of the Pyramid Texts, and g m e r d y throughout the
literature, the Egyptian understanding of myth seems to have been based o n
allusion; mythic allusion informed every movement and action of the ancient

Egyptians, creating an impression horn the ancients' written work that the world
of the Egyptians was one in which religion played a vital partn2. This is most
obviously the case in the funerary texts, where the king was set side by side with

the deities and his adions echo theirs and vice versa. By alluding to situations in
which the king was geographically on a divine plane, the actions of the king
--

-

'* Kemp dWgrees with this assessment, basing his d u s i o n s m a study of solely archaeological
evidence pertaming to shrmes a s d to have ben fiecpented by the mnmoi Egyptiafls and the
dative la& of artifacts asociated with them. He strïctly separates the religion of the masses,
the cammm Egyptians, and that of the state and king, induding those wealthy enough to afford
shrines and tombs of their omi. ai the basis of his study, he cames to the understanding that the
commort Egyptians were as ~ @ O U Sa peopIe as is the Jecular Society of today. See Kemp, 1995,s
54. This argument, whüe cmvincing an the tace, has the disadvantage of pulling evidence from
archaeological SOB
alone, d y a research practice as one-sided as that of ewmining solely
t
W &dence- A baiance wodd seem to be needed between the two. While the impression that
the Egyptians wexe a pmfomrdy religious peopte based ai their literahue is surely f a k , so too
must be the impression that the ccmmaieo were profoundly areligious. With so Little
archaeologicai evidence left fmm the auuncn Egyptianç, and that which is left being of such

were aligned with the actions of the deities on that plane. Alignment was a static
state of being, however, a two-dimensional situation without interaction

between the king and the deities who populated the location; alignment with the
gods was necessary to place the king by their side, but it was ody the first, most
f a d e level of a royal/divine fusion.

In order for the king to be completely

integrated into the afterlife and to become divine within that setting, however,
more than simple alignrnent was necessary"'.

The foundational myths can be identified and fairly easily differentiated
from those that were written down by later theologians by paying attention to
imagery and sentence structure.

By virhie of the type of address used in

connedion with the king, he was brought into the mythic world of the language
of the Texts. He was addressed diredy, the deities were addressed on his behalf,

he was induded in a list of gods and goddesses as having the same property or
performing the same action as they do, and he was given the same powers as the
gods"'

. Through the use of similes, commands, and direct speech, the king was

equated with the go&- The 'charaders' in the q.ramid Te*,

king i d deity

alike, were in the same space at the same time and able to communicate with

one another as solid manifestations in the flesh. The equivalence of the king

and the gods &O had a further application. It not only placed thern w i a the

margmal quaüty, cme must assume that the carminias perhaps pmcticed th& teligion without
the heip of large numbers of votive objects or inscriptionai tablets
See Hmung, 1983, 90.92 for a reiteration, foIIowing H. Bonnet, of the idea of syncretism as
'inhabitation', rather than aIigxuxtent.
"These last two methods are Iabeiied by Davis, amorig others, as an 'identification' of the kins
with certain deities (see Davis, 1977,161-179, esp. 167). See also hotnote 113 for a different term
'inhabitation' - dby both Homtxng and Bonnet.

"

-

space and geography of the foundational myths; it also made communication
with the deities a reality for the king in the afterlife.

Speech directed to the king was based on the assumption that he was in
that plane of existence in the afterlife which the Texts are meant to address,
together with the rest of the pantheon. This was represented by Utteance 468 5
895:

O King, raise yourself. Stand up! The Great Ennead which is in Heliopolis
has assigned you to your great throne, so that you may sit, O King, at the
head of the Ennead - Geb, a noble among the gods, Osiris at the head of the
Powers, and Horus, Lord of men and gods.
The king was understood to have a three-dimensional place, real and t a d e

-

-

'your great throne' in which to sit once he had arisen to the sky. Having sat in

the throne, the king niled as, variously or perhaps simultaneously, Geb, Osiris

and H o m . The importance of this passage for our purposes lies not in the
appropriation of form, but rather, in the sense of a fdlness of dimension given
by the assignation of the 'great throne' and the appropriation of nile once the

king has seated himself on that chair.

The same holds for the addresses to deities on behalf of the king. The
deities were approached with the seme that they were to be of tactile and genuine
use to the king. In Utterance 444 5 824, Nut was addressed on behalf of the king

in such a marner as to suggest that by a simple command, she would be able to
reconstitute the body of the king:

"O Nut, cause that the king is restored, so that he may live."
Restoration of the body meant life m the afterIife, the state of being in which the

king would join Nut, among other deities. This regmeration of the body was of

partidar importance; without it, the king would languish forever in the
mundane world, never reaching the heavens and divinity. Even with the use of
this simple line of text alone and disregardhg ail other evidence found in the

Te*

and ehewhere, it is possble to determine that Nut was understood to have

the abüity to provide the initial means by which the ultimate acceptance of the

king into the pantheon might occur and would provide that service to the king.

The so-called 'reed-float' Texts - Utterances 263-266,for example - primarily
consist of sirniles that align the king with various go&. Reed floats were placed
down in order that various gods and the king might cross over them to Re or
Harakhti.
The reed-fIoats of the sky are placed for Homs
So that he may cross on them to the horizon and to Harakhti
The reed-floats of the sky are placed for me
So that 1 may cross on them to the horizon and to Harakhti
(Utterance 264 5 342)

The formula adheres to the pattern throughout the text; using the same
vocabdary and sentence structure, it names different gods in place of Horus and
follows with the king's name, or a Iirst person masculine pronom ( s a ,
dependent or independent) to irtdicate the king. By induding the king in groups
of deities having common properües or powers, or performllig common action,
it was taatly understood that the king was together spatially with those groups as

a part of their physicd presence. The mere existence of the afterlife was not a

concem; rather, the concem had become the king's multi-dimensional existence
therein. The king was more than simply mimicking the gods; he was one of
their company. The interspersal of king and god adrnitted the king into the

pantheon, and uito the myth of the sky together with the gods. The king was

myth, as the gods were myth.
The king was not only included in the Company of the gods; he was also
given the same powers as the gods.
1 shuie in the East like Re. 1 travel in the West like Kheprer.
1 üve on that which Horus, Lord of the sky, Iives on as
Horus, Lord of the sky, commanded. (Utterance 465 5 888)
Once again, the king was aligned with different gods, the most powerful gods of
the pantheon in the example quoted, and the physicd qualities of shining and

travel attributed to the king are those of the sun. In the endowment of these
qualities, giving him the aspect of Re, he was adaiowledged as an integral part of
the myth of the sun's joumey through the sky and again, this settled upon the

king the same quality of myth attributed to the gods.
Another method of inserting the king into the myth of the sky was by
making his presence hown to the gods, and once known, causing that presence
to be perceived as being on legitirnate equd standing with the rest of the

divinities. One rnanner of accomplishing this end was by commanding that the

gods not be ignorant of the king's existence, as in Utterance 262

327-333. The

following stanza serves as a paradigm for the rest of the Utterance.
Do not be unaware of me, O god;
As you know me, so do 1know you.
<Do not be unaware of me, O god;
Of me it is said: 'He who has ~erished.'>"~
(5327)

'* See Faullaer's translationof the Pyramid Te* (Faulkner, 1969.n. fn. 2) for a short c i k u s h of
the need for the arrow brackets. Faulkner rised the text fiom Unas' pyramid for this partidai:
Utterance, and the atrow brackets mdicate a minor corruption m the otherwise superior 'Unas' text
46

The names of various gods are substituted for the initial g e d c nh. and the
epithets given to the king, seen in the fourth line above, differ from stanza to
stanza.

The reiteration of "As you know me, so do 1 know you" throughout each

of the stanzas contains within it the implicit understanding that the perception

by deity of king and vice versa was reaprocal, and was, in fab, liffle more than a
subtle reminder of the king's divinity and right of passage through the aftérlife.

The fact that the king was placed into the myths by vVtue of his use of the
Texts as a vehide of ascendance indicates that the foundational myths were

understood to be as real as the ascendance of the king. For the king to ascend to
the gods, he had to move through the celestial geogaphy. In the process, the

concept of the sky as a part of the afterlife was dropped and the reality of the sky

as a part of the afteriife was assumed. In other words, the king, being mobile in

the afterMe and hence dive in that environment, reflected that quality of reaüty
on his surroundings as a direct r e m l t of his own animation. The same was true
converseiy, the environment providing a goal to which the king endeavoured to
attain. As with much of Egyptian religion, the idea was cUcular and unending?

The use of the image of Seth supporting his dead brother, Osiris (and

hence, of course, the dead king), is one used frequently to convey the sense of the

king being resunected, rising to the s*,

and being supporied therein not only

physicdy but politicdy, as wd; it hearkens back to the punishment of Seth by
ll%e question of the two different 'etemities' has been the subject of much debate. aie general
cmmsus has d&ed & as a linear eternity, aie m which events mur m a line resuiting in
historiai p r o p s . Nhh? at the other han& mvolves cyciicai tirnef tirne that recurs and is then
n e c d y the etemity of the afteriife and the &y. See Westendorf, 1983a, 422-635; Westendorff

the tribunal of the gods for the murder of Osiris1". In participating in such a

mythic image, one tied intimately to a previous action of a god, the king is
partÏapating in the original action and by doing so, is taking on the persona, the
essence, of Osiris in that situation and by extension, has then become Osiris i n
the afterlife.
The fundamental importance of the sky in the +amid

Texts can scarceiy

be overestimated. The whole purpose of the Texts was to awaken the king into
the afterlifethat he might ascend into the sky and into the presence of the gods.
As the place in which the divinities resided and held court, it was, quite

naturdy, a fully realized location with geography, dimate, inhabitanis, and
movement. As weil as presenting an area with certain empirical lirnits, the sky
contained within itself temporal boundaries, both diurnal and nochimal. The
temporal boundaries were restricted to endless day and night While that may
not seern much of a restriction, it meant that time was cyclical and the very
notion of cydicd the, by definition, does not admit endings or beginnings.

Time continued in the same space, unintemiptedly and qdically, in perpetual,
neverending rhythm, providing us with a mythic definition of
time on earth, mundane time, was Iinear (&).

nM. In contrast,

Humans and animak died,

aviluations changed hands and bordes, and the Egyptians were hard-pressed

throughout the millennia to keep the worId in its proper original order. In
creating h m the sky an irnmutable topographical space with a cyclical temporal

1983,n-75; Kakosy, 1978,95111; NiWinski, 1981,4143; hbkar, 1965,7743 for just a kw of the
opinions regarding this topîc

reference, mythic events operated with absolute freedom within a specific

geographical arena, taking the dimensional formlessness of thought and idea,

and fiom hem, aeating form and place. This, in tum, engendered multidimensionality, hence familiarity.
Klimkeit has made the observation that "the spatial type of thinking (is)
more relevant to the Egyptian than the ternp~ral""~,and this may be seen in the
operation of the king through the sky. The time was endless, one might almost
say almost nonexistent, with the sole indication that üme passed being the

movement of the sun through the sky; space, on the other hand, was there to be
moved through. Events occtming within the limits of the sky were contingent
on space rather than on tirne. The length of time it took the king to reach the
seat of the deities was never mentioned or alluded to in the Texts; the journey

and accompanying use of space provided the focus.
The creation of form from formlessness imitates the creation of
something from nothing. The best illustration of this concept is the rreation

myths. From the fonnlessness of the Nun, the fonn of the Primeval Mound
arose and the world began. The creation of mythicai form in the sQ, however,

did not override the sky's mundane form. Rather, the mythical and mundane
forms worked concurrently, a process whkh admitted two categories of 'spatial
thinking.' The mythical location of the sky d t e d in the same place and at the

sarne time as the empirical location of the ~ k y " ~It. occurred as a divinely
inhabited place in the afterlife with a defined depth of geography, but it was at
the same time the 'profane' sky under which the Egyptians worked and slept day

and night. It was both a reality in the mundane world, something that could be
seen and in which celestial phenornena could be obsewed, and a part*of the

mythic world, a place of divine occupation invisible to the eye. In death, the
king moved through the mythicd environment of the sky as he moved through

the mundane environment of the land in Me.

By dividing this 'spatial thinking' into two separate categories, mythical
and empiri~ai'~",
the 'mapping' of the otherworld dowed the sky to be used as a
myth in itseK It was filled with dangers of the mundane kind (such as snakes)
and those of the less-than-mundane kind (such as the possibility of walking
upside down), it was peopled with deities whose forms were indeed those of
'people,' and it was cast in a configuration closely, but not identicdy, resembling
that of Egypt; the sky became not simply the f o m within which the other
amorphous myths played out but ratha, it existed quite on its own. The water
fiowed whether the sun was being floated down it or whether the king was
aossing it. The snakes lived in holes in the ground or in the bricks regardes of
the presence of the king and outside the myth of his ascension.

The deities' place

of existence was the slq. None of the entities or objects within the sky were
imagined by the king as either potentid or imminent; they were perceived to be

certain, and that certainty both granted the d e n c e of the myth of the sky and

h

was granted existence by the same myth.

The myths of the ascension and the voyage of the su.through the sky
were predicated on the myth of the sky, having as their site of operation the

geography of the heavens.

The two myths, however, were predominantly

disaete unto themselves, without requisite synthesis.

The sole point of

necessary integration came when the king had reached the court of the deities

and joined Re in his barque for the endless voyage of the sun through the sky.
Prior to this, the two myths functioned separately: the king ascended to the
heavens and made his way to the presence of the gods regardless of the journey
of the Sun, and likewise, the su.unceasingly crossed the sky, indifferent to the
existence and rnanoeuvering of the king. That point of integration, though,
assumed the pre-existence of the sun and its journey, and the assurnption
indicated the temporal hierarchy of the ascension-myth and the solar-myth, with

the solar-myth taking precedence. It can be postulated that the progressive order
of the myths was the sky, then the sun's joumey, and h d y the ascension. First,
the sky existed autonomously; then within the sky, the joumey of the s u n arose

and h & y I the king ascended to the sky. The sky's existence depended on
nothing to maintain itself. The joumey of the Sun, however, depended on the
existence of the sky alone, and the ascendance of the king depended on both the

se and the sun's joumey.

For the purposes of this partidar argument, the

progression of myth is perhaps Iess important than noting that the king
involved himself in all three simultaneously, negotiating the geography and

inhabitanis and interacting with aU the elements of each, and not only of the
ascension of which he was the primary partiapant.

MYTHIC IMAGERY AND THE KING

Having placed the king in the myth of the afterlife by means of the three
foundational myths, it is now necessary to examine the rest of the Texts, with the
intention of coming to t e m with the seemingly fragmentary use of mythic
statement. Along this approach to the material lies a fairly stony path. Some of
the obstades seem insurmauntable, not the least of which was the distance in

ideology in the ensuing d e n n i a , engendered not only by time but

&O

by

culture. Other difficulties indude an imperfect grammatical knowledge of the
language, an ever-imperfect knowledge of the semantic meaning in the
vocabulary, and a somewhat hazy understanding of Egyptian religion as a whole.

Once these blodcs in the approach have been identined, however, and retained
in memory but cautiously side-stepped in practice, the Texts can be dissecteci and
examined in terms of imagery and metaphor.

Several themes or single, specific applications of imagery are used
throughout the Tex& generally

- although

not always

- with

seerningly little

regard for the tenor of the surroundhg Tewts. Prepondeant among these
themes was the reintegraiion of the body of the king in the afterlife, the 'knitting
together' or 'reassembly' of the king's bones. Instances of the iteration of the

wish that the king be whole and able to hfunction physically ranged from

Utterance 13 5 9 to Utterance 700

5 2182;

in other words, for a l l intents and

purposes, from the beginnuig to the end of the Te*.

This desire for

reintegration took the linguistic form of assertions that the king's body had been
reassembled12', that his head had been knit back on1", that his lips and mouth
that various parts of his
had been attached to the head and were ~perational'~,
body, for example his eyes, were set into the rest of his body'24. Much less often,

the desire came as a request for rea~sembly'~.

The desire for reassembly and for functionaüty in that reassembly
indicaies a strong need for a physically healthy and hale body, and hence, king.
Presumably this need was engendered by the mundane need for a healthy and

hale king, one who could d e the country with ~trength'~~.
A king with physical
deformities or disabilities (such as the inability to speak or see through la& of a

mouth or eyes) would have had difficuity negotiating the afteriife and would
have appeared before the deities in a weakened condition as a result of both the

trip and the disabilities themselves. A healthy and hale king would have been
an apt representative for humanity in the afterlife, standing before them on
strong legs and with a l l the knowledge needed for entry into their Company.

"

Utts. 368 5 639; 364 § 627; 447 5 828; 450 Q 835;6515 û4û; 452 5 843; 457 5 858; 576 5 1514; 603 5 1675;
6û6 5 1684;637§ 1801;665A 9 1308;6é6 § 1916;667C 5 1952; 669 5 1966;670 5 1981; 676 2W8,2016;
690 Q 2097;700 § U 8 Z
122Utts. 13 19; 17 110; 254 1286; 355 Q 572 450 1835; 4515 835; 452 5 863;603 Q 1675UttS. 20 5 12;369 5644; 447 5 828.
*4Utts4§3;5§3;15§9;37§ 3
0
;
s5 35;80§ S5;364§ 6lo;i150§ 8 3 5 ; 9~ 844; 5955 1640;598§
1643; 638 5 1805;639 5 1807,
=Utts. 4!48§ 830.
ias nu6 harks badc to the scenes fiom the Step Pyramid complex, and the two half-rnoons m the
court of the cornplex aromad which the h g was to nm to prove his worth and ability to nile for
another year. See, for aantple, huer, 1962,1&17l, and pis. xxv-XXVi,
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From the evidence in the Te~ts,it would seem that the fadties of sight

and speech were of particular importance to the king in the afterlife (and thus,
one postdates, in the mundane Iife as well). The essential nature of sight is
grounded in the prosaic, but it &es

on a philosophical significance; the

distinction can be made between 'seWig' the king and 'perceiving' him. The

forms of the deities, and indeed, of the king himself, had to be seen. Utterance

They (Le. the go&) go in and they fi@ evil, they corne forth and lift up
their faces, and they see you, Min indeed, at the head of the Condave of
Upper Egypt and the Conclave of Lower Egypt.
The gods perceived that the king was a p p e h g as Mïn by seing him. The gods

saw the king at the 'head of the Conclaves of Upper and Lower Egypt', and
~erceivedhim as Min. He had not taken on the form of Min; rather he had
on the aspect, the persona of the god and was thus understood to be the

The king in his journeying through the afterlife needed his sight both to
see and to perceiveI2', and his eyes,

ohen replaced with those of Horus, were the

organs necessary for that result. That the king's human eyes were substituted

with H o m ' magical Eyes is important, for they gave the king divine eyes, eyes
which had, among other mythical properties, that of healing. They also gave the

king the resource of sight iW, the requisite mundane corollary to the mythical
properties. In ushg HOTUS'
eyes, the king was granted both sight and pekeption,

thereby entering a optical state approxirnating that of the gods.
Se, for example, Utt 1675 99

- "Oh Oseis N,open yoir: eyes SG th&
54

you may see with thea.."

The use of a mouth was, Likewise, important, and similarly, it had an
importance grounded in the mythical and the mundanel". As with the statues
in the temples, the mouth of the king had to be struck open each moming in

order for him to eat. This was accomplished by means of the 'Openhg of the
Mouth' ceremony for both the temple statues and the king'29 and by other
magical means"'.

The mouth as a means of speech, then, was the corollary of

the eyes as the organ of sight. The other, l e s prosaic use of the mouth involved
the capaaty for speech and was related to the eyes' sense of perception. W h e n

speaking of the reassembly of the king's body, particular mention was made of
the necessity for the mouth to be attached to the bones'".

If thiç did not occur, if

the mouth was not attached to the faad bones, the king would be denied both
the ability to eat as well as the use of speech.
A smse of divine and earthly reciprocity was found in the daily

-

performance of 'Upening of the Mouth' ceremony. The beings to be understood
here as the divine essences of the statues and the divine essence of the

mummified body of the king - were felt to be present in the afterlife, with static
representatives on earth, i.e. the statues and the body of the king. Through the
ceremonies perforrned each moming on the temple statues and the ceremonies
called upon in the Pyramid Texts, the essences of the statues and the king were
brought into the mundane world. This did not seem to exdude their presence in

"For an example of the doshg of the mouth of a d e Li order that it be made l e s dangerous, see
v~230g230*
'29Utts.20§11;2ï lSl4;34§26;38§3O;369 564L
"The Eye of Horus, for ammpie, in Utts. 47 5 36;54 5 78; 93 5 63; 155 § 93;156 193;185 5 106, and
0th- unidentifiecimeans in Utk. 48 5 36 and 153 5 9 2
Utts. 20 5 ï2; 369 5 644.

the afterlife. They could only have existed as ambulatory beings in the afterlife,
the quality of movement being one of the vital aspects of life, and that

movement was attested throughout the Pyramid Texts; it was the divine
essences whkh inhabited the murnmy and the statues and those essences would
seem to have been more than adequate as aids to the perception of the divine
world of the deities as an invisible, yet essential, part of the mundane world.

It is to be expected that those Utterances containing mention of splitting

open the mouth are predorninantly found early in the corpus132. The first
requisite was the awakening of the king, a service rendered by the 'Openhg of
the Mouth' ceremony. The same requisite of awakening was found in the
mundane world, although it was possible to do thiç sans ceremony. The king
required food initially upon animation in the afterlife. It was necessary for his b:
to be provided with sustenance in order for the king to wake into the afterlife
and remain there. Later, self-protection, the king's introduction of himself and

his establishment in the Company of the gods required the use of language,
whkh in turn required the use of his mouth. The words used, the speech was

akin to the idea of the eyes' perception. The king perceived the presence of the
deities and understood himseIf to be th& equal; the words chosen for that, i n

order to attain the desired deified end, had to be magicd in themselves. Often,

the exact words to be spoken were given to the king, indicating how necéssary it

"An exception to this is Utferance 369 61) 640-644. This partidar text, however. is l e s amœmed
with the mouth b h g a serviceableinstnmient for the king and more cmcerned with the restoration
of the hg's body by his divine sari. Homs It b mchided arnang a group of texts which stress the
proktïon and care that Homs wûl give the king m the h e a f t e r l i f e - Utts. 369-372

.

was to perfonn these ceremonies and rituals correctlfu. A good example of the
instructive nature of some of these uses of speech was found in Utterance 667 5

O N, they will ask your name from you, but you s h d not tell them your
name. 'Who acts for you?' they wilI Say. 'It is my successor who rnakes for
you ... (untransliieratable word) ... his tomb (?); his brick (robing-room?
sarcophagus?) is installed(?),' you s h d Say ...(untransliteratableword)?
the king was inshucted by friendly deities on the correct words to use i n

the event of questions addressed to him by unnamed foes. The consequences of
not folIowing the instructions are not elaborated upon; it is perhaps enough that
the king should know the proper answers. Other l e s explitit uses tended merely

~.
to put words into the king's mouth, without addressing the king d i r e ~ t l y ' ~He
was not instntcted, as he was in the example above; rather, he answered
questions put to him autonomously, without obvious coaching.

Despite the necessity of the king behg in the form of a healthy human
being in the afterlife, the eventud goal of the Texts was to insert him into the

Company of divine beings. Thus it was understood that the king should
eventually be a god in human or other form. One method in which the sense of
this was communicated was through the 'inhabitation' of the king's body of, or
the assignment of various Iimbs to, deities or exalted morta1~'~~.
Another means

was by creating a form which did not resemble the king's eaahly form,but which
This brings up the <Fiestcm of how often the texts were mtended to be used for each king. Were
time the king would be aisonced m the afterlife?
they mtended €0be useci used odyr after WU
Or were they to be used d d y to a i ~ the
e presence of the dead h g with Re and the da-g
of
the strn every moming?
See Faulknerr1969ar4û-41.
For exampIe8Utts. 660 8 187û-1872and 6678 5 1950,both of which indude speech by the h g
without instnxctions regarding what must be said.

U,

"

contained his essence and hence, was the king. Through the use of these two
approaches to the concept of divinity, the king became divine both inside and

out, in form and in essence.

The king took different entities within his body and literally incorporated
them.

The king took the nobles as a limb13'; he assurned the essences (we

presume, although this is not stated expliatly) of a group that was on a lower

m g of the soaal register that he was himself. This is an anornaIous example,
the sole instance of the assumption of a Company of entities which at one time

would have been of a lesser mundane social status. The other examples of the
assumption of beings name either deities or divine animals, such as the
v ~ l t u r e ' ~Utterance
~.
539, in particular, made Mi use of this type of allusory

imagery, working from the king's head and face down to his toes and the soles of
his feet. In this example, the longest of the few Texts of th& type, the king's nose
was T h ~ t h ' ~
his
~ ,heart was BastePo,his thighs were Neith and Selkep', and the
Utterance 48X,
soles of his feet were the two barqyes of righteou~ness~~~.

m a h g use of Sethe's reconstruction, states that there was no limb of the king
devoid of god, meaning here divinity or the essence of 'deity'?

Every part of

the king was imbued with a divine essence and overall, with such variation of
divine essences as to preclude the notion of an attack against him. He was one

See h 113.

utt. 268 5 371.
'38Utt.539§1303.
Iri Utt. 539 5 1305.
'40 Utt. 539 5 1310.
'*' Utt. 539 5 1314.
Utt 539 5 1315.
'"Utt. 485c 5 1037.

with the deities in the afterlife as a soaal equal and as one of th&

collective

body.

The king also appeared in a nonhuman form as a falcoda, and as a
mythical and constructed creature, desaibed as having the forepart of a jackal
and the hind part of a f a l c ~ n ' ~the
~ , face of a jackallP6,the rniddle of the Celestial

Serpent, and singularly, the hindparts of a broad hall1", or altematively the front
of a jackal, the hindparts of the Celestial Serpent, and the spine as the door-bolt
of the g~d"~.No such aeature was ever depided in the later reliefs and it is
doubtful that any mch aeature was meant to be assumed to be the king. It is
interesting, although not surprising, that Utteance 539, the most complete
catalogue of the king's bodyparts and th& divine equivalents, does not agree

with the other Utterances regarding the character of the spine, said to be the Wild

Bull (51308), and the middle, which has numerous deities attached to it, from
the shoulders as Seth to the toes as the Souls of On

(g 1309-1315). This

divergence can be attributed both to the idea that it was best to prepare for al1
contingencies, and more importantly, to the understanding that what was

necessary was for the king's parts to be divine, not for them to be filled

particularly with the same divine essence. Utterance 649 5 1831 tells the king?or

"Utts 627 17784780;682 5 2063; 724 § 2247.
'" Utt. 459 5 865.
Utb- 72l 5 2 W ;734 5 2262 - these Utterancesmention the face only, while those m the footnote
bdow mdude the face, the middle and the hmdparts, as indicated.
Utts. 582 5 1564 and 619 § 1749, the latter b&g the derence ais0 for the hmdparts as a broad
hall, See hs. 109 and 110.
Utt. 691B 9 u28,
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Osiris the king, that he is the "k3 of all the gods," thus doing away with the

notion of speciaüzation when it came to deities and lirnbs.
Another aspect of the king taking on divinities as his h b s is the

infamous consumption of deities found in Utterance 273/4 @ 393-414. This wellknown exarnple of anthropophagy is often called "The Cannibal Hymn" and has

been used as evidence that the ancient Egyptians at one time practiced
cannibalism, partly due to the fab that the Utterance is found only in the Vth
Dynasty pyramid of Unas, the eariiest with Pyrarnid Texts, and the pyramid of
Teti, the first king of the VIth Dyna~i$'~. Other examples of violent imagery are

found in the Texts, however. Utterance 535 5 1286 exhorted,
Seize them, remove their heads, cut off their lirnbs, that you may
disembowel them, and cut out their hearts, and dnnk from th& blood ...

and Utterance 254 § 292 used similady vehement imagery:

...their hearts fall to uny> fingers, their entrails are for those who are of
the sky, th& reddening (i.e. blood) is for those who are of the earth.
In both instances, the unknown 'they' were d u d e d to as evil spirits, waiting to
dismember the king and relieve him of a second life. The use of this type of

figure of speech, particularly that involving the ingestion of human body parts
or fluids, had a close correlation to the assertion that the h g ' s body was made

up from the essences of various deities. In this type of imagery, however, the
king was physically and, perhaps more important, knowingly taking divine
beings uito his own body. H e was operathg under his own steam and doing so
with strength and power. He was in control of the events and would act

*,

decisively to control thea He wodd

&O

take into himself the power that

motivates these eviI spirits, making that power part of himself and thus

incapable of causing him further h m . By ridding himself of his enemies

through anthropophagy, the king was at once adding to his own power and

h d y asserting his stature as the one with whom any evil spirits or deities must
reckon in the afterlife. Not unimportantly, the king also became the first king of

Egypt, having done away with his predecessors, a unique position, and hence,
one that aided in elevating his statue in the afterlife150.

ROYAL AND DIVINE FAMILIAL CONNECTIONS

To maintain the myth of divinity (and entrance) for the king in the

afterlife, the myth had to be complete. Not only was it necessary for the king's

body to be composed of or e@vdent to various deities, but it was also necessary
for the parentage of the king to have been divine. Thus, the king's irnrnediate

W y

- father,

mother, sisters, and very rardy brothers, (grand)mother and

(grand)father - was composed of deities. It was adaiowledged once that the king
had had a mother, presumably human, previous to his entrance into the afterlife

- "&do not know (now) any> first mother whom & knew (once)" (Utterance
565 5 1428) - but the Texts did not linger upon the hct of mundane birth; it was

Barta, 1979,89-94;Foster, 19784979,5163. See aiso Barta, 1985 for a study of the transmutation
of this Utterance £romthe Pyrarnid Texts to the Coffin Texts.
~0 See below Ch. 4, pp. 124î25 for furth= disCuson of this Utterance, regardhg content and
placement.
"O
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even repudiated outright'?
most o

The gods saw the divine essence within the king,

h seeing him as the father of Homs, Osiris'?

The notion of perception

mentioned earlier is here at work; H o m was required to corne and see the king
in order for the essence, in this case of Osiris, to be recognizedl".

The precise

definition of the nature of the divine essence does not seem to have been of
paramount importance, according to the evidence in the v a r n i d ~ e x k . The

king's father was variously Gebl", Re1'', At uml", O~iris'~',Sh u'~', Re-AtumlS9,
0rion16*,and a host of less familiar divine objects and beings, most without

particular designations: the sk~?~',
the moonlb2,a beetlel", and ndi, pndn, dndnl",
the Great Wild Bull, the Great Float-user, Soped, the One Sharp of Teeth'".
Some of these fathers doubled as brothers: the r n ~ o n ' ~
O~iris'~',
~,
and 0rion16'.

Only once is Seth referred to as the brother of the divine king, and in this

"Utts.6755 2ûO2;7035 2203.
Utts 356 5 580;3575 589; 369 9 640;423 5 767.
"Utt. 3575 587"Utts.2 5 1;3 5 3;U 45 137;2545 277;3075 483;373 5 655;485A 5 1030;510 Q 1142;536 5 1296;553 5
LO

1367;5925 1620;606 § 1689;bQO 5 1810;666 5 1922;669 5 19n;6735 1992;676 5 2015;7i7 5 2229.
1316-1318;573 5 1479;575
Utts. 205 5 121;222 5 200;467 887,893;470 Q 915; 485A 5 1029;539
2492-1495;576 5 1508;681 2BS; 691 îl20,2ï23.
YS
Ufff. 2l6 1151 (?); 222 207,211,2U,213;269 1380;273-4 9 395;480 992,997;555 9 1376;570
5 141; Sn § 1466;660 18704871.
Utts 553 1362,1368;576 5 1505;5825 1567;666 5 1925;6775 2022;691B 5 U27.
"Utts.2S4§29é-2619324.
Utt 217@ 152,154,156r158,160.
Utt. 699 5 2180.
'" Utt. 44î5 820.
Uft, 507 § 1104.
la Utt 519 9 l2iO.
'& AU three are found in Utt. 222 5 200.
An four are found in Utt 222 5 201.
Utt 481 5 1001.
Utts 53é 5 1297;676 § 2016.
'"Utt. 69iA 5 U24-
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instance, it is dearly the king in the form of OsVis to whom reference was bwig

made:
'He to whom ill was done by his b r o k Seth cornes to us,' say the Two
Enneads. 'Indeed, it will not be pemitted that Seth be free from raising
you for ever (dt),' O my father Osiris the King, say the Two Emeads

concerning you, O my father Osiris the King. (Utt. 606 5 1699)
It should be noted about the above passage that Seth is both mentioned as one
who has committed a crime against Osiris (the king) and as one who must pay

for that crime for the rest of time on earth.

The punishment of Seth is

important, as it illustrates the need to keep aIl potential dangers away from the
deceased king. In becoming Osiris upon awakening into the afterlife, the king
was weak and vuhaable, in need of divine aid. The same requirement that led
to the mutilation of dangerous signs on the walls of the pyramids was put into
practice for proteding the king from dangerous beings in the afterlife16'. The

signs were, in a sense, crippled and so taken out of dangerous circulation; Seth
was punished for the crime of fratricide, rendering him impotent as a potential
aiminal. In bringing his crime into the light of day, his aspect was generally

reduced from one of danger to one of servitude.

The rnother of the king in the afterlife was named as variously as was his
kther. Most often, she was Nut'"; however she also took on the identity, or
essence, of a fairly wide range of 0th- goddesses, b r example Isis'", NephthysIR,

-

1pfn, Sothi~l'~,the great wild cow who dwells in Nekheb17', dawn-üght"6, the
skyl",

the White Crowd7', the two White C r o ~ n s " ~the
, Iiving uraeus18o,

Ba~tet'~',
the two v ~ l t u r e s ' ~pi~wn
, lg3,the great &n -serpeda, Meskhenet'",
Sakhmet'86, and Shezmetet"'.

Agairt, as with the father of the king, the

lepitimacy of the king was not an issue in the afterlife, although it would perhaps
be expeded that, in the mundane world, the Egyptians would be concerned with
the legitimacy of the king and thus have had the parentage of the king secure
with one father and one mother. Rather, of greater importance would have been

the fact of divine parents, whomever they might happen to be. Divine parents
guaranteed the king the right to daim divinity in the afterlife, and the greater the

number of those divine parents, the greater the right for (aiready ostensibly

present) deification of the king*
A striking difference found in allusions to the king's afterlife mother from

those of the king's afterlife father is those Utterance sections that distinguish
between the conception and the birthing of the king. When this distinction is
made, and it is not always made by any means, two goddesses are named, one
Utt. 269 § 381.
'74

utt 302

4s;
Utt.4125 729;554 § 1370;5825 1566;675 5 2W.

Utt. 42î 5 820.
Utt. 422 5 820; 650 5 1835.
lm U
tt.470 910-911.
utt-m § 2242
lm UtL 508 5 1108.
Utt, 508 5 1111.
Utt. 508 5 1118.
'"Utt.5n 5 1469.
"Utt.703§2204.
* Utt 667C 5 1952.
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who conceives and one who gives birth to the king. For examples, in Utterance
511 5 1154, Isis conceived the king and Nephthys begat or gave birth to the king.

In Utterance 704 5 2206, Sakhmet conceived and Shezmetet bore the king. A
linguistic distinction between conception and birth was not an unusual one for
the Egyptians to have made; the allocation of each to separate goddesses,
however, was. This wodd seem to be evidence for a method of deification

similar to that of having deities for parents, siblings and offspring. It is not
possible to have more than one woman involved physically in the process of
a M d to term and @ h g birth to that M d in the mundane world.

cg
-

The fa& that it is conceived of as being possible in the afterlifef as shown by the
above examples, indicates the necessity of assoaating deities with every moment

of that process which was so dangerous to both mother and M d . The diffidty
with this and its use in the Pyramid Texts is the king arises from the dead as a

man,presumably fully-grown. He has had his birth in the mundane world of a
mundane mother. Reference to it, then, in the aherlife is evoked rehoadively

and apotropaicdy in justification for the king's deification in the afterlife.
Apotropaics corne in with the need to keep the king as sound, physically, as
possible, and two divine birth-rnothers, each involved intimately with the very
act

of dllldbulli, were a strong hedge against the possibility of harm in the

afterlife.
It is interesting that while the identity of the king's parents was fluid, the

identity of his siblings and offspring was less so. The identity of parentage was
vital for the sake of the king's divinity; it provided hirn with the requisite divine

familial descent that gifted him with the proper inheritance that would d o w

hirn to remain in the company of the gods. The identity of sinhgs and offspring
was of Iesser importance with regard to didivine legitimacy. That the king had

divine sisters and, in one case, a divine brother, and a divine son was to be
expected given the theological identity of the h g ' s parents in the q.ramid Texts.
A wide breadth of exampies was not as necessary to prove the king's divinity

when it came to siblings and sons. While it might be of benefit to the king i n
showing divine ancestry by naming a number of different goddesses and gods as

mother and father, it might be of negligible benefit to do so with sistea and
progeny. This is not to propose that the ancestry of the king's siblings and son
were of no importance or worse, of no benefit to the king; rather, that the

ancestry of these relations was self-evident, given the reputed divine procreation
of the king. Horus is almost uniformly mentioned as the son of the king,

generally in unambiguous

termsla8.

An

interesMg feature of

the

acknowledgement, or assertion, of the king as the father of Horus and hence, as
Osiris, is the use of a parailel sentence structure in which the word 'son' or f3 in
one sentence is replaced with the name of Horus, as in the example foIlowing:

1 come to you, for 1 am yout son; 1 come to you, for 1 am Homs. (Utt. 674 5
1994)~"

Utts. 20 5 11;21 § 13;635 44;106 5 69;173 5 101;179 9 103;214§ 137(?); 247 257,261;356 5 578;
37i 5 650;482 5 1 W ;510 9 129; 540 5 1331;541 5 1334;5425 1335;606 5 1683;608 § 17M;641 5 1813;
645 5 1824;665 5 1898;670Q 1976;670 1976,1979,2980;6745 1994.
Us m e r examples of this type of sentenœ structure umig the king's sai and the riame of Horus are
formd m Utts 106 5 69;482 5 1007;510 1128.9;540 5 1331;606 5 1683;64Li Q 1813;665 5 1898;670 9
1976.

This use of immediateiy allusory sentences serves to establish the idea of the son
of the king as Horus. This is how the son, the new king, was viewed on earth by

his subjects: he is fiIled with the essence of H o m . The assumption of that
essence occurred as a result of the assumption by his father of the essence of

Osiris who was, indeed, the very embodiment of Osiris as the king in the
afterlife.
A daughter was bestowed upon the king in only one instance - Utt. 670

5

1977 - and she is not named but rather referred to as "your (i.e. the king's) eldest

daughter who is in Kdm". Other children of the king are ailuded to as 'offspring'.

Once the unnamed offspring is called the "da~n-light"'~~;
the rest of the
references are to the "moming star"1g1.Whether we are to assume that these
entities are ferninine or masdine in gender is unanswerable, and therefore, for

our purposes, they remah genderless.

The s&lings of the king were sistezs and much Iess often and with much
greater arnbiguity, brothers. In an investigation into the identity of the sibhgs

of the king, it is necessary to mention first the tenuous grasp we have on

Egyptian kinship t e m . The most obvious example of our vague understanding
is the use of the term 'sister' in the love poetry of the New Kingdom from P.

Harris1g2and P. Chester Beatty Ilg3. The term

sgt,

or 'sistei, is used in the Iove

poems in situations in which w e would expect the word 'lover' or more

colloquially, 'girfiend', to appear; however, the terrn for 'sister' is used

throughout, rendering the poems seemingly incestuous to the unwitting reader.
When a strict meaning for the term 'sister' is eliminated, in other words when
the association of familial bond is removed, the poerns become love poetry of a

more regular sort. The term 'sister', then, in Egyptian would seem to mean not
simply a woman or girl borne of the same motheis body as a male but in a wider
sense? a female with whom one, here a male, has a dose, if not intimate, bond.
Evidence for a non-familial use of 'sister' in fernale relationships is not available;
however, it is not &ely

that the same breadth of meaning for 'sisters' was

applied equally in male-female and in female-female relationships.

The sisters of the king were g e n d y named as Isislg4and N e p h t h y ~ ' ~ ~ ;
however, Sothis was also well-represented in the corpus as a sister of the dead

king'96,and the Lady of Pe, and the Celestid Serpent1'' were mentioned as sisters
of the king as wd. Having a number of different sisters is, of course, within the
bounds of possibility, d i k e having a number of different fathers and mothers.
It is usually m e , however, in the Texts that mention of Isis and Nephthys as

sisters of the dead king, the Osiris king, is f o n d within an allusion to the myth
of the death of Osiris. The two deities wailed in human form or as kites flying

around the dead god's bodfg8 and they collected the parts of the murdered god

* Gardiner, 1931.

"

Utts. 45 31;425 32;356 § 577;366 5 628; 535 1281-2282;593 § 1030;670 5 1981; 6918 5 2127; 701
§ 2l9z
ws Utts. 5 § 3; 356 1577; 366 9628;535 @ ml-1282;593 11630;6705 1981;6918§ 2i2ï; 701 Q 2l92
Utts. 263 1341;265 5 357; 266 5 363; 473 5 929:509 5 1123;609 5 1707; 691A 5 2126.
Lady of Pe Utts. 258 5 308;259 5 313.
CeIestial Serpent Utt. 690 5 2103.
Utt~.535 IBO-1;701 5 U92-3.

"

-

-

and made the god healthy once agaidg9. In these allusions, the king is not
merely the Osiris king of the Texts but he is Osiris participahg in the allusion to

his death and discovery of his body. At work in Utterance 535

1280-1 is the

pardel sentence structure mentioned above with reference to the son of the

king.
So said Isis and Nephthys: The one who screeches comes, the kite comes,
namely Isis and Nephthys; they have corne seeking their brother Osiris,
seeking th& brother the king.
In this Utterance portion, the sentence containing the name of Osiris came first,
before that containing the title of king, unlike the example referred to earlier, in
which the 'son' came before 'Horus'. Regardless of the order, the sarne prinuple

of paraIIel sentence structtxe was in operation in the example directiy above.

The fact of alliance was found in the

.

exact sirnilarity of sentence structure and

wording rather than in the order of persons named. The king is allied with

Osiris by means of Isis and Nephthys seeking the two of hem, Le. the king and
Osiris, as one entity.
FinaDy, the brothers of the king in the afterIife need some discussion. It
was noted above that brothers of the king were mentioned much less frequently
than were sisters or other family of the king, and that when they were

mentioned, it was with great ambiguity. Given the relative silence on the matter
of brothers in the Pyramid T e , perhaps it is not a coinadence that in what
narrative myth remains the only family member fiom whom Osiris suffkred
harm was his brother, Seth. Logicdy, if the king was assumed to have entered

. .

the afterlife and the realm of deities full of the essence of Osiris, then a potential

for danger from Seth might have been expected. Keeping specific and frequent
mention of brothers of the king out of the py'arnid Texts was one way of
Iessening the threat of danger to the king fiom Seth. As mentioned earlier, Seth

is mentioned only once as the brother of the kin?,

although it is to be expected

.

that if the king is Osiris in the afterlife then Seth would be his brother therein,

and even in this one instance, the relationship is not as clear1y defined as can be
found with the other blood mernbers of the king's divine farnily. The threat of
Seth is k e ~ at
t a distance semanticdy by using language in a more circumspect
L

manner than usual. The implication of fraternal bond is present but without the
speafication of such, the bond remains ambiguous and that much safer.

Frorn three such divers themes as the identification of foundational
myths within the Pyramid Texts, the insertion of the king into the afterIïfe by
means of the Texts, and the divine familial connections of the king, some

understanding of the Pymnid Texts as a holistic work is possible. The most

important common feature of these themes is theh presence throughout the
entire corpus of Texts, an aspect that conne& even disparate Utterances to one

another by vKtue of similar imagery. The foundational myths, in p x t i d a r ,

.

provide the goundwork by mearis of which the Texts c m be perceived in the

.

-

-

"S e above, p. 63,for the Utt.

form of an Egyptian mythic narrative. Their constancy as an image, or several
images, give the interÏor drama of the Texts a spatial structure, a framewofk that
allows for the possibüities of action without temporality. The rnovements, or
what might even be called the performances, of the king and of the gods are
timdess in the sense that they occur again and again in neverendhg repetition.
Without the constraint of tirne, these performances adopt the substance of myth;

they have no beginning or finale, hence they have always existed, and in the
endless recurrence of these events, the Egyptians remain permanently within a
mythic sphere while operating within a mundane worldZ0'.

The language of the Texts provides for the operation of the king 'within
the myth as a mythic character, as opposed to a mundane visitor to the heavens.

By including him in the action of the Texts as an equal with the deities therein,
he loses his mortality and substitutes divinity and immortality. ~tterance267 5
369 makes this explicit:
You mount up to the sky, you are far hom the earth, far from wife and

kilt?02
The king is no longer concemed with the affairs of mundane Egypt; rather, he is
set as far apart h

m them as the Egyptians deemed possible, by his ascent to the

sky. The term 'kilt' is intended to represent the royal office of kingship203and the
mention of the queen is used as a symbol of family and earthly e.ist&ce. No

Zm

This çeerns to me to be the very essence of the two notions of 'forever' - n& and &.

"It is interestmg that both the amily and the royal office are mentioned as elements of the
mundane IZe the king has put behind him in death.
See Fauikner, 1%9,76, h.3 to UtMance î67.

longer a part of the society and structure of the prosaic, the king becomes one of

the invisible inhabitants of the sky, omnipresent and ever-present.
As a part of the myth, the king's body and being were necessarily whole,

recognizably human and yet inhinsicaily divine. In the prosaic sense of a

human body - head, ears, mouth, nose, tnink, two

ME

-

and legs the king was

still the adaiowledged d e r of Egypt and perceived as an Egyptian. In the lessthan-prosaic sense of an ascent into true divinityf the king was disthguished
from the common Egyptian by containhg within his body the essences of fellow
divinities, essences that ensured synonyrnity of king and deity in the space of the
heavens. Those instances in which the king adopts the outer form of various
amalgarnated deities or meatures, the human body of the king is set aside and the
essences which fill that corporal entity are visible, emphasizing the vast
difference between the common Egyptian and the now fully divine king.

The king's familial relations are very closely aligned with this sense of
b e r divinity and outer humanity again being used to indicate a familiar outer

self, one having had an imrnediate family composed of mortal Egyptians, and an
unfamiliar inner self, one having had an immediate family composed of various
divinities. It is of fundamental importance to recognize that the human farnily

of the king is royal and thus, at Ieast partially imbued with divinity itself. In a

sense, the mundane world of the reigning king which inchdes office of kingship
and royal M

y paraUels closdy the divine world of the king in the afterlife; the

primary difference is the king's situation in the afterlife. H e is not the reigning
go& but one of the pantheon. This may have been seen as an ascendance to

rightful place

- one

among equals - from the lesser Company of mortals

- hst

among equals. As has been seen, the corporal body of the king was seen by the

Egyptians and adcnowkdged as the rightful heir to the throne of Osiris through
the line of Horus, while the spiritual body of the king was perceived to be the

reason for the acknowledgernent. The 'ascent' into the heaven and into divinity
was more of a sloughing off of the mortal coil and aIlowing the admission of the
true and divine nature of the kingship, hence

king.

These ongoing themes provide, in some sense, the body of the Texts. The
various imageries, allusions, and mythic statements all work within this body to
bring about the conclusion of the myth, the ascent of the king. Although that

ascent is one of the foundational myths in itself, the pality of its mythic
proportions outweighs those of the other foundational myths, the slq~and the

sun's joumey through the slq. As has k e n noted above, the sky and the sun's
journey exist without the king's ascent; hence, the myths inherent in the sky and

the sun's journey are l e s immediate than that of the ascent. The king is
absorbed into the sky and is perceived by human and deity aüke as having

reached a place of parity. H e is acknowledged as an immediate member of the
divine family, one in whkh the precise identity of the members is fluid, yet
firmly celestial. The king's body, then, is suffused with aspects of divinity by
incorporating into it different celestial constituents, making the royal body an

amalgam of various gods and goddesses. The Ianguage of the Texts provides for
these themes and completes the hierarchical aspect of space over time by giving
the f o d e s s form.

The spUituality inherent in the Texts is made explicit and

vivid by means of the language, a medium that solidifies and characterizes the

religious funerafy ideas and perceptions of the Egyptians white sirnultaneously
furnishing the instrument of ascension for the deceased king.
The Pyramid Texts are, then, in thernselves myth, and they can be defined

as su&

without the criterion of narration.

They provide for the king i n

accordance with the religious perception of the Egyptians and within such
provision, they create a conaete sense of divine space and a correspondhg sense
of celestial inhabitation. The space and inhabitation, together with the inherent
action, are progressive and continuous, without end.

They aIl

-

space,

inhabitation, action - exist in the same space as the sky above the Egypt that exists

in the mundane world. h so doing, at the same time they inform and surround
the mundane world of the Old Kingdom Egyptians with the afterlife and the

presence of divhity, rendeMg an unintempted comection through bath space
and thne to the mythic world of the Egyptian pantheon.

CHAPTER FOUR
Textual Placement in the Pyramids

INTRODUCTION
The l?ymmidTexts worked in a two-fold manner within the epigraphic
pyramids of Unas, Teti, Pepi 1, Merenre, and Pepi II and his queens Neith,
Apouit, and OudjebtenZMof the Vth and VIth Dynasties in the Old Kingdom.

Through the use of mythic allusion, exhortation, spells of protection, and rituals
of openhg of the deceased's mouth, offering h e m food and dothing, and
equipping them with various daggers or knife-like weapons, the content of the
Texts helps make certain the ascent of the king or queen into the sky to join

Re'

and the other gods in the sun-barque. This, however, fulfills only part of the
complete h c t i o n of the Texts. Hand in hand with the significance of the
content is the placement of the Texts within the chambea and comdors.
With the parficular content of each spell containing some measure of

myth, the specïfic use of that portion of the s p d in t e m of placement remains
to be assessed. This is often impossible to discem through an analysis of content

done. For example, there are numerous repetitive cydes that nin through many
of the spells, the use of reed-floats for travel through the sky being only one of

P d date of his reign
Ieaves his pyramid out of the framework of the Old KÏngdomi, brtt the near exact copy and
placement of text m the qwms' pyramids enarres that the idonnation containeci within his
pyramÏd is represated. Jéquieri,2935, S.

av The Ppamid Texts of Aba wiIl not be discuse& The Fhst Intermediate

tho~e'~?How do we understand the apparent randomness of content and
placement as pertains to these cycles? Is there some indication of th&

raison

d'être to be found in an examination of placement and content together? The
use of ferrying Texts and resurrection and ascension Texts in particula. areas of
the pyramids' chambers

&O

raises sirnilar questionsm. Given the very specific

goal of the Pyramid Texts, it seems probable that randomness was not a part of
the epigraphic plan of the pyramids, either in terms of content or placement. A
study of the mythic qualities of the architecture of temples2" shows clear

evidence that every part of these saaed buildings, and by extension the entire
religious process, was allusory in a mythic sense, something from which the
Pyramid Texts were not exempt, despite their literary nature.

The later pyramids of the Vth and VIth Dynasties are less ardUtecturally
complex than the earlier pyramids of the IIIrd and IVth Dynasties. They are
equipped with three roorns ntnning east-west one after the other joined by short
corridors, and a much longer comdor that runs north-south, leading to the
entrance of the pyramid. The entrance coddor of each of the later kings'

pyramids leads no&

to southm8. In each of these pyramids, the corridor

descends unt3 it readies a 'waiting' room (Wartesaat or salle d'a tten te, as they

have been c d e d by modem s ~ h o l a r ~ ~through
~ , ) , which it passes, continuhg

* These mdude the Osiris and Seth cyde (Utts. 218 5 162;474 5 942; 477

957-959, axnang many
o k ) , the Horus and Seth cyde (Utts. 260 # 318-319;393 5 679). and the reed-float cyde (Utts.
263-266,among others).
"On the useof the feng as a motif m the Pyramid Texts?see M e r , 1993.
See Beil, 1985;David, 1982. U7-129;
Reymond, 1969,amaig othezs.
ma Sethe, 1922,116,120,125,139,146,
Ibid. 133.

horizontally until the antechamber is reached. The comdors, in every pyramid
with the exception of Unas', has four portcullises; the fkst is located More the
'waiting' room and the last three are located after the 'waiting' room and before

the antechamber. The kingsr p y d d s are equipped with three r o o k

- the

anepigraphic serdab and the two rooms containing hieroglyphs, the antechamber
and the funerary chamber, where the deceased was laid to rest. The queensf

pyramids have only one room and thus "confiate ...the texts that occupied the
more extensive substnibures of the pharaonic tombs?'
A certain amount of debate has been devoied to the 'correct' order in

which to read the Texts: from the outside in or the inside out"'.

This debate

originated in the belief that the Texts were read aloud by pnests performing the
funerary service and burial rituals, either coming into the pyramid down the
comdor and into the epigraphic roorns, or exiting, having lain the deceased to
rest. While attractive, the idea of priests reading the Texts as they pr.oceeded
down the comdor and into the antechamber, then the funerary chamber, must
be seen as being romantic, at best. The architecture of the pyramids' interiors, the

height of the entrance corridor in Unas being 1.295 m2" for example, make this
an unredistic vision. The rooms themselves are inscribed g e n d y from the
floor to the ceiüng and to read or recite the Texts in the gables recpires a ladder.
Spiegd postdates that the comdor Texts would necessarily have b&

"Çee, for exarnple, Allen, 1994,16 m particuiar, AltenmüUer, 197î, Barta,
18-32
Labrousse, 1996, B.

read

1981, ar Spiegei, 2972,

outside, due to the physical restrictions of heighP3, a suggestion not without

superfiaaI allure, but also with attendant diffidties.

As will be seen, the

entrance corridor Texts are resurrection and ascension T m I together with some

ferrying spelh, exactly the types of text that would be essential to send the king's
spirit and soul skyward. To have such Texts performed outside the pyramid's

entrance would undoubtedly serve to aid in that essential ascent.

The objection to this suggestion is found in another hypothesis put
forward by Spiegel and expanded upon by Allena', that the three chambers inside

the pyramids represent the joumey of the king to the sky going from the
mundane earth in the h e r q chamber through the antechamber and into the

sky represented by the serdab215. The connection between the representational
space of the h e r chambers and the Texts in the entance comdor read outside

by priests, however, seems tenuous; it is undear how the Texts inside the
chambers would have been expected to work if they were read aloud once at the

kings' burial and then were silent, or how the ascension and resurreaion Texts
in the entrance comdor aided the kings' joumey unless they were induded in a

daily ritual in the valley temple, something for whidi there is, unfortunately, no
evidence.
Negative evidence is not to be scomed; however, in this case, another
hypothesis, namely that of a holistic group of T e . used as a Mobius-üke group,
cm be put forth that addresses these concerns. The notion of readmg the Texts,

beginning either £rom the entrance comdor or the funerilly chamber, is one that

has meaning for the priests of the funerary ntud only. The deceased, on the
0th-

hand, is not led from either diredion in a clear and concise rnanner,

something that wodd be expeded if we accept the nature of the Pyrarnid Texts as
a sort of handbook for celestid ascension. As will be seen, a sense of continuity

from Text to Text and chamber to comdor to chamber is often impossible to

discem. The fact that arguments have been made for either direction is an
indication that the direction was irrelevant. The 'handbook' was for the use of

the king, and was meant to be used as a whole with the Texts senring to
surround the king with rnagic and protection and advise.
Despite difficulties with the conneciion between Spiegel's theories, the
hypothesis regarding the representational inner (chamber) space of the pyramids

is an interesting one. Spiegel notes that the two comdors between the ante- and
funerary chambers and between the antechamber and the serdab are of varying

heights, the comdor into the funerary chamber being slightly higher than that
into the serdab. This, he postdates, is an architechrd image of the concept that
the sky ought to be diffidt to enter?

types

- protective,

The antechamber contains Texts of al1

resurrection, ascension, ferrying, ail of whkh would be

necessary for an irttermediary area in which the king would manage the ascent to
the sky. How, e ~ c t l ythe
, serdab works in tiiis is unanswered by Spiegd. Being
without Texts rnakes this space partidarly vulnerable to evil and dangerous

Muences. It seems out of character for the Egyptians to Ieave a space meant to

stand in for the sky, arguably the most important area in the Egyptian religious
geography, without any kind of protection whatsoever. Protection for the dead

king is found on the east wall of the antechamber, that wall containing the
doorway into the serdab, and so he is safe from the dangers that inhabit the
serdab. This is not the case for the serdab itseLf. ReconciIiation of the idea of the
serdab as the sky and the fad that the chamber is dangerously anepigraphic is
dSïcult, if not impossib,le. The main thnist of Spiegel's hypothesis is the ritual,
rather than the mythic, nature of the Texts. To that end, the notion of mythic
content is irrelevant.

The corpus of Texts, however, was mythically

homogeneous and that homogeneity rnust be considered in a discussion of the

Texts and the pyramids that housed them.
There can be delineated from the content of the Pyramid Tex& three

foundational myths: the myth of the sky, the myth of the sun's journey through
the sky, and the myth of the king's ascension to the sky. These form the bas& of

the Texts, and provide the king with the means by which he WUaccomplish the
task of joining his ancestors in the sun-barque. The foundational myths are not

immediately apparent in the body of the T m , being rarely even alluded to;
however, they are indispensable to the functioning of the Texts for the king. The

fact that evidence of these myths can be found throughout the entire corpus of

qrramid Texts indicates a strong sense of homogeneity in that corpus, a sense
uiat the Texts were meant to be used as a whoIe, each Utterance as important

and

mtrinsic to the smooth transfer of the king from mundane corpse to

As far as the deceased was concemed, the Texts were locked into the open
inner area of the pyramid, aeating a space that, with the exception of the always
anepigraphic serdab, was protected on all five sides (including the floor) by Texts
and sheltered from above by the presence of a starred sQ cut in relief on the

ceiling. This provided the deceased with an area in which he / she could move
with impunity.

The serdab, being without the aid of any type of textual

protection, was open to the intrusion of pemicious innuences; placing Texts of
protedive content around such a potentidy dangeros entrance, one that led
deeper into the pyramid and doser to the vulnerable king, worked to surround
the deceased with buffers of protection2".

Of a l l eight textual pyramids, only Unas' and Neith's are preserved well
enough to provide, with certainty, placement of the Texts. A considerable
amount of work has been done on the Texts in the other pyramids, with Sethe's
collation and translation of a l l contemporarily available Te&

from the kings'

pyramid~~'~,
and the work done into the 1990s by J 6 q ~ i e t ' ~GarnoPo,
,
Ledantu',
and L a u e p on new Texts uncovered in new and renewed excavations of the
VIth Dynasty pyramids; however, despite the considerable expertise these
schoiars developed in determining placement and content of the Texts on the
destroyed walls, there are inevitably areas that cannot be reconstmcted due to the

minusde size of the remaining pieces, the lack thereof or the despetately

ruinous state of the rooms themelves. The two main rooms of Teti are known
to have been inscribed, through epigraphic remnants, but the rooms themselves
have largely been destroyed by 'excavators' of the fine granite and Iixnestone for
re-use elsewhere?

As a resdt of the incomplete state of the Pyramid Texb in

the VIth Dynasty pyramids, Unas' pyramid has often been used as the paradigm
for placement and content of the Texts in the later pyramids, with the
assumption that the other textual pyramids had much the same content and
placement of Texts as Unasn4. There are a large number of Texts in the later

pyramids not found in Unas' corpus, however, including those found in the
entrance corridor. The use of Unas as the paradigm is noi without some
justification, but the existence of the numerous entrance comdor Texts in most

of the VIth Dynasty pyramids, and only very few Texts in Unas, could be possible
evidence toward a shift in theological ideology. The presence of Texts in the
condors could very w d indicate a sense of urgency regardhg the ascent of the

king or a new view of the role of the entrance comdor as a method of ascent?
Such changes indicate ihat to a certain degree, at any rate, the choice of texhtal
placement was idiosyncratic and, likdy, not without subjectivity.

The Utterances in the Pyramid Texts begin (physically) in the entrance
corridor and carry through into the antechamber and the funerary chamber.

According to Sethe's numbering, the wall Tevts begin with Utt. 23 9 16 in the

-

P3

-

Lauer. 1991,#.
Se, for example. ûsing, 1986,131or AlterunÜiIer. 197L

The existence of so rnany comdor texts m the VIth Dynasty pyramids may equally have been a
case of royal ego.

.

funerary chamber and end with Utt. 759 5 2291U6. Not every pyramid has a copy
of each speIl on its walls; in fa&, this is far from the case. Even the Texts in Unas'
paradigrnatic pymnid number only from Utt. 1 to Utt. 321, or somewhat less
than half the full corpus of 759. These, and others induded in the corpus of only

one pyramid, represent a group either not chosen from an original hieratic

corpus'2' or not yet written for inclusion in that body of Texts. New Texts, and

new versions of old ones, were regularly added to the complete corpus by
Garnop8 and Ledanpg. The later pyramids, those of the VIth Dynasty (Pepi II
and Pepi I's queens), contain Texts hom the entire group of 759, although they
are generdy not in the same order as those in Unas. It must be kept in mind
that the system used for collation of the Te& is an ariifiaal n u m b e ~ gsystem

that is entirely based on which diredion Sethe understood the Texts to have been
read. The fact that Pepi s'I pyramid, for example, contains a different group of

spells by number is irrelevant to the investigation into the mythic elements of
said group. This çtudy begins with the spells in the entrance comdor' simply
because they provide the first textual evidence a s one enters the pyramid.

~6

The first texts, Utts. 1-22 are sartophagus texts? and have been left out of this investigation-

=Hayes, 1937.11; Thompson, 1990,20. See also Leciant, 1986,418 m which Leciant notes h d m g a
number of papyri m the section south of the private tempIe of Pepi 1. ammg which was une
parüdar1y important document Thk domnent ccmsists of two pages m which were written 5 5
2096-201and 155-159 of the Fyramid Texts m 'an degant hieratic hand.' These two texts are
fi.eque.rttiyinciuded ai groups of Coffin Textsof the Middle Kingdom
a Garnot, 1956;1958; 1961.
Leciant, 1982; 1983?3.

"

ENTRANCE CORRIDOR TEXTS

As noted above, the pyramids of Pepi 1, Merenre, and Pepi II have a much

larger number of Texts in the entrance comdor than does Unago. h Pepi I's
pyramid, the Texts begin in the comdor before the first portcullis; in the other
two pyramids, the Texts begin after that portcullis. The 'waiüng' rooms and
corridors leading into the antechambers in aIl three pyramids are epigraphic,
until just before the entrance to the antediamber. This area of the wali is h l y

inscribed in Unas and Pepi II, and in Unas, it is the ody portion of the comdor

wall inscribed at dB'.With some anomalous Texts from Unas and M e r e ~ ~ r e ~ ~ * ,

and some repetitions from the chamber Texts, the Texts in Pepi I's pyramid
corridor were given numbers from 501 to 587. The Texts in Merenre are much

the same- with a similar number of anomaliep4. Those in Pepi I's pyramid,

again, are similar to the Texts in both Pepi I and Merenrem. Ascension Texts,

ferrying Texts, spells from the tesurrection ritual and from the offering ritual,

and spek of protection are among the most prevdent types of text. In all, each
of these coilections provides a representative 'micro-content' of the Texts within

the pyramids' chamber?.

Teti's pyramid entrance comdor is anepigraphic, Sethe, 1922, 120.
Labrousse, 19%,28.
The anomalies are Utts. 2û6, 266,269,271,307,322-333,34&351,353,357,359, 401-405, 474, and
697The pPmary Utts. hem are 269,306,323,5û4-507,510, SU-523, 5î5-531, 555, 558-560, 563, 565,
569470,572-573, and 583.
The anomalies are Utts. 606-619T h e U t k âïe 306,359,486,504,5M, 507,5ll, 5l2, 515529,521-523,525-529,530-532,555,556,
562-564,565, 566-568,573,583,606608, 610612,617, and 619. The anomalies are Utts- 697-703.
For the particdan of placement, see Appendix A.

"
"

Many of the entrance corridor Texts are found in different places in the
various pyramids' corridors. For example, Utt. 697 # 2169-2175 appears on the
south wall of the 'waiting' room in Pepi I's pyramid, while in Pepi II's pyramid, it
e.

is found on the west wall of the comdor Ieading from the portcullises to the
antechamber. This spell is one that calls upon the king to resurrect and take his
place in the barque of the Sun. The king is wamed not to travel on the western

watenvays, but rather to keep to the eastern ones

(5 2175); this

is presumably

because the sun rises daily in the east. The rising of the sun was a sign of

renewed (and repeating) life and one in keeping with the general theme of
reswection in the s p d . Another example, Utt. 269

376-382, is found both on

the east wall of Pepi I's 'waiting' room and on the west wall of the comdor from

the 'waiting' room to the portcullises of Merme's pyramid; it is concerned with

lighting incense for the gods and the king's ascent thereby, and ends with a short

prayer to Ipy, a hippopotamus goddess, requesting that she give her breast to the

king so that he might never hunger again in the afterIife

(s381-382).

These two

examples are fair1y representative of the kinds of Texts found throughout the
entrance corridors. They are examples of a resurrection text and an ascension
text, respectively, and their differing placement in separate pyramids indicates
what might be a certain notion of indusiveness throughout the entrance

corridors.
Only rarely are the same Texts found on the same walls from pyamid ta

pyrarnid. When such a phenornenon does occur, it is generaUy (although not
always) the Texts of Mererue and Pepi II that concur in number and placement.

This does not mean, however, that an enfire group of spells is repeated exady
on the same w d of each pyramid; rather, a smaU number of Texts, or even
individual spells, are repeated. The west wall of the comdor running from the
portcullises to the antechamber is a good example of this: the Texts inscribed on

this waU in Merenre's pyramid are Utts. 521-523,526-531, 607 and 608, and Pepi
I's wall indudes Utts. 521-523,525-528,530-531,607 and 608. While the two liçts
of Texts are nearly identical, the list here for Pepi I's comdor wall is not
inclusive and contains a nurnber of other spells. These spells are also found,

almost in tofo (Utts.515-533), on the west wall of the comdor from the 'waiting'
room to the portcullises in Pepi I's pyramid.

The collections of the later

pyramids have been chosen to coincide, more or less, with those in Pepi 1, with
some deletions and alternate seleciions having taken place, perhaps in an

attempt to individualize the Texts while still appearing to follow in the footsteps

of a predecessor. These diffaences help illuminate the individual, seemingly
idiosyncratic nature of each of the corpuses in the various pyramids and at the
same, they are the exceptions that prove the d e .
The first part of the entrance comdor that is inscribed is in Pepi 1%

pyramid, a descendhg pwageway leading io the first portcullis. Only the east
wall is hcribed and that with only one text, Utt. 587

1587-1606. This is

primady a hymn to Egypt; the land in the form of the Eye of H o m is reguested
to üft the king into the sky and into a cornmensurate position therein, following

whidi the king repests in the same language the same actions on his own

-

behalf. The king is aligned with Horus, as the living embodiment of the

Egyptian kuigship, and it is this alignment upon which the requests are based.
The portion of the entrance comdor between the first portcullis and the
'waitùigf room is, again, inscribed only in Pepi I's pyrarnid; the only other

possible epigraphic pyramid comdor, Merenre's, at this point is so ruined as to
render it impossible to tell whether it contained Tevts or not. Pepi I's Texts here
comprise mainly ascension Texts in different forms: a purification text (Utt. 3E),

an 'admonishing' text directed at the gods (ütt. 569), and those dedaring the
king%right to ascension and right to presence in the sky (Utts. 584-586). The only
other text on this wall, Utt. 570 55 1443-1465,is a long ascension text employing a

number of different l i t e r q techniques. From

1444 to 1448, for example, the

text is one in which the sarne sentence is repeated, requesting a number of
different gods to listen to the king, gods induding Kheprer

and Aturn (§ 1447). After this, with the exception of

(5 1445), Nu (514-46),

5 1453, the

text proceeds

without repetitious sentence structure.

THE WAITING ROOM

The next epigraphic area in the entrance corridor is the 'waiting' room.
The north and south walls of this room in each pyramid are equipped with
doorways through whkh the comdor

nuis,

the south w d doorway leading

deeper into the pyramid and the north waU leadmg out. The no& w d in Pepi
I's 'waithg' room is too destroyed to provide any information; the south wd,

however, provides us with a number of Texts. The north, south, and east walIs
of Merenre's pyramid are inscribed, while the west wall has the same problem as
Pepi I's noah wall, any Texts having f d e n prey to destruction of one kind or
another.

Pepi II's 'waiting' room's west wall, as with Merenre's, has been

destroyed, while the south, north and east w a b are inscribed.

The Texts found on the south wall provide an amalgam of resurrection,
ascension, and protection Texts, and are inscribed in a rather narrow area around
the doorway itself. They vary considerably between Pepi I (Utts. 539-552),
Merenre (Utts. 610-612) and Pepi II (Utt. 556), with the only protection spells

king f o n d on Pepi I's w d . Those s p e h are significantly different from the
protection spells suroundhg the entrance into the serdab in the antechamber.
While the majority of the antechamber protection Texts are aimed at mundane
dangers such as snakes and bulls, the Texts on the south waU of Pepi I's 'waiting'
room are specifically directed at supematural dangers, with particular reference
to the possibility of h m from Seth. Utterance 541 makes speafic mention of
this and the need to protect the king. As someone who had previously guarded
the kingI Horus is mentioned here again in this capacity.

In the rest of the

'supematural' protection Texts (ütts. 54î-545),this theme is reiterated, omitting
the name of Seth but alIuding to him as the one who killed (or wodd kül) the

king. It is interesthg that resurrection and ascension Texts follow these
protection spells, and when read consecutively, provide a 'snapshot' of the
joumey after dangers have been made impotent The Texts on this wall in the
other pyramids are resurrecüon and ascension Texts, with no apparent need to

avert danger. The text on Pepi II's south 'waiting' room wall, a resurrection spell,
is only represented by a small piece of insaribed block left in situ above the

d00P7. Merenre's south walz Texts are resurrection Texts.
The north wd, where one might again expect protection spells, and

perhaps with greater justification given the anepigraphic status of the comdors
leading in to the 'waiting' rooms from the north in Merenre's and Pepi II's
pyramids, also contains spells of resurrection and ascension, although the most
prevalent type here is ascension. Merenre's wall contains Utts. 306 and 618-619;
Pepi II's contains Utts. 562, 564, 582, and 702-703. It is possible that this small
room was too far away from the antechamber and the ftmerary chamber to be
dangerous enough to warrant spells of protection to be put around its entrance
and exit. In between the 'waiting' room and the main diambers of the pyramid,
after all, were three massive graniteu8 portcullises that would presumabiy have

been in place to prevent the entry of those pernicious influences.

The east wdI of each pyramids' 'waiting' room contains a number of the
same Texts, with fourteen Texts (Utts. 553-570) found in varying measures of
entirety as a group. Pepi I's wall is in situ only in the southem portion of the

wall and that portion is insaibed with Utts.271 and 553-561. Merenre's east wall
has only the last 48 columns rernaining, including in those lines Uts. 555, 569570,572, and 613-616. The east w d in Pepi II's 'waiting' room contains only a

portion in situ, aImost 1m wide, near the south end against the ceilkg"'. The

Texts on that portion, as with those on the north w d , are primarily resurrection

and ascension spells wiih some purification Texts included.
The sole pyramid in which the west wall is in situ is Pepi s'I pyramid and
there only the southem portion of the waU next to the south wall remains. It is

inscribed with a miscellany of resurtection and ascension Texts, and speils
asserting the king's nght of presence in the s y " .

The west and east walls of the comdor between the 'waiting' room and the
fïrst of the portcullises of Pepi I's and Pepi II's pyramids are inscribed, as is the
west wall of Merenre's corridor. The east wall of Merenre is in too ruined a
condition to provide textual data. The west wali of Pepi I's comdor is inscribed
with ferrying Texts, those that either request or demand ferrying aaoss a body of

water that is never named (Utts. 266, 515533). The ferrymen themselves are
g e n d y named as those assigned to specific bodies of water, or marshes

- the

ferryman of the Field of OffeTings (Utt 518 § 1193), the Field of p W m d (Utt. 516 5
1183), or the Field of Rushes (Utt. 517 5 1188). Although bodies of water are not
named as needing aossing themselves, the goal of the ferrying is mentioned, as
in Utt. 520 in which the king desires to cross to "that side on which are the

Imperishable Stars"

(9 1222). The

west w d of Merenre, in situ ody for 31

columns in the norih part againsi the entrance to the 'waiting' room, contains
only one ferrying text, the rest of the Texts being concemed, raiher, with

ascension and rest~rrection~~".
The sole ferrying text, Uff. 609, uses the imagery of

ferrying as a means to the end of ascension, rather than to the end of travel

through the sky, as found on Pepi I's wall. The west w d of Pepi II's comdor,

with Texts remaining only on the south part of the wall next to the first of the
portcullises, contains one text in which the king is identified with various
inhabitants of the sky (induding the sons of Horus") and one text that is

primarily an ascension
The east w d of this portion of the entrance comdor continues the same

themes of ascension and resurrection

- Pepi s'I w d

has Uttç. 357, 534-538,and

Pepi I's has Utts. 359,532 twice, and 573. The group of Texts on each wall (i.e.
Pepis 1 and II), however, also contains at least one text that makes specific
mention and use of the imagery of Os&'

death ai the hands of Seth, the

discovery of his body by Isis and Nephthys, and the mourning that resulted. The
text on Pepi s'I wall is Utt. 535 and that on Pepi II's wall is Utt. 532. Utterance 534
on Pepi I's wall is a protective spell of the 'supematural' kind. Various deities
are exhorted, in the third person, not to arrive in "th& evil c ~ r n i n g " ~The
~.

king, in tum, is wamed not to "open his amis to the~n""~
and finally, the deities
are sent to other locations. This type of protedive speIl, noted among the group
of the south wall of Pepi I's 'waiangr room, is not specifically directed ai an
earthly danger and therefore, is not strictly speaking a speU of protection for the

body of the deceased. Rather, it is meant to protect that part of the king that
ascends to the sky.

24f

Ut&. 269,55&560,565, and 6û9.
Utt, 506.

2*

UtL 606.

"Fiom5U67paSga
"Ibid,

The comdor past the portcullises in a l l three pymmids is inscribed on both
the west and the east walls, up to approximatdy one and a half metres before the

entrance into the antechamber. From there, as was noted above, this part is

inscrïbed only in Unas' and Pepi II's pyramids. Pepi I's comdor's west walI is
insdbed with Utts. 322,333, and 510-514, Merenrets with 323, 504-507, 521-522,

525531,563, and 606-608, and Pepi II's with Utts. 507, 512, 521-523, 525-528, 530531,555,563,607-608, and 697. The east wall of Pepi 1 has Utts. 323, 503-509, the
east waU of Merenre has Utts. 510,515-520,573, and Pepi II's east wall has Utts.
486,515-519, and 565. The Te& in Pepi II's comdor in the same area as in Unasf

The entrance comdor to Unas' pyrarnid diambers contains Utts. 313-321,
f o n d abutting the door to the antechamber. The two Utterances dosest to the
door leading into the antechamber are 313 and 318. Utterance 313

502-503 is on

the west wall of the entrance corridor and begins with the drawing back of the
doorbolt, the "phallus of BabTZ4'(5 502). Once the drawing back has been
accomplished, the doors of the sky are open and a fiery heat cornes out. Next, the

king is diredly aligned with Horus through the use of apposition"', and lastly,
the h g is allowed to pass on the now-opened road, "the king being Horus"

(5

503). The purpose of this partidar spell is dearly to ensure that the door into
the chambers of the pyamid is open when the king needs entrance. The fact that
It is clear from another &ce
m the texts that Babi's fonn is that of a baboon (UK 549 Q
1349)- See Dercham, 1952,26-29.
'A
S
Homs does [samethin& so does the king do [ s o m & is a c w u n a n and aeqUent example of
apposition The use of this literary technive is not simply to compare the king with whichever
god is named; it is meant to show that the king mhabits the god's bang. Whatever the god daes,
the king does because the king IS that god
2ui

it is not meant for exit lies in its very position in the pyramid, outside the

primary epigraphic chambers.

Once the doors are closed, there is no

accompanying spell on the inside requesting the tetraction of the inner doorbolt.
Utterance 318

511-512, on the east wall of the entrance comdor, is

unrelated to either exitirtg or entering through a door. As Faulkner notes in his

..

translation of the Pyramid Texts, Utt. 318 exists in three versions, one in Unas

and two in Teti2". These versions are simüar to each other in generai content
but differ in detail. Generally they pronounce the king a serpent who swallowed

.

his seven uraei so that they would become his seven ne& vertebrae. They
mention the bringing of myrrh to the king and then they end with a dedaration

of the king as d e r over the gods. Spedically, they all mention the mythic
element of the king's / serpent's uraei and ne& vertebrae, while the second text
of Teti is myrrh-less. Mer than differences in worduig, there is little else to

distinguish the two versions from one another. In the first section of each
version, the king, also called here the Bull of the Ennead, has been given the
power to order the Seven Enneads through the a d of swallowing the ~ r a e i ~ ~ ' .

Through Uiis mythological means, the king has been given divine and magical
rights over powerful groups of go&, induding the right to give them orders.
The right to give orders to deities is one that ensures the place of the king in the
social hierarchy of the sky, no doubt sunila to that in mortal Egypt

Faulknert 1969,lM). The text in Tees pyramid is found m the antechamber on the east wa&
The traditional rnnnbet of the Erineads is nine; however, the mmbec of Enneads here is
undoubtedly named to comâde with the nupiber of vertebrae, Le seven.

The rest of the Utterances on both sides of Unas' corridor are concerned

.

with the ascent of the king into the sky. On the west wd, following Utt. 313, are

.

Utts. 314317. The east waII continues from Utt. 318 to 321. Both the west and the
east wall Utterances provide little apparent coherence of thought from one to the
next.

Utterance 315

5 506

addresses baboons (i'n and

pvo)
and a hyaena,

assuredly celestial creatures as opposed to those of the earth, and Utt. 316 5 506
calls upon hmizl and the Shd-star to take the king to the sky.

The west and east walls in this portion of the entrance comdor in Pepi 1,
Merenre and Pepi II are inscribed with ascension, resurrection, and ferryhg
Texts. These corridor walls share a nurnber of the same Texts which run from

around 503 to 531. For example, Utt. 323, a 'lustraiion' text, a type of text in which

the king's body is deansed or mbbed by the go&, occurs on the west w d of
Merenre near the portcullises and occurs on the east w d of Pepi I next to the
portcullises.

.

ments of fie Enhance Condors

It has been noted previously that mythic, and narrative, continuity

seemed uMecessary for the ancient Egyptians. What took over in place of those
dernents was conünuity of allusion. In searching for rnythic elements in the
entrance comdor Texts,it is of greater importance to begin looking at sirdaritu
These anmials are not named, thus it is impossible to kuiw if Babi (see h 29) is mtended;
however, one of the appearance of Babi m the qrramid Texts cails hîm the buil of the baboons, k:

2x1

of mythic reference, rather than to look for narrative similarity.

Mythically .1-

speaking, the Texts in the pyramid comdors of Pepi 1, Merenre, and Pepi II give
considerable room for thought. Beginning with the south wall of the 'waiting'
room, the Texts are, for the most part, ascension or resurrection Texts. Three
short spells on the wall of Pepi 1's room are protection spells (Utts. 549-551). Two
spells on this wall are Texts matching parts of the king's body with deities and

divine barqyes

-

Uts. 539 % 1303-1327 and 610 % 1710-1723. Despite this

similarity, they differ in terms of general intent; Utt. 539 is an ascension text,
while Utt. 610 is a resurrection text. The vhous royal body parts of Utt. 539 seem
to have M e relation with the divine aspects with which they are matched. The
king's face is Wepwawet, an epithet of Anubis and a minor deity in its own right
(§ 1304), his nose is Thoth

Seth

(5 1309) and so on.

(8 1305), his heart is Bastet (5 1310)' his shoulders are
Whatever the affiliation the king's shov!ders might

have with Seth, or his nose with Thoth or heart with Bastet, is not explained. It

is possiile that they had no strict affiliation with one another, that they were
simply chosen at random with the understanding that any sort of divine
affiliation allowed the king to partiapate in the celestial realm.

The Texts on the north wall of the 'waiting' room, from Merenre and Pepi

II only, range again from ascension Tex-

to spells of resurrectionm to several

that de@ either ascension or resurrection categorization*.

fcnw(Utk 320 5 516).

For a definifion of Hmi,WB III, 82.2 gîves onty " e h Wesen am HimmeL"
UffS.306,542,582,583, and 7û2.
t53 Utts. 619 and 7û3.
a Ut& !564,617,and 618.

Geb, in Utt. 306

476-481, has prepared the way for the king by acting on the king's behalf "very

much like the way in whidi things are done for hirnMz5 (5 477), referring,
perhaps, to a partidar process through which the king must go in order to enter
heaven unimpeded. Utterance 562 95 145-1407, on the other hand, while also an

ascension text, uses imagery of the king at the head of the gods. The Eye of Horus
is mentioned as belonging to the godsS6 and it is stated that it will not be given
to

the rage of Seth, whose narne is spelIed, as usual, without a determinative.

This is a reference to the battle for the throne of Osiris by Horus and Seth, as well
as a reference to the inherently dangerous and menacing character of Seth2''.
Utterance 582

155û-1567, the third ascension text in the group, is quite

explicit, as far as Pyramid Texts go, concerning the programme the king will
follow once he has risen to the throne in the sQ.

Having gone to H o m s for a

rnagic word by means of which Horus caused Osiris to rise, the king assumes the

power of movement and flight and flies skyward to take the throne.
"He sits upon his heavenlf8 throne, his sceptre being in his heavenly
hand. He lifts his hand to the chïldren of th& fathers and they stand. He
lowers his hand to them and they sit" (g15624563).

"N surnmons to a thousand. The sun-folk corne to him, bowing"

.

(5 1565).

=fr.n n.fGb mi Iry nJ f m
* The 'yod is plural m the original, prompting Fauikner to postdate that it refers to the gods
Faulkner, 1969,2l8 (Utt. 562, n. 4).
See te Velde, 1967, passim; UV,
909-910; HartB1986,191196.
Fauikner, 1981 transfates this word, 6& as iron, but 1can see m reason for this- The word has a
nimiber of meanings, mobt of which have something to do with miriin%minerals, and me*,
or the
heavens, or wonders and marvels. A meanhg of 'heaveniy' or even 'rna~~ellous'
fits this use of the
word more than adequately.

These are actions that a king might make to his courtiers and visitors to his
court, and a sense of the majesty and bearing of the king, not to mention the

power inherent in his rank, are evident.
Utterance 583 @ 1568-1572 is an ascension text in which the deceased is
lifted and upheld by the arms of Horus and Thoth (5 1570)and the king's place is
prepared in the s e (51571). Utterance 584

15731575 is a 'right of presence' text

that combines much of the imagery found in Utt. 583, induding the preparation
of celestid place. Neither of these T a , however, contains mythic imagery that
has any relation to 'hidden' narrative relating to the foundational myths. In fa&
the mythic imagery within these Texts is of the kind that pertains only to the
situation of the king on the way to or in the sky. The situational use of mythic

imagery is by far the most common; its sole purpose is to work for the king and
simpliaty is imperative for these spells to be effective.

Those that do not fall within either the ascension or the resurrection Texts
on the noah wall are Texts that have paralleh elsewhere in the canon.

Utterance 564

1421-1422is a bathing text; the king bathes in the Lake of Rushes

and afterward, is Iifted to the sky by Shu and Tefnut. The Lake of Rushes,

perhaps the same as the Field of Rushes, was the gods' 'bathtub,' or the place in
whkh ritual purification takes place on the part of ail inhabitants of the &y,

divine and human. Utterances 617

1744-1745and 618 5 1746 are both very

short; Utt. 617includes a boon to be granted by the king (5 1745)and 618 requests
that men be silent and listen, in one brief sentence (51746)and neither contains
m y mythic allusion at d. Again, these 'uncategorized'

Texts use mythic imagery

-:

to work spedically for the king, as opposed to mythic imagery that has reference

to a narrative.
On the east w d of Pepi I's 'waiüng' room, Utt. 553 % 1353-1369, a
resurrection text found only in this pyramid narrates the process by whidi the
deceased king rises from his supine state and begins the journey to the sky. The
spirit of the king, his :b, is the part of the king that manoeuvres, eats and drinks

(5 1357), and rises (@ 1353,1357,1360,1363) and the spell begins with Geb raising
the king's

:h that it might begin the proceedings. As the successor of Osiris (5

1358), the king, or his @, is enjoined to throw off his dust and loosen his bonds (5 -.
1363). The bonds are called "the tresses of Nephthys"

(5 1363) and they represent

the linen mummy wrapping; and the dust, prenimably that which would settle
on the sarcophagus and rnumrny after burial and interment. Meanwhile, the
period of mouming has begun for the inhabitants of the earth as the king
becomes a star

(s13641366). As is unial with the PyrSLIIUd T e . (and religious

Texts in general), rnany deities are referred to and they take their part in the

king's resurrection, creating a situation in which the king is divinely aided in his
journey and as a result is divine himself through this contact. Allusion to
specinc mythic days appear; Isis and Nephthys have seen the king's father, Osiris,

on "that day of fowling with a throw stick" (51362). The allusion here is opaque,

as with nearly every other allusion to a mythic day; knowing neither what
occurred to Osiris on that day nor why it was important that he was seen by Isis

and Nephthys, the mythic signincance of that day is lost to us.

.

The transformation of the king into a star is the partial subject of the
following text, Utt. 554 §$j1370-1372. The king is bom as the son of the Great

Wild Cow, under whose protection he joumeys.

He is admitted into the

Company of Re' as a moming star.
Utterance 555

13734378 is prirnarily a text dedaring the healthy state of

the deceased king and his right to d e in the sky, as a result of his celestial
health.

His mother and nurse are goddesses, Isis and Nephthys, and two

funerary goddesses, Neith and m e t , are named in protective positions, in front
of and behind him.

The following text, Utt. 556

1379-1386 is again a resurrection text. The

king is called upon to waken and raise himself (551381,1382), and once again, he

is a star upon his resurredion (5 1384). What differentiates this text from Utî. 553

is the use of divinities. This text is spoken by the new king; the old king's son,

and divinities are seldom named, with the exception of Osiris,although the gods
as a collective are mentioned with greater frequency.

The final four Texts, Utts. 557-561, are short and consist of addresses to the
king. Utterance 558

1390-1391 makes several allusions to specific divine

actions - the progress, or travelling of the Great Bladc One, the alighting of the
oldest god and the censing of the pi-s'mk in Heliopolis

(5 1390). Utterance 559

1392-1393 also alludes to a speQfic mythic action, that of Osiris rewarding and
gnring the h g that which is upon the s'f~w-cloth(5 1393). Once again, the exact

nature of the object on the Sfm-doth is not elaborated upon, and the mythic
understanding of this partidar section of the text has vankhed. Utterance 560

+

1394 -1395 presents a partial rendering of the actual burial ceremony, and calls
upon Geb, as the father of Osiris,to open his mouth. As the primary earth deity,

-

recpesting Geb to open his mouth asked the earth to open as a grave in mythic
tems.

The east wall Texts of Merenre follow the sarne programme of imagery as
do those of Pepis 1 and II, using different Texts. The only text in common at ail is

-

with Pepi 1- Utt. 555, discussed above. The other Texts are Utts. 569,570,572 and

613 to 616, which are almost universally found on other walls in the 'waiting'

1434-1442,also present on the

rooms of the other pyramids. Utterance 569

west wall of the comdor leading fiom the first portcullis to the 'waiting' room of
Pepi 1, is one in which the knowledge of the sun-god's name (apparently - the

name of Re0 appears only in the last paragraph,

5 1442) is averred by the

king.

What follows is of considerable interest mythicdy8being a set of events that wiil
be prevented should the king be prevented from entexhg the sky or from going
aboard the sun-barque. The events thaï WUbe prevented indude "the birth of

birth of SeIket"

(5

1435), "the comuig? of the Two Banks to Horus" (§ 1436), "the birth of Sopdet"

(5

H e who is without his limit in the horizon"

(5 1435), "the

1437), "the two apes held off? from Re', hÎs two sons whom he loves"
"the birlli of Wepwawet in the pr-nw"

(5 1437)'

(5 1438), and "the aew of the day-barque to

row you (Le. Re0)" (51439). The assertions of what wül occu. if the king is not
allowed to board the sukbarque begin with the sun-god being told that the aew

of his barque will be prevented from rowing him. Thereafter, men wilI be held

off from death (51439)and food (5 1440), two restrictions that peaain only to the

-

mundane world, except insofar as making men immortal and not dependent o n
the deities for health and Me, and starving them, leaving no-one left alive to
worship the deities, would negatively impact theh service to the gods. The rest
of the text involves the king stating his place as one of the gods?
The next text, Utt. 570 # 14434465 on the east waU of Merenre's 'waiting'
one
r ~ o r n i~s ~
' also concemed with the Sun, evoking imagery of dawn in the first

paragraph - "the face of the sun is washed"
bright"

(51443) and "the celestial expanse is

(5 1443). What follows in this rdatively lengthy spell is the process of the

king's ascension

to the

sh. At

one point

(5 1453)'

the king's immortality is

asserted by using apposition, the deity with whom he is apposed being Seth. The
rest of the mythc irnagery is related to the king's divine status and his right to be
in heaven.

Utterance 572

1472-1477is an ascension text that involves the familiar

irnagery of the gods coming to the aid of the king in his dimb to the sky.
Utterances 613 to 616 are boat or ferrying Texts and contain few references to
myth. The ferry boat itself in U t t 615 is drawn in vaguely mythic ternis but these
terms cast no illumination on any mythic force that boat might have.
again? the la& of narrative mythic imagery is answered

Once

by the spedic use of

mythic imagery in service for the kingThe Texts on the east wall of Pepi I's 'waiting' room follow the same
course as those in the other pyramids with ascension and r m e c t i o n Texts

predominating. The ascension Texts, Utts. 306, 566 to 569, and 699, aU carry
imagery related to journeying to the sky, in other words, aossing by f m y or wing

tip ( 5 1429),climbing by means of a ladder (§ 1431) or the arms of the Souls of Pe

and Nekhen and those of the gods in the sky and on earth as a ladder (306

47%

479), and flyùig as a falcon or a heron (699 § 2179). None of this ascension

irnagery is dearly mythic, in te-

of relating to a 'hidden' narrative; rather, it is

dl directed purely toward the ascent of the king. This type of imagery serves to
surround the king in a sort of aura that places him in a supernatural space; he is
ascending not to the sky of mundane Egypt but to the sky of divine Egypt, that
space inhabited by deities and other supernatural entities where the king's
divvlity creates for him a common ground. The resurrection Texts use the same

type of imagery with the content directed toward the rebirth of the king. With
this goal in muid, the king's death is dosely related to the death and rebirth of

Osiris. Utterance 701 begins: "The Great One has fallen in Nedit"

(5 2188),

referring to Osiris as the Great One and to one of the places of his death, Nedit.

The raising of the body of OsVis and the mouming of his death by Isis and
Nephthys are used in conjunction with the allusion to his murder, as is
comrnon in resurrection Texts, to aid in relating that death to the king's demise,
the eventud resurrection of Osiris providing, of course, the requisite mythic

imagery for the remection of the king.

-

aoLD appears, as w d ,

m the west wall m the corridor just befote the 'waitmg' man of Pepi 1's
pyramid. The differing Iiteray techniques used m this rather long text have been ckussed above,
page 87.

Finally, the west wall of the 'waifing' room remains to be discussed. As
might be expected, given the content of the other three walls in this small room,
the content of this w d also pertains pLimarily to resurrection and ascension.

There are a number of ferrying or travel T m , as wd, one of which, Utt. 359,

uses allusions to the battle between H o m and Seth.

Then H o m cried out because of his eye; then Seth cried out because of his
testides, / and the Eye of Homs, which had fallen in that side of the
Winding Waterway, / leapt up that it might save itself fiom the hand of
Seth. / It saw Thoth in that side of the Winding Waterway / When the
Eye of Homs leaped in that side of the Winding Waterway, / When Ut>
feIl upon the wing of Thoth in that side of the Winding Waterway. / 0,
those gods who cross upon the wing of Thoth to that side of the Winding
Watenvay, / to the eastern side-of the sky, to speak in front of Seth
conceniing the Eye of H o m , / ferry this N with you upon the wing of
Thoth to that side of the Winding Waterway, / to the eastem side of the
sky. / N would speak in front of Seth concerning the Eye of Homs. (s
594-596)

The purpose of bringing the contendings of H o m and Seth into what is

essentidy a text that should enable the king to journey to the sky is simple; it
provides the king with yet another means by which he may travel through the

mythic world of the skf6'. What follows in the text supports this; both Re' and
the ferryman of the Winding Waterway are called upon to ensure the king reach
the eastern side of that body of wateP2 by means of a ferry.

"See Gtum, 1922,ïi-72 for a short discmsïon of this passage m relation to the coirnting of fingers
upon alighting on the eastem side of the Wmding Watenvay (cailed by Gum, 'the canal of)':Q and
the conclusion of BD 99.
2 6A
~ s an aside to the p s ü a n of crosshg the Wmdmg Waterway, it is mteresting that the world
'iW d o a not appear m the Pyramd Texts. The word generalIy used to describe bodies of water
that must be aossed are mr or '4,
and
' @t or 'fidd,' as m the Field of Rushes- Canals are manmade, for the most p e , aien in the Egyptian ianguage where canals are hdicated as routinely
t a v d e d Smaller waterways and fields d the type famd m the Pyramid Texts mu& be marshy,
mcne wetland than water. Codd it be that the sky, as the Nile, is not the actual goal for the
ascending Mg,
but rather the sides of the sky/Nile, where canalr and marshes might be fottnd? If

.

The resurredion Texts on this wall of Pepi I's 'waiting' room use the same
kinds of allusion found in r e m e c ü o n Texts throughout th& space, focussing on
the resurrection of Osiris and using that in apposition to the rebirth of the king.

The ascension Tewts, Iikewke, make use of the same imagery involving the aid
of the gods in the ascent of the king, seen in other ascension Texts.
Despite the fact that the same walls of the 'waituig' rooms, with rare
exceptions, do not have the same Texts in each of the three pyramids, it is
striking that as a group, rather than as four separate w&,

they use the same

Texts. Of aIl the Texts used here, only five are f o n d in Unas' corpus of Texts.

Most of the rest, then, were chosen (or written?) specifically for use in this room.
The types of text used here are not speci€ic to this area, however; ascension and
resurredion Texts are found throughout the entrance comdors of the pyramids,
often overlapping a fair amount with the 'waiting' room Texts. The west walls
of the comdor between the first portcullis and the 'waiting' room, and of the
'waiting' room itseif in Pepi 1, for example, both contain Utts. 569 and 570.
Utterance 269 is found on the west wall of the comdor proceeding from the
'waiting' room in Merenre as well as on the west waU of the 'waiting' room of

Pepi 1. Utterance 555 can be found on the east 'waiüngr room waiis of both Pepi 1

and Merenre and on the west wall of the final section of comdor in Pepi II
leading Ïnto the antechamber. Utterance 563 is present on the west wall of Pepi
I's 'waitirtg' room as well as on the east walls of the final setion of comdor

this is the case, then the h g is mdeed mt rising to the pky buî to the horizon, something tha t
would explah the iack of anything in the &y other than blue and clouds.

before the antechamber in Merenre and Pepi II. Although these examples show

that the entire length of the entrance corridor can be considered when looking
for similarity in usage of Texts, it is the 'waiting' room that provides the most
striking examples of conünuity within a single space in these lengths of comdor.

In itself, this shows a knowledge of previous pyramids' placement, indicating
that the priests of Merenre must have been familiar with which Texts were
allocated to the 'waiting' room of Pepi 1, and those of Pepi II with both Merenre

and Pepi 1. It

&O

shows a particular programme is in place for this small,

otheMnse unused, room.
The group of Utterances, numbers 515 to 538, from the west wall of the
corridor that lead from the 'waiüng' room to the main set of portcullises in Pepi
1's pyramid represent a miscellaneous group that indudes ferrying or boat Texts

and ascension Texts. It also indudes Texts that do not fit categoricdy into any

particula. type. Utterance 523

1231-1232 is one such text, concerned generally

with the properties of the Eye of Horus, primarily healing, so also protective. It

aids the ascent of the king into the sky, it helps promote the king into the
Company of the highest gods, and more, it gives the king a divine aspect

- "his

scent is the scent of a god" (5 1241). Utterance 526 5 1247 is a purification or
deanshg text, the king annouming that he has bathed in the Field of Rushes,

the 'bathtub' of Re0 and the other godsS. Utterance 529 § 1252 calls on the gaiekeeper of the sky to watch over the comings and goings of the messengers of the

gods who might be harmful to the royal deceased. Utterance 527
See p. 97.

12484249

provides one of the rare instances of narrative myth in the Pyramid Texts, the
Helïopolitan creation myth in which Atum, having corne alone frorn the

hst,

masturbates and brings Shu and Tefnut into existence (§ 1248). It is perhaps à
propos that ferrying and ascension Texts are found in the ascending coddor
(from the point of view of the deceased) that leads to the outer world and thence,
the sky. They would provide the necessary impetus for the king to maintain the
goal of keeping company with the gods. A purification text would provide the
same service, ensuring the proper physical condition of the king for such
company. Finally, a myth of creation is, in itself, a powerful mythic tool for
resurrection, for renewed birth and activity.
Aside from the presence of the Heliopolitan creation myth which is more

narrative than allusion, the allusions within the Utterances on this comdor waIi
are as miscellaneous as the Texts thernselves. The Eye of Homs, is mentioned

with reference to the facts of its damage

three

properties

(5 1231) and

(5 1227), its

magical

its special place in the myth concerning the battles

between Horus and Seth (§ 1242). h pzutidar, Utt. 523 places emphasis on the

Eye as a means by which the king mi@ be prepared as completely as possible for
entrance into the company of the gods.
Another mythic allusion, in Utt. 517 5 1188, is to the divine birth of the

king*
"This N is truthful on the sky and on the earth; this N is truthfui on this
&landof land, to which he swam and at which he amved, which is in the
thighs of Nut."
Utts. 522 51227;523 5 mi;and 524

l236,123&.l239, ï24î-1243.

106

'This island of land' - hu pw n 6, r e f d g to 'the primeval mound,'

i:t

- is a

unusual tum of phrase in Egyptian and emphasizes the element of the original
earth in aeation myths. The following statements are also dusive, referring to

both a sp&c

celestid inhabitant and to a speafic day.

"This N is that dwarf who dances that the heart of the god may forget, i n
front of his great throne. This is that which you heard in the houses and
that which you heard on the roads on that day when you were c d e d to
hem the orders." (9 1189)
The reference to the king as a sort of court-jester is reminiscent of the myth,

recorded much later, of the ContMdings of Horus and Seth in which Hathor lifts
her skirt in front of Pre-Harakhti to relieve his bad mood2". In Utt. 517, the king

performs the role taken by Hathor (although it is unlikdy he Iifts his & e s and
thereby immediately lightens the mood of the god). Pepi I's famous letter to
Harkhuf asking the trader hom Aswan to bring this marvellous new 'toy', the
Nubian dwarf, to the court so the young king might watch it dance266is evidence

that such an entertainment might be enough in itself to cause the god's 'heart to
forget' without induding a peepshow.

The second rnythic reference, to a

partidar day, is not imrnediately identifiable with any known myth, a situation
not unusud when discussing these rnythic da^$^'.

The west waII of thïs part of the corridor in Merenre's and Pepi II's

pyramids contains none of the same Texts as Pepi Ps west wd;a good portion of
them from Merenre, however, are found in Pepi I's 'waitmg' roorn. Another

good portion from the opposite east waIl in this comdor section in Pepi II are
&O

found in Pepi s'I 'waiting' room. The homogeneity of the 'waiting' room

Texts would seem to spill over into the comdors in these two later pyramids.

Although the two later pyramids do not share any identical Texts on these walls,

the basic themes are the same. One spell of partidar mythic interest is Utt. 532

12554262,found twice on Pepi II's east wall. It is also found (once) on Pepi I's
east w d in the same part of the comdor. Faulkner calls this "an Osirian text"268,
takuig this identification fkom the text's references to the death of Osiris. The
death of Osiris is never referred to by the term 'death.'

In keeping with the

Egyptian literary policy of supernatual safety by omission or prevarication,

Osiris is always refmed to as having been 'laid to the earth.' Such is the case
with this Utterance.

Isis comes, Nephthys comes, one of them fiom the west and one of them
fiom the east, one of them as one who saeeches, one of them as a kite.
They have found Osiris,his brother Seth having laid him to the ground in
Nedit.
1255-1256)

(s

The usual elernents of this myth found in the v a r n i d Texts are contained in

this text. The mouming of Isis and Nephthys, as Osiris' sisiers, the appearance of
the sisters as predatory birds, and the mention of Osuis' having been laid to the

earth in Nedit are a l l parts of the myth found throughout the Te*.

The only

slightly unusual indusion is the reference to Seth as the brother and murderer of
OsVis. More ofien, the fiatriade is not refmed to a s such, an omission that
changes the crime to one of homicide. This spelI, however, is partidarly anti-

for exampie, Bbo, 1990;B a k r 1966;Spaünger, 1991;Troy, l9W regarchg the Caiendars of
Lucky and Uducky Days

00 Çee,

Sethian, not only in the mention of Seth as the murderer of Osiris but

&O

in

naming Seth as someone against whom the king must stand (51259), as w& as

someone who will never be fiee from canyhg Osiris

(5 1258).

It is not

surpxising, therefore, that in keeping with these sentiments, Seth should be
named outright as the murderer. The inclusion of this spelI twice on the same

wd, one following the other, may be an emphasis of the Osinan nature of the
burial and of the divine nature of the king as Horus, the son of Osiris.
0th-

sp& on this east wall of Merenre and Pepi II use imagery not

immediately recognizable as that taken from narrative myth, using, instead,
imagery centred on the king and intended to help his rise to the sky and the
journey thereaf ter.

The entrance comdor Texts of Unas show little mythic continuity, which
is to be expected. Utterance 320

515-516 makes mention of the king as Babi,

"lord of the night sky" (5516), as well as caUuig upon the 'phdus of Babi' to be
drawn back. Utterance 320 equates Babi with the king, but the rest of the text is

void of 'door' imagery and Babits phallus. Derchain has noted that Babi's phallus
was given an important role in the narrative myths of the god throughout
Egyptian history and Babi himself appeared to be a figure of fecundity, or at least,

one of good fortune269.It is of interest, then, to h d that two other Utterances
within thÎs group are concemed with fecundity and growth, Utts. 317

and 319

513-514.

507-510

Utterance 317 equates the king with Sobek and *tes
reason for the greemess on the riverbanks.

that the king is the

Green as a colour in Egypt is

symbolic of growth and f e r t i ü p , and despite the dangerous aspects of Sobek as
a crocodile-god, the idea of the king as one who lives and proaeates on the banks

of a Me-giving river or waterway, and who is at home in the waters themselves

is a potent one. In alïping the king with a riverine de*,

one that portrays the

qualiaes of both fertility and supremacy over his environment, those qualities
are transfened to the person of the king frorn the god. These aquatic qualities
were never ones that were a part of the king during his Iife on earth. The river

was portrayed as dways dangerous and always fertile, but the king did not
participate in that irnagery, as far as can be ascertained in the Old Kingdom. He

stood outside it, as a common Egyptian. The king as Sobek, son of Neith, is to be
in the sky as he was on earth; he will perfonn alI the human actions in their

proper way and with their proper equipment

(5510).

The king, then, has taken

on not the aspect of Sobek as a crocodile, but rather, the aspect of Sobek as a

human-shaped god of fertility and growt.hzn, the opposite of the camivorous
reptile justüïably feared by the Egyptians.
Utterance 319 identifies the king with what seems to be the sun-god - "this
Unas is the b d , sunshine being in the middle of his eye" (5513) - and through

& identification, the king has power to cause p w t h in mherals

(lapis l

d

-

@bd - 5 513) and in plants ( ~ - §n 513;SmFmr - 5 516). He has power over the two

"L& V, 998.
Ibid.

0

lands (5514),and as such would be responsible for the growth and health of the

country.
Fecundity cornes in two types in these Utterances - naturai and political.

The king d e s the country w d and with wisdom, and thus brings about the
same kind of growth as he does to the physicd land in that aspect of Sobek

associated with fertility. This does not mean, of course, that these are the only

Texts in the entire corpus making use of fecundity f i p s or irnagery of growth
and wealth. There are numerous other such Utterances

- for example, Babi is

mentioned in three other Utterances: Utts. 278 5 419 in Unas' antechamber, 539 5
1310, and 549 5 1349, both kom the south wail of the 'waiting' room in the
entrance passage of Pepi Il's pyamid. References to ferfility can be found in Utts.

581

1551-1554, and 592

1623-1624. Both contain elements of fertility,

equatmg the king with the fertile ground or naming one of his aspeds to be that
of nourisher of the bvo lands.

ANTECHAMBER TEXTS

The Utterance on the north walI on the inside of the antechamber of Unas
is Utt. 302, the content of which consists of imagery sending the king to the sky.

The king is cded the "son of Sothis" (5458)' the star whose rishg indicaies the

beginning of the new year. It is as a r
,

d of Sothis, so the text States, that the

king rises to the sky. Nut welcomes the king and the king calls upon Rer, stating
that he wilt rise to the sky, into the Company of Rer, as a bird of one kind or

a n ~ t h e ? ~The
. mythic imagery contained in this Utterance relates to the death
of Osiris and the mouming thereafter by Isis and Nephthys

(5460). This type of

allusion indicaies that this is a resurrection text, the metaphor of Osiris' death
meant as an allusion to the king's death. The rest of the Texts on this wall of
Unas, Utts. 303 to 312, are ascension Texts and Texts in which the king asserts his

right to join the gods, or requests adcnowledgement therefrom.

The north wall is the one into which the door leading from

the entrance

comdor breaks. There are no protection Texts on this wall whatsoever; the three
sides of the door frame are filled with Texts relating to ascension and the king's

right of presence in the sky. Clearly the entrance was not felt to be a place of
possible, even imminent, danger for the deceased. In Unas, the entrance comdor

has very few Texts, none of which are themselves protective, either. Perhaps, as

is possible with the epigraphic corridors in the late pyramids, the portcullises
were considered protection enough.

The o d y other pyramid with Texts s a extant on this wall of the
antechamber is Pepi II. The Texts are found on the west half of this wall, the east

half having been destroyed for the most part. Largelyf they are the same group of

spek - Utts. 303 to 305,308 and 310 - together with a group of Texts not found in
Unas ai aIl, Utts. 679, and 681 to 691. These Iast spells consist of the by-now
familiar ascension Texts (Utts. 682, 684, 685, and 688); however, together with

ascension sp&,

this group &O contains sp&

concemed with offeiings to the

The bu& mentioned indude falconsIkites? geese, and ducks?the first three of which are divine
anhds. Utt.270 5 386 mentionsducks and oxen making accusationagainst the king m other words,

.

king in the form of ointments (Utt. 686) and perfume (Utt. 687) for him to Wear,
as well as a spell relating to the Eye of H o m (Utt. 689) and two generally

regarding the place of the king in the heavens and his right to be therein, again a
familiai: theme (Utts. 690-691).

In the style of Unas, the Texts on this wall are not protective but are

primarily concerned with ascension. Both Unas' and Pepi II's walls contain Utt.
310, a two-part spell waming in the first part that if the king is cursed in any way,
Ahim will suffer the same curse. The second part is brief and c a b upon the

ferryman to bring his boat. This spell is found over the entrance corridor door in

Pepi II; in Unas, it is found to the right of the door, in the middle of the east

panel. This wall in both pyramids shares other Texts as w d : ascension Texts in
which ladders are used to climb to the sky (Utts. 304-305)and a ferryman text (Ut.
303). The ferryman and ârst 'ladder' text are found on both west panels, to the

left of the door, and the second 'ladder' text is on the west panel of Pepi II and the

panel over the door in Unas.

The east and west walls of the antechambers of Unas' and Teti's pyramids
are intact. There are remains of the east w&

in Merenre's and Pepi II's

pyramids; Pepi 1's east w d , however, is nearly completely reconstructed by
Sethe?

and M e r restoration work has been done by Le~lanf?~.
LeclanYs

work indicaies that this wall contained a number of new Texts concerned with

states Faullcner, 1969 m n. 5 of thk Utterance, the ciucks represent the mammals of the
oxen the mammals of the earth.
113 Sethe, 1922,13Q-r31.
~7'

Ldant, 1977,269-288.

sky and the

.

food, food offerings, and f e s t i ~ a l 3 ~
Texts
,
that are similar to various Coffin
T e ~ d ' ~resurrection
,
Text$",

and specifically Utts. 289, 293 twice, 384, 499, and

500. The wall also contained a relatively explicit reference to one of the battles
between Homs and Seth, the homosemal episode, providing an anomalous
reference in the Pyramid Texts2''. Ledant notes that the Texts as reconstructed

for this wall in Pepi 1 are two quite different groups. Those Texts on the north
portion of the wall betray a Heliopolitan influence, with resurredion as part of
the imagery; those Texts on the south portion of the waU are protedive sp&".

The east wall contains the entrance to the serdab, mentioned earlier as a
place of possible danger to the deceased. The south section of the gable over the
door in UnaPOand the centre panel over the door in Teti28' share one of the

and most notorious, Texts found in the entire corpus, Utt.
rn~st-discussed~~~,
273/4, the "Cannibal Hymn"*". The ?iymnFis found over the door to the serdab

in both Teti and Unas; in Teti, the Texts

nuis

from the top of the gable by the

ceilhg to the door top, while in Unas, the text nuis across the south panel of the
gable h m ceiiing to approximately 2.5 m above the floor and does not touch the

door top.

ws Ibid, 274.

* Ibid.

"Ibid, î76.

Ibid, 278,
2mIbid, 280.

Ibid, 119 - laies 496-525 m Unas on the MIIth panel.
Ibid, 123 - hes 319-331m Teti on the IXth panel.
* S e Barta, 1979 and 1991,and F e , 1978-1979,5163for discussiofl~of this t d
AMer Teti, this text disappears b m the corpus. It may have beai felt that the addition of this
texts was perhaps an overly bombastic meastm (n perhaps it was deemed simpIy not necin
the later pyramÎds. The king, h m here on m the Texts, is merdy an v a l of the gais and desires
that stature, as opposed to one that would mvolve such an a d as the ingestingof one's ancestors.

"

The 'Cannibal Hyrnn' is far from the only text on this wall in either Unas
or Teti, however. The final text on this wall of Unas' pyramid, Utt. 301, is one
propitiating the primeval gods, a far ay from calling for their flesh as food. Two
0th- non-proteciive spells are Utts. 275 and 300. U t t m c e 275 is concerned with
the king's joumey to the horizon and Utt. 300 is a ferryman text. The rest of the
speIIs here are all protection Texts.

Teti, on the other hand, has a fair mix of protection and ascension Texts.
The protection Te&"

are found in the north panel from gable ceiling to floor,

the middle panel and the centre strip of the middle panel over the door into the
serdab, and Cive rows into the south panel beside the serdab door. The 'Cannibal

Hymn,' as in Unas, is directly over the door, taking over the centre strip and the
south half of the middle panel. With all this protection around the actual serdab

opening itself, the ante-and funeary chambers are impermeable to the threats of
evil spirits or dangerous beasts. The rest of the south panel in Teti is füled with
food sp&",

spells concerning the rebirth of the king as the s t ~ n *the
~ ~presence
,

of the king in the afterlife287and in

as well as a smaU number of

miscellaneous TextS0?

The south waIl of the antechamber is only available for study in two
pyramids, Unas and Pepi 1 The Texts are complete in Unas and only marginally
present in Pepi 1, due to extensive damage. The other pyramids' antechambers'
2m Utts- 240,273/4,277,280-283,285-293,295496,
ms Utts. 2û6,400,406,and 409.
tW U t k 401,402, and 405.

UR 407.
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utt 408.

28P Utts. 403,404,and 410,

and 376-399.

.

south walls are mhed and unable to provide textual data. The only remaining
text in Pepi 1, Utt. 488, is an ascension text. The Texts in Unas on this wall consist
of a number of 'reed-float' spells, from Uts. 263 to 266. These spells are not
particular to Unas; Utt. 264 appears on the south wall of the corridor between the
antechamber and the h e r q chamber in Teti's pyramid, and on the west wall

of the antechamber of Pepi 1. This type of text is one in which reed-floats - @nw -

are put down for a select Company of gods - Re', Harakhti, Honis, Shezemqo,
the king - in order for them to pass over to the horizon. 'Reed-float' Texts are
L

found in the other pyamids; however, the style of the later Tex& is a üttle
different than those in Unas. Unas' Texts contain what rnight be considered as
refrains using reed-float imagery:

.

The reed-floats are placed for Re' that he might havd thereon to the
horizon.
The reed-floats are placed for Harakhti that Harakhti might travel thereon
to the horizon with Re'.
The reed-floats are placed for Unas that he might travel thereon to the
horizon with Re'.
The reed-floats are placed for Unas that he might travd thereon to the
horizon with Harakhti,with Re'. (Utt. 263 5 337)
or

The reed-floats are laid down for Horus that he might travel thereon to
the horizon with Harakhti.
The reed-floats are laid d o m for the king that he rnight travel thereon to .
the horizon with Harakhti.
The reed-floats are laid down for 3hti that he might have1 thereon to the
horizon with Harakhti.
The reed-floats are laid down for the king that he might travel thereon to
the horizon with Harakhti. (Utt 264 5 342)

' S e of the sitcred girdIe'? See FaiIuÉner, 2981,272
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A good portion of the 'reed-float' Texts in the other pyramids, for exampleePepi1,

integraie the imagery of the reed-floats within the body of the Texts. Utterance
515 5 1179, from the portion of the entrance corridor dosest to the antechamber
in Pepi Ps pyramid, only indudes the reed-floats as a means to move in the sky.

The king walks upon the reed-floats which are before Re'.

Here, the reed-floats are simply part of the body of the spell, rather than being
highüghted in a refrain. Utterance 507, found in the final part of the entrance
comdor before the antechamber door on the west w d in Merenre and Pepi II,

and on the east wall in Pepi 1, provides a similar example of this use of the image
of reed-floats as part of the speII (51103). as does Utt. 519 § 1206 from the part of
the entrance comdor after the 'waitingf room and before the portcullises on the
West wall in Pepi I and from the final part of the comdor on the east walls of

Merenre and Pepi II. Taking the focus off the reed-floats and placing it firmly on
the presence of the king in the sky change the intent of

this type of Text to one of

ascension. rather than travd.
The Texts on the west wall of the antechamber are present in all five

kings' pyramids. The door into the funerary chamber intempts this wail. As
shodd be expected by now, the Texts in each pyramid except Unas', comprise a

mD< of ascension and resurrection Tex& with some fefzyman Texts and some
that are not readily categorizable.

In Unas, the gable Texts, which run from

ceiüng to ca. 15m above the flooP1, pertain to the presence of the king m the

sky in one way or anothetg2. The king arrives in the skpgJ, deanses himseIp4,
joins the sun-god (presumably Re')295, and generally inserts himself into the
workings of the sky as the supreme rddg
as6
a,s t S 7 , and as Nefertem - a lotus

flower - in the god's hand2'*. The Texts on either side of the door are much the
same in contenP9.
The Texts in Teti on the wesi wall are mostly concemed with the
restmection of the k i n p , with a few of them leaduig from resurrection to
ascension30'. T'ose around the door are a combination of a l l the types of content
found on this wall- The wall is divided into four sections with a narrow band
ninning verticdy from the ceiling to the door top in the rniddle of the wall.

Pepi I's west wall Texts include reed-float Texts)02, which are generally
ascension or 'right of presence' Texts, ferryman Texdo3, again generaIly
ascension spells, and Texts more dearly showhg ascension304.The Texts around
the door in particular, similarly to Teti's wd,are an aggregate of ascension, 'right

of presence,' ferryman, and reed-float Texts.

Utts. 247-254.

* utt.254.
ISl Utt.

253asUtt, 251.
= utt-252
297 utt*248,
Utt. 249.
299 UHS. 255-260-

Utts- 364-373.
Utts. 253-259, and 374.

3Q0

#n

3m
3m

Utk 265, and 473.
U k 270,363,472,475?and 481Utts- 337,467,470-471,478,480, and 4844%.

The Texts on this wall in Merenre's pyramid are nearly exactly the same as
those in Pepi 1: ascension305, r e s s u r r ~ t i o n ~ferrymar~~~',
~~,
and 'right of
with
and offerinfO Texts as well. The lower half of
presen~e'~
~ ~ ,'lustrati~n,'~~~

the wall, from approximately the line of the door top across from side to side, is
destroyed. Utterance 473 is found in the south part of the gable and Utts. 310,474476, and 487 are inscribed on the north part. Utterance 472 occurs in a narrow

band between the gables and the main panels of the waL The rest of the Texts
are found on the main panels which are divided into three? one on each side of
the door and one over the door. Utterances 467-468, and 483 are found on the
south panel beside the door, Utts. 477 and 482 are insaibed above the door and

Utts. 270,47849, and 481 are on the north panel beside the door.
Again, the Texts in Pepi II are very similar both in a similar content of
different Texts, and in the same Texts to both Merenre and Pepi 13". Utterances
468,483 and 487 are found on the south portion of the gable and Utts. 467, 482

and 678 to 680 are on the north gable. Utterance 457 is inscribed in a narrow
horizontal band between the gables and the three main panels. The south panel,

which runs from the floor to the gables, approximately 3 m, contains Utts. 473 to
476. The rniddle panel, from the door top to the gables, is inscribed with Utts.

270,472, and 477 to 479. The no*

p a d , Iike the south ruMing from the floor

to the gables, contains Utts. 271,461,470

ms Utts- 474,467, and 47û.

Utb.468,477,and 482-83.
#P

Utts. 27û, 310,472,473,475, and 4ûL
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Utk 456,4él, 476, and 670.
UtL 479.

Uft 487-

and 471, and 480 and 481.

Similarities arise not only in content, however; they arise also in
placement.

Utterance 477, a speU raishg Osiris fiom the dead, and hence a

resurrection text, is Iocated directly above the door dose to the centre of the door

in each of the three pyramids. This text contains one of the very few sections of
extended mythic narrative, a lovely piece of character observance concerning
Seth and H o m , quoted in a previous chapter

(s957-959):12

in which Seth

appears before a royal tribunal to defend himself and, to a modern ear, sounds
Iike a b d y in a playground. Following this small portion of narrative, the king
asserts himself as semant to Osiris, performing the duties the priest performs for

the cult figure in a temple on earth

(s962-970).

Another text, Utt.. 270, a

ferryman text, also appears on each of the later pyramids' west waIls. In both
Pepi I and II, the text is found over the door, while in Merenre, the text is on the
south panel, to the right of the door. In faci, most of the Texts on these walls are
repeated from pyramid to pyramid. If they are not found on all three of the
antechambers' west walIs, they are f o n d generally on at least two. For example,
Utt. 310 is inscribed on both Merenre and Pepi 1; Utts. 470-471 are found in Pepi 1

and II; Utts. 467-468,472479,481483, and 487 are all found on ail three west
walls. This is a fairly significant number of similarities between the later
pyramids and the Texts on this partidar wall, and given the la& of coherence
between these and the Texts on the antechambers' west wall in the earlier two

pyramids, it shows a definite unity, not simply of reiigious thought, but more, of
a knowledge of previous d e r s and th&

texfual programmes.

SERDAB-ANTECHAMBER CORRIDOR TEXTS

Originallyr it was thought that the only epigraphic antechamber/serdab
corridor was found in Teti; however, subsequent research by Ledant has shown
that Pepi s'I comdor was also inscribed313.The Texts on the north wall of Teti's

and those on the south wall are concerned

comdor are resurrection

primarily with the attire of the king in the afterlüdt5. While protection s p e b
might have been expected in this space, given the anepigraphic statu of the
serdab, the resurredion spells in particular serve somewhat the same funaion as

speh of protection. Utterance 412 reaffirms the rebirth of the king, from the
moment of his death until the moment of his acceptance by Re' into the sky and

his ascension therewith. The king's dead body is raised, his head lifted by Re'

(5

721)' and in one of the rarer instances of a recognition of the ephemerd nature of
the physical body, it is hoped that the body will not rot or putrefy and prayers are
offered to avoid that end

(s722-724).

Thereafter the use of imagery indicating

an equality with the gods, royal protestations of the right of divine Company, and
appositional sentence structures d o w the king to insert himself into the gods'
Company and by-pass the need for protection against mundane dangers, such as

snakes' b d s , lions, etc.

(B 72û-733). The south wall

TexfS, among

which are

those concemed with the attire of the k i n p r are simply part of the resurrection

2, p. 2s.
Leclant, 1979,285301.
n4Utk. 412 and 413.

=utts. 414-4..

"'Ut&. 4X4418.

process; the king must appear in garments befitting a divine neophyte,

adomments that M u d e d unguent"', and gaments"'.

Utterances 419 to 421,

comp1eting the group on this wall, reiterate the king's right of presence in the

sky. A portion of these Texts indudes a brief desaiption of the mouming on
eath and the ascension of the king upon re~urrection~'~.
Mythicdy speaking,
there is mention of the battle for the throne and the murder of Osiris by Seth3",

although this is not specific and only d u d e s to an evil done to the king by Seth.

The Texts on both walls of Pepi s'I comdor echo those on Teti's south w d
and pertain, iikewise, to dothing, unguent, and mummification. The goddess of
weaving, Taïf2', is mentioned throughout, a reference to be expected given the
'textilian' nature of the Texts on these walis.

ANTECHAMBER-FUNERARY CHAMBER CORRIDOR TEXTS

Unas, Teti, Pepi 1 and Pepi II each have a set of Texts in the comdor

between the antechamber and the funerary chamber. Of those four, Unas, Teti
and Pepi II are complete; Pepi I's south w d is destroyed, rendering it
unreconstructable, at least for the t h e being?

3v Utt.

48.

Utts. 414and 416,
U K 419 gg 743-744,
320 Utt 419 5 746.
Cruz-Uribe, 1996.
3P Sec m t , 1975,137-149.

"

The entire corridor in Merenre's

..

pyramid is likewise destroyed. The Texis in Unas' comdo?

set out the process

by which the king prepares for ascension, and having ascended, d e s in the
afterlife3". Teti's comdor Texts, however, are rdated to the joumey of the king
through the sky and his eventual admittance into the afterlife325.The comdors
of Pepi 1 and II are, agaui, much more similar to each other than they are to
either Unas or Teti, or than either Unas or Teti are to each others. These Texts
are concemed with resurrection and share Utts. 462 to 464. Pepi II's comdor, as is
usual with the text groups in

his pyramid, has a number of 'new' spells, not

found in 0th- pyra~nids'~'.

c Elements of the A n t e k b e r and Its Co

The areas around the three doorways in the antechamber are the most
vuhaable, mythicdy speaking, and the most vulnerable of these areas is the
doorway in the east waii to the serdab. The east wak of Unas and Teti are more

than adequatdy protected with the various sp&

proteding h e m against

mundane dangers, as w d as with the 'Cantuial Hymn' (Utt. 27314) protecting

them fiom supernaturd dangers. This text provides the most graphic images in
the Pyramid Texts, regardes of content, and the placement of the text above the
AS read fiom Mt to right (as is the case in ail the pyraxnids - Ldant 1975,140) and f i the
north waiI to the south;this is accordhg to M e ' s nuaibering system, and it should be kept in mind
Dow on the north and south wails may be a modem conskuct.
that the (apparent)
Utts. 23,25,32,199-îûû on the north waiI and Utts 244-246 on the south.
3L5 Utts- 359-363on the north waii and 262,264, and 272 on the south
"Ut& 583,463-464 and 673-677- Uk 676, a resmrecüontext, is mscribed hvice, w right after the
Othes.

"

door into the anepigraphic serdab emphasizes in the strongest maMer the
dernability of the various aspects of the deceased king- Thus, according to the
imagery and allusion of the 'Cannibal Hymn,' the king was perceived not only as
one who might give orders to the gods, or as one who is an equal with the gods,

but as one of whom the gods (and demi-gods) must be fearful. Thiç Utterance
provides a tremendous leap from the push for equality and recognition found in

the rest of the Pymmid Text corpus; the supexiority of the king is that of the top
of the food chah, l i t d y , although it is hardly likely that an Egyptian would
have put it in those terms. Through his ingestion of the most ancient gods ("the
ones who are the oldest" - 5 399), and his unspoken right of command for the
death, dismemberment and preparation into food of those oldest of the old, the

king wields the most suprerne, unquestionable power. By devouring "(their)
mothers and fathers"
&ted

(5 394), Unas

and Teti begin history. No other rulers

before them and as the first ders, they become enshrined - and the word

is used advisedly - as part of the myth of the beginnings of the ancient Egyptians'
history of Egypt AU of this rnatters not at a l l to the anaent Egyptian outside the

pyramid; however, inside the pyramid, as the most avowedly powerftd d e r in
Egypt's history by vVtue of this Utterance, Unas and Teti each have been vaulted
to the position of protector of their own sanctum. As a protection spd-of the

'supernatural' varietyr the king is not protecting himself from earthly dangers; he

is protecting himself from every inhabitant of the afterLife.

The antechamber's east walI in Pepi I's pyramid, without the benefit of the
fierce guardianship of the Tanniid Hymn, has its own measures of protection

for the serdab door. It combines protection Texts with two food Tex&'',

three

resurrection T e x t ~ ~ and
~ ' , one invoking the king's partiapation in various
festivals3". The protection Texts, 10 in number, are spells meant to dispatch a
number of different kinds of snakes. One untranslatable speil, Utt. 292, is also

dearly meani to do away with, or guard against, a certain kind of snake; the
insuperable textual diffidties of this spell would make even such a basic

identification impossible were it not for the determinative (?) of a snake at the
end of the texP3O. The snake spells as a whole, wherever they are found, are
meant to protect against mundane evils, earthly dangers and as such, these spells

are often, but not always, void of any mythic elernents. Some few use mythic

"Utts. 493-495, and 501.
Utb.496-498Utt. 469dd mdw nt tk k ntkl ikn nt t h t k ntk n.k ikn hi - this spd seems to consist of a nimber of independent
pronouns foiiowed by what? Rather than attempüng translation, however, 1 propose a different
solution to this problem. 1am not entireiy sure they were meant to be trmslated coherentty. There
are several different texts of this nature in the corpus - Utts. 281,286,5028. Utterances 281 and 286
are found on the east walls of the antechambers of Unas, Teti, and Pepi L Utterance 502B, recorded
m Fauikner 1969a cn page Il, is insaibed over the west door of Pepi II's funerary chamber. Each
text is hcomprehensible. Utterance 5028 can be ûmsliterated thusly: &4? k#t &4? kt 1b.f tmk di rD:
Uttexance281 l i k e s o : @ m h u U i h k w k b b h t h u t h u t h u b i w n p h t f w n p _ n t phti pgi m d i n Iwnw h m
nV nV n'i n'i; and Utterance 286: dd mdw 'barn t h tiw hv -tm,ti~hnwkbmv fbnw & nt dfmt ttw thu ttw
Ji tiw tiw tiw B n#f &rwt iD.t ml.It will be noted that each of these spells repeats a particular
duster of consonants or sounds. This is particUtat1y noticeable m Utt. SZB. Çee Mai, 1988.38, for
a short disctsîon of tbis speU It was recently noted by Robert Ritner (at the general ARCE
conkAnoe in Am Arbor c r t A p d 11,1997) that th- seemed to be religious or magical texts tha t
could d y be described as b&g 'gloasalalia' or 'speaking m tongued He was not commenting mthe
Pyramid Text spelk; however, these spells would seem to fall into that same categoy,although
rather than glossalalia which implies unreheased and mipuisive, not to mention
mcomprehensible, 'divine' speech, we shouid perhaps consider them to be sîmply 'divine' speech of
the unimpulsive, rehearsed and prerecorded h d . These sp&, placed over a doorway m the
company of speils pmtecting against siakes and other evir aeatures, sean to be part of the select
corpus of protection speIls. That they are inherentIy magic s h d d be taken as a given; that they
are perhaps meant to miitate scaae prenrmed knguage relathg speaâcally to mal<es or other
dangers should also be taken as a giverr, Perhaps they were meant to terrify dangerous beasts, with
their odd combinations of harsh amonants, or perhaps they were mtended to be clsed as the
dtimatekmd of d y n e or ptm, a ramiber of the 'words' Ïn Utts 281 and 286 in particular betaying
this wd-known Egyptian literary phenornenon. See Mahise, 1983for a commentary ai this. That

~9
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allusions, most notably Utt. 283 in which the royal deceased attacks the bit of evil
"on behalf of Min and the ikiw"

(5414).

Some spells provide protection agauist a number of dangers, not simpIy
snakes. Utterance 2û4 mentions centipedes, lions, and bulls as well as a snake.
The buIl as an animal against whom one must guard is found in Utts. 277 and

289; a due to the identity of the buIl, and the reason for guarding one's self
against it is found in Ut. 2f13'. The text as it appears in Teti substitutes the word

'bull'or k: with Sr3 or 'Seth.' The animal of Seth bears no relation

to a bull, so it

must be assumed that the substitution has some relevance regardhg an alternate
identity or form for Seth, at l e s t for this spell.

The other walls with doorways, the north and west wails, contain no
protection spells whatsoever in any of the pyramids; instead, they are inscribed

with mainly resurrecfion and ascension Texts.

The west

wall in Unas'

antechamber is slightly different and addresses the question of the presence of
the king in the sky. The king is bom from between the thighs of the Ennead as a
s e 3 * ,using the myth of the birth of the sun and, apparently, stars to affirm the
divinity and celestid nature of the king. Sometimes, indeed most times, the

mythic imagery is obtuse, such as that in Utt. 254. The king speaks:
O you fernale apes who cut off heads, N will escape from you in safety. N
has tied his head to his ne&. His head is on his trunk in this his name of

.

the majority of exampIes of inscription of these strange s p e k are over the dcmr mto the serdab is
significant and may signal the high regard m whidi their effectiveness was held.
This text appears in Unas and Teti only.
"Utt248g262.

*

.

"Tie-er of heads," and he ties the head of the Apis bull by means of it o n
that day of lassoeing the ox. (5286)

This passage mentions a speafic day on which a presumably mythic event
occuned, it mentions the fact that the head of the Apis b d will be joined to the
rest of its body on that day, and it notes that the king is able to do this by means of

his name of "Tie-er of heads." Whenever a partidar day of mythic event occurs
in the Texts and some action is described as taking place on that day, it is never

dear whether the action happens on the same temporal day, or whether it

happens on the anniversary of that day, like the modem celebration of a queen's
birthday. Since the space in which these actions take place is a spirihial or
supernatural one, it c m be argued that the events occur on the same day in time.
It codd even be argued that every day is that mythic day, since the temporal
nature of mythic space is not the same as that of mundane space. The import of

this partidar day is beyond our knowledge of Egyptian religions and mythic
literature, rendering the imagery fnistratingly obtuse and mavailable.
The south [leftl part of Teti's west wall from the centre of the wail over the
door to the south wall is filled with resurrection Texts. The Texts on the north

[right]portion of the wall are similar to Unas'. These ded with the king in the
sky in one way or another, whether through his arrival, his passage through, or

his place therein.

The remection Texts on the south sedion indude an

inhiguing use of names as materid objects in Utt 364.

mephthys] gave pou to your mother, Nut, in her name of 'Sarcophagus.'
She embraced you in her name of 'Coffi.' You have been taken to her in
her name of Tomb.' (5616)

.

The narnes of Sarcophagus, Coffin, and Tomb are those of Nui, rather than of
Nephthys.

The coffin or sarcophagus was the p&ew

of Nui; her figure

appeared inside the lid, amis outstretched as if arching over the sky. The tomb,
or chambers therein, may be seen as a larger edition of the sarcophagus lid,

which, although not decorated with a figure of Nut, was decorated with stars,
celestial bodies often found on representations of Nue33.
Another text from th& w d of Teti's, one of a group in which Horus
resurrects the king, makes reference to the presence of Hom' spint ( E ) in the

king:
Horus has acted on behalf of his spirit which is in you. ( Utt. 370 Q 647)

This reference is vital to the myth of kingship, the king being Horus while on
the earllily throne. in order to understand this tenet of the kuigship, it is
necessary to corne to terms with the idea that while the king may indeed be

Horus duMg his reîgn, Horus as the god is in simultaneous existence in the
pantheon, acting independently as a deity in his own right. The reconciüation of

this notion of concurrence with modem notions of individuality is a formidable
undertaking, the understanding of spintuality as a whole being difficult enough

without peering into the inner workings of beli& however, if the simdtaneity is
removed from the p i m e and the notion of the s e v d parts of a persan - body,
E, ?b,and b: - kept in mirtd, the idea of concurrence is made less strange. The

%, for example, the representation of Nut cn the ceilings of Ramses VI's and D<'s tombs in
Piankoff andRambova, 1954,and GuiLmant, 1907, PL 85.

-

k g as a body may have been on the throne while his B,Zb, and b: were part of
Horus, the deity relating specifically to the office of kingship and the throne that
symbolized that office3%
Utterance 469, from Pepi I's west wall, alludes to a divine d e r of Kherns3'

and his throwsticks "which remove the evil that is in hont of him and dispel the
evil that is behind him"

(5 908).

That the d e r of Khem is divine is without

doubt, standing as the subjet of an allusion in which the sceptre of the king is
placed in apposition to the der's throwsticks. The use of such relatively
mundane items as throwsticks in this allusion and their cornparison to a royal
badge of leadership suggests that two distinct levels of existence are referred to: a
mundane, earthly existence of the king and an otherworldly existence of Khem's
d e r . The throwsticks are a mythic p a d e l to the sceptre, and when this analogy

is used in the format of a religious text, the sceptre itself becomes mythic, as, by
extension, does the king.
It is noteworthy that one of the few (reiativdy) extended pieces of mythic

narrative in the marnid Texts is found in the pyamids of the Iater rulers of the
Wth Dynasty in Utt. 477. The pyramids of Unas and Teti contaui no such

narrative. Another text f o n d only in the later three pyramids, on the west walI

of the antechamber in each, is Utt. 474- In Pepi I and Merenre, it is inscribed over
the door to the funerary chamber and in Pepi II, it is found on the right [north]

"Thus, the body was Left m the funerary chamber in the pyamid while the other parts of the
h g were to take their 15ghtfu.lplace next to Osms-

panel. Geb confers with Atum regarding the duties Geb has performed on behaIf
of the king, such as the assembly of the pds, and the gifts bestowed on the king,
such as the Mounds of H o m and Seth, images relating to the Two Lands of

Egypt Geb then states that although Seth will corne to kül the king, he will be
unsuccessful and h e king will, in fa&, kül Seth

(s941-944). This sort of rhetoric

is cornmon throughout the Texts; it presents a kind of apposition, albeit
negative, that involves the king and powers that might prove dangerous to him
and his dead body. The image of discussions between Geb and Atum on behalf of
the king is a powerful one and indicates a kind of underlying mythic progteçs,

one in whidi the deities act in community when it concems the addition of a
new element to their Company. This, in tum, indicates a measure of the rnythic
rank of the king, that he would merit discussion in such elevated quarters.

The reason for the inclusion of this piece of narrative is, of course,
obscure; whether this indicates one of the earliest examples of the beginning of
the democratization of the underworld, or whether this indicates a different and
new idea behind the use of mythic allusion in Egyptian religious literature is
open for debate. The same applies for the inclusion of the 'Caruulal Hymn' in
the two earlier pyramids and not the later ones.
The south walls of ail of the pyramids, with the exception of Unas and the
partial exception of Pepi 1, have largdy been destroyed and leave no textual
evidence. The south wall of Unas contains only ascension Texts, and some of
-

%#hem is a aty, Letopolis, m the second Lower Egyphn nome, the Letopolite See Gauthier,
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those of the nature of ferryman Texts, discussed above. Portions of these
ascension Texts contain reed-Boat imagery, noted above, but this imagery
provides only part of the textual content.

The rest of them continue the

ascension imagery and do so with Little speafic mythic allusion. The allusions
made, which do indude deities and their actions, are aimed toward the goal of
the king's rise to the sky. They contain no opaque or seerningly incongrnous
allusions to 'hidden' mythic events; they are rdatively straightforward and
in their task. The other T a i s on this waU of Unas' are the same
com~rehensible
L

in their single-mindedness regardhg their goal. They provide no 'extraneous'

mythic matter and concem themselves with the task at hand.

The south w d of the serdab comdor in Teti provides a textual ritual of
deansing and purification. More than that, however, it provides an area of
preparation. The king is dothed in garments and dons a crown in readiness for

his entrance into the Company of the gods. He is guarded by Taït, the goddess of
weaving, who will watch over the king's corpse ensuring the body doesn't falI

apart in the interim.

The Texts on the no&

wall are resurrection

Texts.

Utterance 412, in partidar, asks the dead body of the king not to rot or f
d apart,

but to stand its owner in good stead once he reaches the sky. It also desmîes the
king's position in relation to the deities in the sky, his body being complete and
prepared for the celestid entry.

1925,175, and Gatdmer, 1947,6Ieand 65?

The Texts in the funerary chambers of the epigraphic pymnids are the
final group to be discussed. Together with the chambers in the kings' pyramids,

the Texts in the funerary chamber in Neith's pyramid are also induded. The
Texts in the pyramid of Neith are by far the most complete, with relatively little
rnissing; the Texts in the two other cpeens' funerary chambers are considerably

Less complete and have only recently been put into place on the ~ a l l s Due
~ ~ ~to.

the fact that the queens' pyramids were only equipped with a funerary chamber
(and in Neith's case, with an anepigraphic serdab) and it was in that one room
that the Texts were placed, it has been noted that this indicates the period in

which the Coffin Texts begin to corne into the fores3'. This

&O

represents the

first time that the Texts were insaied on the walls of a pyrarnid belonging to
someone 0th- than the king3'.

The funerary chambers in the kings' pyramids have only one door, in the
east wd. The funerary chamber in Neith's pyramid, however, has a doorway in

the north wall leading into the entrance comdor, the beginning of which is

epigraphic, and it has a doorway in the east wd,leadhg i n t ~a small serdab, the

Men, 1986.
Ibid, 1.
Ibid 1. It should be kept in mhd that th& staternent is made and pmposed according to negative
evidmce; in other words, nothmg has, as yet, been dixovered to wtggest that the Pyramid Texts
were used by anyone but the khg, h m peasants to the queen, earlier m the Old Kingdom,

~7

w a h of which are ill-hewnug. The pyramids of

A~OUÏP'
and Oudjebter?'

are

not so equipped, having only the funerary chamber; thus the only doorways in

these pyramids' chambers are in the noah wall, leading from the entrance

Everyoners (induding Neith's) east wall, as well as Neith's north w d , the

walls with doors, cliffer in th& textual make-up. Neith's east wall, with the
serdab door, is insaibed in six separate panels, three on top and three on the
bottom with the door being in the centre of the bottom three. This bottom

middle section is filled with only two, albeit large Texts - Utt. 6633 and 665C,
both resurreclion. In fa&, most of the Texts in the bottom panels are resurrection
Texts, with a sprinkling of ascension T e x P 3 . n e top north [left] panel contains

twelve short spells of p r o t e ~ t i o ndong
~ ~ , with one spell of food offering and one
conceniing SopdeP5. This represents a small but significant change in the
pattern from the east waIl Texts in the antechambers of the king, which likewise
had doorways into anepigrapic serdabs. Beginning with Unas and Teti, the walls

present powerful aids for the king against natural and supernatural terrors. The
east antechamber walls of Pepi 1, Merenre, and Pepi II are l e s stringently
protedive (Le. they do not contai. the ' C a n ~ b dHymn'). Neith's east wd, i n

xm Jécpier, 1933,14 and plate 1.

"Ibid, plate 1.
"Jéqtxier. 1928, plate 1.

Given the sony state of the texts of QUApouit and Oudjebtai, their texts wiit not be induded
m this study; Neith's, however, in their state of near-perfection. wül be.
The texts in the south bottom pawl are Utts. 265-26 and 665. Those m the noah bottom panel
are U t k 666B. 667and 6é7A
Ut&. 233,240,277, 283487. 289491.295296, and 298.
Yr Utk. 493 and 502A respe&vely.

1P

the funerary chamber but with the serdab doorway, now has the protection Texts
clustered in the top left corner, with maidy and comparatively positive Texts,
Texts meant to aid her rise fIom the dead and to the sky with only one s p d of

protection?

The impetus behind the Texts on this waIl has changed from one

of fear and danger in Unas and Teti to one of pushing toward the Textsf primary

goJrebirth and ascension in Pepi If Merenre, Pepi II, and Neith.

The east walls of the kings' funerary chambers are somewhat
individualistic. Whüe the content of Unas' Texts is primarily concerned with
foodY7,either eating or offering, the Texts on Teti's east wall contain food
Text?,

nearly the entire corpus of the offering formulaug, one protection text'",

and 0th- Texts3''. The food Texts are located in the north and south portion of

the gables. The offering formula completely fills the north panel beside the

antechamber doorway. The rest of the Texts are found in the middle panel over
the door, in a narrow horizontal band above the door, and in the south panel

beside the doorway. Only a small portion of Pepi I's east wali remains near the

ceiling in the north half of the gable. The Texts found on this srnail section are
and those regarding the king's presence in the skfS3.

resurrection

Merenre's Texts provide a mixture of ail three previously mentioned groups,

-

-

= U R 759,
2&2l2,223.
The others, ascension and kmgshiip, are 219-225.
U t k 208,2l0-2l2,338-339,341,3La3-385,347-349,and 354Ut&. 142-16& 172-173,and 224 5 2l8a
IIi U t t 224 5 221.
Utts. 350-352, S24 5 21&-220ct and 355358sz Utts 355456,407, and 4574XI.
~3 UtfS, 357,407,456, and 461.

fP Utts.

with food*,

resurrections, and other

Pepi II's are similar in content to

Merenre'sm. The Texb on both Merenre's and Pepi II's east walls do not seem to
have been placed with any partidar regard to their content.

The Texts on the south wall of the funerary chambers, with the exceptions
of Unas and Neith, have largely been destroyed. Teti's south waiI contains only
the last line of Utt. 246. Pepi Ps and Merenre's south walls are too destroyed for

any kind of reconstruction, and Pepi II's wall contains only a few Texts in the
lower east comeP8. Leclant notes that those Texts found on Pepi I's south waIl

are the same as those in the later pyramidsug. The Texts found on Pepi I's south
wall are concemed with resurrection in its several forxns, such as the
resurrection of the king as a f a l ~ o n ~or~ as
' a staiM1, or the release of the king

fiom his mummy wrappings?

Neith's south wdl is neariy complete, with only one large l a m a in the
upper west half of the wall; Unas' wall is complete. Texts on this wall, reading
from the west [right] to the east [Mt] in both, in Unas' funerary chamber number
from Utt. 213 to 219. Neith's corpus contains those Texts plus an additional

Ut&*206,208, U2,338-339, 341,343-345, 349, and 400.
593,596, and 6CBtDI.
Utts 199,224,244,340,342,346, 348, 350-351, 353, S 3 5 7 , 401404, 407, 836, 594595, 597, and
599-602
~7 Ut&. 201-203,206, 208,UO-u2,338-349,352-353,355,357,400-407,414, 418,439, 456, 459, 591,
593-597,599-602, 604605,637, and 659-662.
Utts. 267, 302,309,358, !537,and 66é-672.
* L,eciant, 1985,302.
#oUk668.
"Utt.302

355 Utk.2l01211,355,407,459-46û,
~6

*Uk 358.

seventeen (at lea~t)~".Unas' wd,t h , has approximately 50 lhes of text, while
Neith's has nearly 200. The Texts of Unas arrange for the king's ascent into
heaven, from a dedaration that the king has not departed dead but a l i ~ e to
~ 'the
~
assumption of authority in the afterlife by the king'". The same Texts in Neith,
of course, follow the same pattern as Unas' with the addition of a nurnber of
similarly constituted spells.
The west wall of the funerary chambers all leave space for the 'palace
faCade' on the bottom half (approximately) of the wall. This area is uninscribed
to d o w for the sarcophagus, which is itself inscribed with çpells relating to Nut
and her assistance in the resurrection of the deceased. The areas at the heads and
feet of the sarcophagi on the north and south walls are likewise uninscribed,
although in these instances, they are not decorated in any marner at ail. The

west walls of Teti and Unas are inscribed in the gables only, leaving the lower
portions of the wall entirely decorated with a 'palace façade' motif. The west
walls of the later kings, and Neith, are fully inscriied down to the level of the lid
of the sarcophagus where the 'palace fipde' begins.

Teti's gables contain

ascension Tscts for the most pa&66; Unas' gables are cornpletely fUed with
protection sp& againsi mundane aeat~ue$~',the same type of spells found o n
the east wall of the antechamber. LecIant notes that Utt. 213, following a sort of

"Utts. 32,213-222,2#,4î2

(twice on different places on the w&, cme m the much-damaged upper
west haLf and ane m the lower east corner), 424,462,468 (twice, foUowing Utt. 412), 665 19031912,665 5 1913,667,674-676, and 690,
364 Utt. 2l3.

utt. US.
367 utts. 226-243.

36s

a UtfSI 322-337, and 633-

placement canon, appears just at the height of the sarcophagus in each
pyramid3". Utterance 213 begins with an address to the king, stating that he has

not departed dead but alive, and not ody alive, but in a state of reigning grace (§
134). Then the spell goes on to equate various of the kings' bodyparts with Atum

(5135).
The Texts on this waU of the funerary chamber are nearly identical in the
four later pyramid~'~~.
They indude addresses to Nut, the sky goddess but also
the goddess of the sarcophagus, so to speak, the goddess depicted on the inner

side of the Iid. She was understood to protect the deceased and to help him in

his ascension370.These are by no means the only Texts on this wall, however.
Purification, restoration and resurrection spells also appear in abundant
numbers on this waU in alI four pyramids' Chambers.

The north wall of the funerary chamber in three of the six pyramids - Teti,
Merenre, and Pepi 1 - is too destroyed for reconstruction. The north walls of
Unas, Pepi II and Neith, however, are rich with Texts.

Leciant, 1985,301,
Pepi I- Utts. 335-336,356,365-368,37&372,422-424,425 (twice), 426427,428 (twice), 42949,450
(twice), 45145,483, and 610.
M
m Ut& 10,332,335-336,365468,370-373,414,422, 4Z4-427, 428 (twice), 429-434, 437, 439444,446-455, and 5ûû-592
Pepi II: U t h 9,332,335336,356,365-37l,373,4i2,4.22434,43648,440444,~,
589-590, and
620-623.
~eith:
utt~
356-357,~7-m,
mm,423,425,430,833-834, m a ,44x47, m a ,452-655, SSS590, mid 593.
3x1See Hart, 1986,143-147,
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Unas' north wall is nearly completely covered with Texts of the offering
ritualf'". Some 'anomalies' appear, such as those Texts that are concerned with
p r o t e ~ t i o n or
~ ~anointingn,
,
or travelling in the afterlife3", among o t h e r ~ ~ ~ ' .

Neith's north wall, with the doorway leading to the entrance comdor, is
somewhat textually complicated with numerous panels, dthough not nearly so
complex as that of Pepi DI. The complication arises, as with Pepi II, hom the
many panels, rather than from the textual content of those panels. Neith's north

wail is divided into seven sections, accordhg to Jéquier's plan. The first two
sections are over two anepigraphic areas, the 'palace façade' and the blank area at
one end of the sarcophagus (with a correspondhg blank area at the other

The third3", f o ~ r t h ~and
~ ' , f i f t l setions
~~~
m from the ceilhg d o m to the line
of the top of the doorway. The fifth section is over the doorway completeiy, the
fourth section only partly so to the west, and the third section not at all, even

M e r to the west. These three sections are of interest for the moment; they are
subdivided h t o three sections, one on top of the other. Each of the primary
sections contains the offerhg formula generally, but not always, found on the

north waIls of the kings' pyramids. The Texts in the sixth panel380hvolve the

Utts.23-24,25 (twice), 26-31.32 (three times), and 40-199.
Utts. 634 and 636.
UR. 637.
374 Utts. 246,and 655/?*
Utts.30-31,200,246,634.-639,640641(both tuvice), and 658.
376 First section= Utîs. 268,474,476, and 685.
Second section: Utîs.330-331,585-SSot 624,and 704.
Ut&. 23-25,32,34, and 72-80.
318 Uttsc 25,32,35-43,81,and lO&Z?l.
~9 Utk 32,&5ï,
and 82-96.
Utts. 223-225,454,592,641,643-646r and 649.

"

"

presence of the Veenf referred to as the king (Neith's Texts generally use the
male nouns and pronouns, with rare exceptions) in the afterlife and the sky, and

her acceptance therein. The final seventh section, located to the west [left] of the
entrance doorway is b a i b e d with offering Texd8'.

Pepi II's north wall,as alluded to above, is very complicated. The top of
the wall a l l the way aaoss has been destroyed together with a large portion of the

east [right] end. A large number of the Texts on this wall are concemed with the

offering formulaM2;however, an almast equally large number are concemed
with the accmtance of the kine into the s k P 3 and the ~rotectionhe derives
A

V

d

A

thereby from the children of Homsfs4 or from G e S .

0th-

inchde

Texts, as well as two
resurrectionM6,ascension387,',l~stration'~'~,
and ir~cense~~'

a number of protection spells3", and some Iess readily
sarcophagus Text~~~',
As with the Texts on the west waiI of the funerary chambers of
categ~rizab@~*.

Pepi 1, Merenre, Pepi II and Neith, the Texts on the noah walls of Pepi II and

Neith are near-duplicates of each other, with a good number of the same spells

---

-

-

Ut&.
and 173-199.
Utts. f2-24,25 (twice), 3l(three times), 34-102,106,10&198,and 327.
jS5 Utts. 26û, 272, and 626-627.
Utts. 644, and 648.
Utt. 64iû (twice).
Utk, m,62&633?and 665.
UtfS. 326,330-331, and 624425
xmUtts. 32 (four tintes) and 33 (three tirnes).
Uttr. %3û (26-29 appear three &es; 30 appears twice)
mutkgand Il*
Utts. -1.
j92 U
tts. 223-225?246,642-643? 665-6647?650,
It wouid be interesthg to h o w whether the 0th- queers' pyra"ds folIowed Pepi II m this
maruEr.

'

"

Finally, the comdor leading from the funerary chamber to the entrance
comdor in Neith is inscn'bed with sp& of ascension on both waU$94.

Mvfttic Elements of the Funerarv Chamber

In this chamber, perhaps the most formulaic of a l l the epigraphic areas i n
the Vth and VIth Dynasty pyramids, the same text begins the west wah in each

of the pyramids: Utt.213 over the head of the sarcophagus. The addresses to Nut
are found on this same wall of the later pyrarnids and each pyramid that has
inscriptions rernaining on the north wd, with the exception of Teti which has

the offerhg ritual on the east wd,has at least a generous portion of the ritual, if
not the entire offerhg corpus. The east and south walls of the pyamids, where
extant?are slightly more idiosyncratic, but this idiosynmsy is mild.

The offering formula begins with Utt. 23 and continues to Utt. 200, with
Texts concemed with various items of food following thereafter, although the

foUowing food Texts are not a part of the offering formula itseIf. Some of Neith's
Texts and some of those of the later VIth Dynasty kings are interspersed with

Iater additions to the offering formula, for example Utts. 742 to 756. The offering

formula give not only spelIs indicating which offefings (and the nature thereof)
are to be uicluded, but it also mdicates some of the actions that are to accompany

3PI

West side Utts. 305,308,324,503,511, and 625.
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the offerings. Utteance 23 5 16 is called, li%erally,a 'hibation' spell by Faulkne~?~?

It begins with appeals to Osiris and Thoth to remove anything that might cause
harm to the king (or queen). It continues with two commands to be repeated

four times and it ends with an instruction to pour water, hence Faullcner's
designation of 'libation.'

The spells that follow on the heels of Utt. 23 are spells offerhg incense of
different kinds - dry or balled

- and Upper Egyptian natron of Nekheb or Upper

Egyptian natron of ft-pt. These 'incense' and 'libation' spells set the scene for the
succeeding food offerings, which, when listed separately, form a kind of repast,
partidarly from Utt. 108 following.

From Utt. 109 untii the penulthate

offering text, Utt. 199, the king is given the Eye of Horus, for which the various
offerings stand. This includes thkteen different kinds of bread, various portions
of meat and fowl, four different types of cake, seven Ends of beer, five varieties
of wine, five types of fruitand vegetables of all kinds. The order of presentation

is intereshg in itself; once the bread, meat and fowl, cake, b e r , wine, fimit and
vegetables have been offered, the list begins again with grains and breads, ber,
wine, W, and vegetables, the second time exduding meat and fowPg6. The Eye
of H o m , then, kept the king alive. Even Utt. 199, the text of the offering ritual
concemed with the reversion of offerings, prays that the Eye of H o m belong to

East side: Utk 322,514,54û, and 691.
Fadimer, 1969,4,
It is hard to imagine that for the k i n the
~ meat and fowl wouid be too expainve to mdude in
two sections of offering, but they may have been rare enough in srrh quantity the fiAt time that a
seamd raad of ofkring wouid have been mconceivabIe. It is iîkeiy that the omission was made
with an eye to rituai co~l~equences.
See Barta, 1963.6043 for a cikassion of the king's offering list
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the king before the reversion ïs instituted in an instructional final sentence; once
the ritual has been concluded, the food and drink taken by the deceased become
not simpIy nourishment necessary for continued human existence but also
nourishment necessary for the continued existence of various parts of the king's
spiritual existence - his b3, k3, and :S.
The adchesses to Nut found in the later four pyramids on the west wall
over the sarcophagus appear in Pepi I in a narrow horizontal band between the

gables and main lower panels. The Nut texts in Merenre appear briefiy in a

narrow vertical band on the far north end of the wall and then re-appear in the
broad main panel of the 'palace faqade,' again just over the sarcophagus. The
sarne Texts appear in Pepi II in exactly the same positions as in Merenre, in a

narrow vertical band in the north end and in the broad main panel over the
sarcophagus. The Texts addressed to Nut in Neith's funerary chamber occur in

the north panel over the head of the sarcophagus. Nut was asked to proted the

king (or queen) in her role of divine mother to the deceased 'Osiris N'; a number
of the Texts that are directed toward her ask for her protection by conceaiment
against Seth39? As the sky-goddess in one of her avatars, Nut is accepting the

king uito herself, much as she takes the sun into her mouth, and swallows it at
dusk to give birth to it at dawn. Her quaMy of being the sky is retognized in the

Texts: in Utt. 433 5 783, Nut is made

3w

in her name of

'SWby means of

Uftf. 4W428,443.

"For this translation, see Fadher, 1969,142.

Fadher msertr a fi& pexson singdar pnnam in
this text, translaüng it as "Ihave made you fruitfui(?) by means of Geb in pur name of 'Sky,' fm 1
have joined the entire land €0you everywhete.''

Geb. Then follows the statement, "The land to its limits has been joined to you

(Le. Nut) in every place."

This staternent, in itself, implies protedion by

covering the king, an image echoed in Utt. 428 5 778 which requests of Nut that

she "fall over" her son Osiris, an act of coverùig hun with her body. The
placement of these Texts is important, being inscribed as they are over the
sarcophaguç of the royal deceased. The inner lid of the sarcophagus provides the
same service through -tic

representation, conventionally being equipped

with a painting or carving of Nut with arms outstretched and legs extended in a
position according the king protection and covePg, "the land being joined to

[Nut] in every place" (Utt. 433 5 783). In 'covering' the king with her body, she is
ioinine the edees
of
V

J

U

d four sides of the sarco~hagusas w d as d the land d e d

by the king on earth.

The inscriied gables on the west wall of Unas provide the only spells of
protection for the king of the same mundane kind as the antechamber's east

walls. They are intended to eliminate the danger of beastly evih, such as snakes;
thusr the opposite walls of the two roorns in Unas' pyramid bound the space with
protection of both a magical and an earthly sort. The speIls on the west w d of

Teti's funerary chamber, however, are almost entirely ascension Texts without
hint of protection. Was thÎs felt to be unnecessary by the tirne Teti came to the

throne? Was this perhaps instituted by Teti himself foUowing a persond set of
beliefs? There remains a very real distinction between placing Texts aimed at
protedmg the king's body, a matenal substance, in a space ckedy over the

sarcophagus holding that dead body, and, in the sarne space in a different
pyramid, employing T e . meant to aid the rise of the king to the s h , an abshact

notion. The space taken by the gables is perforce near the ceiling, something that
might certainly aid in the ascent of the king, but which also rnight have little use
in dispelling snakes and other creatures that aeep or crawl doser to the ground.

The

east wails of the funerary chambers,

with the possible exception of

Pepi 1 (keeping in mind the battered state of his funerary chamber's east wall),
have a common mythic denorninator: food. These food Texts are not, strictly

speaking and only, offering Texts. Whiie food is discuçsed, and the king (or

queen) calls for meat or simply for me& to be provided for him (or her), the
thnist of the speb' intent is the introduction of food into the general mythic

content - that, and the protestation of eating with one's mouth, walking right
side up, and generally conduaulg one's self as the average human with no
abnormal features. The food contributed to the rnythic content by preventing the
starvation and thirsting to de& of the deceased. The fact of the need to eat and

drink ïs addressed by means of the introduction of food

- the preparation,

s e m g and identification of different foods - into the mythic world created by
the pyramid chambers and the Texts on the wak.

Finally, the sarcophagus was inscribed on the outside with Utts. 1-7

1-5.

With the exception of Utt- 2 5 1, these spells are a l l to be rWted by Nui, whose

figure is ofien found later carved or painted on the mside of the lid of sarcophagi.

She represents the sky, the very geography €0 which the king aspires to ascend.

These Texts, in particular, while being very short, emphasize the divine familial
comections of the king. Utt. 2 5 1,reated by Geb and not Nut, is largely missing;
however what remains is the assertion by Geb that the king is the son of his
body, giving the king a father of primordial origins, and, hence, original and

powerful status.

CONCLUSIONS

It was mentioned above that a study of the placement of the Texts within
the pyrarnids' chambers and comdors might prove useful in eluadating the role

of myth within the Texts. This has tumed out not to be so, except in a very
general sense. No overarching conclusions c m be made regarding placement,
with the exception of the use of Nut on the west walls of the four later pyramids

- Pepi 1, Merenre,

Pepi II, and Neith. The speafics of each of the Texts used in

the pyramids were, without doubt, of great importance to the overaIl goal of the
Texts; however, without a more complete set of mythic images preserved in the

general Iiterature, it is impossible to know how these mythic images, the
invocations of various deities, and the incantations dïrected toward the dead

royal were understood to be effective. From the standpoint of the end of the
mentieth centurg, the Texts seem to have been placed with generd content in

mind ody. It was noted that a few fecundity Texts are found on the entrance

comdor walls of Unas. An analysis of these Texts shows nothhg more than
fecundity as imagery, however, and in any case, there are not enough of them to
lead to a solid conclusion regarding theh placement specifically on the entrance
comdor walls. Genexdy, fecundity in the Pyramid Texts should be expected,
performing within the mythic elements as images of growth and, in a sense,
resurrection.

Given the la& of a true canon of placement, the images of

fecundity could be induded anywhere in the Chambers; however, these three

'fecundiiy' Texts - Utts. 317,318, and 320 - are found only on the east and west
walls of the entrance comdor of Unas' pyramid.
The mythic imagery in the Texts was there for the use of the king; in other
words, the imagery was centred on the king, and his resurrection and ascent.

The deities in the sky were called upon

to resmect the king, to

protect him, to

aid in his ascent to the sky and to allow him access to their company. They

conferred with each other concerning his presence and they proteded him not

onIy from mundane dangers but from each other, most notably Seth. Seth,
however, was not the only deity who might prove to be lethal to the king; others
induded various evil aspects of deities not usuaily depicted as s u c h Utterance
534

12674274guards against the 'evii comùigs' of Osiris, H o m , hnt-irzy, Thoth,

Isis, and Nephthys, as well as Seth. With the obvious exception of Seth, the

other deities named are not known for theh belücose natures. They are known,
rather, for th& nurturing characteristics, or characteristics of wisdom.

The

Egyptians prefemd to indude as many possibiiities as they could to prepare
thernsefves -and here, the king

- for any contingency.

This impulse is long-

standing and c m be seen throughout Egypi's history in the way in which the
d t u r e and society cast nothing aside. Ideas and images were re-used time and
again, a pertinent example of this being the re-use of the Pyramid Texts in tombs
from the Saïte period. On a different level, the inclusion of 'evil' aspects of
othenvise nurhuing go& is evidence of this, as well. Had these aspects not been
mentioned, there remained the possibility that they could have corne to harm

the king4Oo.

The conclusion that there seems to be nothing more than general content
to aid in textual placement is important. It indicates that the Texts were rneant to
be used as a complete whole, without the concem of placing each text in a specific

(and only that specifîc) place. InterestingIy, it appears that while cycles were
indeed used, such as the reed-float cycle mentioned above or repetitive imagery

such as that of the Field of Rushes for lustration and bathing, kdividual Texts
were never repeated verbatim, nor were their images. For example, although
the reed-float Texts maintained the same basic style from text to text, their use of
deities and cornpanion Texts was never exactly the same. This may seem a
semantic diffaence on the surface, pointing out a mere difference in choice of
word, but it shows a desire to be as comprehensive as po~sible*~'.The deities i n
the reed-float Texts are always the four most important to the ascension process -

Re', Horus, Harakhti, the king - with the a r e addition of one or two others who
are different forms of Horus (e-g. Shezemty

342 - see Horus of Shezmet,

The notion behmd this is similar to that behind the mutilation of signs to prevent the
possiblity of th& harming the king, See Chap. 2, p. u)-2L

(Oo

5

10851, Horus of the East or even Horizon-Dwder

10851). Using these four in

varying combinations ensures that every contingency is induded and that

should the king be in a situation in the sky wherein H&ti

is present for the

reed-floats and not Horus, the king is prepared.

The Texts, then, operated hndamentally as a whole. While

each text i n

itself is individual, these individualities are not used to create a group of Texts

with categorical areas of placement. They provide the corpus as a whole with
myriad positions for the royal to use in his or her otherworldly travel, *cluding
positions or invocations of protection, resurrection, ascension, and celestial
presence. They were not interdependent on one another in a narrative structure;
rather, they were more similar to the paint dawbs used in pointillism, fomless

when viewed individually, dawb by dawb, but eioquent when viewed in their
entirety.

--

"See Ch. 3,pp. 5859 for examples of this phenornerton reIating to the hg's body.

CONCLUSION

In the past, Egyptologists have undastood myth as story or prose, poetic or
oral narrative, using this understanding of myth to limit its use to the Middle or

New Kingdoms. The t m , 'myth,' however, has corne to indude a much
broader signiscance

- the interaction between humankind

and their various

gods. Induded in this interaction are attempts at comprehending the workings
of the world, and the part the gods played therein. Climate, social institutions,
anima]. life - ail these, together with many more, were cause for wonder and
apprehension.

For the Egyptians, however, it is not only their endeavours

toward comprehension that signaled myth.

It was, more importantly, the

Egyptian correspondence with the divine world that gave myth its substance.

The evidence for this, in the Old Kingdom, is negative, but it îs quite
resoundingly negative. Although the religious literature is relatively limited
during this period, absoiutely no hint of extended narrative rnyth has appeared.

The instances of narrative in the Pyramid Texts are confined to two brief
episodes, one descri'bing the behaviour of Seth during his bial (Ute. 477), the

other using the Heliopolitan myth of Atum masturbatirtg to aeate Shu and
Tefnut, the deities who represent the world above our heads and below our feet
(Utt. 527). These are not used to tell stories, these fragments of myth. b t e a d ,

they are used as links to the mythic world, by means of which the king will

eventually sit with the gods and become one of their number. The fact of storytelling or narrative is irrelevant; the provision of a nexus between the mundane

and the celestial worlds is, however, of the utmost importance.

The Texts fundoned within the pyramids in a multi-purpose way. They
provided the king (or queen) with the means of inseaing themselves into the
celestial foundational myths that surrounded the ancient Egyptians, of becoming

-

part of and operaüng within - those myths. The Te&

also worked in a physical,

mundane maMer by surroundhg the dead royal with the intrinsic magic of the
hierogiyphs, and thereby aeating withïn the chambers a single area linked by
passageways that nearly completely encircled the space. The only places not
insaibed, the floor and the serdab, were guarded by protective Utterances, spells
against snakes and evil demons that rnight find theh way in, past the
anepigraphic areas into the more sensitive, more mythically charged epigraphic
chambers. The Texts and the space inside the diambers together aeated an arena
in which the deceased would use the foundational myths, and the overlying

allusions, to become part of the myth of the afterlife. As the deceased became
part of that myth, he or she became myth themselves in an inescapable syilogistic

&cle The Texts ensured the transformation of the deceased from dead human
to reborn deity by means of mythic allusions, the alignment of the king or queen

with the deities, and the necessary and proper spells to accomplish that

aiignment.

The entire corpus of the Pyramid T e . becomes a compIex, mdti-Iayered
myth imto itself, a feat accompüshed in a nurnber of diff'ent ways: by irtserting

the deceased into the myth

and subsequently transforming the deceased into

deity, and by encircling of the deceased in what is essentially a shroud of
protective and enabhg magic, the Pyramid Texts themselves.

FLOOR PLANÇ OF THE KZNGS PYRAMIDS

The floor plans of the kings' pymmids have been taken from Sethe, 1922. The
queen's pyramid floor plan has not been induded.

Fig. 1 Unas (Sethe, 1922,116)

PLACEMENT OF TEXTÇ IN INDIVIDUAL PMiAMIDS
This appendix consists of a List of Tex& on each wall in each pyramid. An
incomplete listing of pyramids for a particular wall indicates that that wall is
either too extensively damaged for textual reconstruction or that it was
anepigraphic in the first place.
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